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Abstract

Renewable resources are the main energy sources in a smart grid
project. In order to ensure the smooth functioning of the smart
grid, Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) need to be
utilised efficiently. The objective of the SmartNEM project is to effec-
tively utilise the technologies such as Machine Learning, Blockchain
and Data Hubs for the aforementioned purpose and at the same time
ensure a secured and privacy preserved solution. The data involved
in smart grids require high security and it can be sensitive due to the
household data which contains personal information. The individuals
can be reluctant to share these data due to mistrust and to avoid
unnecessary manipulation of the data they provide.
In order to overcome this it is necessary to build a trust based

framework in which one could ensure data security and data privacy
for the data owners to open up their data for data analysis. To
achieves this we have proposed an architecture called TOTEM, Token
for Controlled Computation, which integrates Blockchain and Big
Data technologies. The conventional method of data analysis demands
data be moved across the network to the location where the execution
happens, however in the TOTEM architecture computational code
will be moved to the data owner’s environment where the data is
located. The TOTEM is a three layer architecture (Blockchain
consortium layer, Storage layer and Computational layer) with two
main actors, data provider and data consumer. Data provider provides
metadata of the data they own and provide resources for the execution
of data. Data consumers will get an opportunity to execute their own
code on the data provider´s data. For a controlled computation and
to avoid malicious functions an entity called totem is introduced in
the architecture. The authorised users should meet the requirements
of Totem value for executing their code on the requested data. For
live monitoring of the totem value throughout the run time is achieved
with the components such as totem manager and updaters in the
computational layer. The code must follow a specific format and
will undergo preliminary checks with the TOTEM defined SDK and
smart contracts deployed by the data providers in the blockchain
network. The Extended TOTEM architecture is also proposed to
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address the additional features when it is needed to combine the
results from multiple data providers without sharing the data. This
research work focused on the design of the TOTEM architecture
and implementation as a proof of concept for the newly introduced
components in the architecture. We have also introduced artificial
intelligence in the framework to improve core features’ functionality.
In the present research, the TOTEM architecture is proposed

for the SmartNEM project to utilize the energy data for decision
making and figure out the trends or patterns, while maintaining data
privacy, data ownership, accountability and traceability. Moreover,
the architecture can be extended to other domains such as health,
education, etc, where data security and privacy is the key concern in
sharing the data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, an introduction to the research work is presented and
is structured as follows. Section 1.1 briefly explains the importance
of smart grids and describes the smart community neighbourhood
project. The research problem and the motivations behind the study
are presented in Section 1.2. In section 1.3, the main objective and
the research questions of this research are stated. The list of research
articles relevant for the thesis is presented in Section 1.4 and finally,
an outline of the thesis is provided in Section 1.5

1.1 Introduction to Smart Grid

In a conventional power grid system, the electricity will be generated
from power stations and it will be transmitted through high-voltage
transmission lines to the consumers. It is represented as a centralised
one-way flow of electricity. Power stations generate electricity from
natural gas, coal and nuclear energy or from renewable sources such
as wind, hydro and solar power. These traditional power grids are
updated in many ways such as advanced power electronics and control
mechanisms [1]. Even though the traditional power grids are upgraded
with advanced technologies, the system suffers electricity loss due
to long distance transmission lines and distribution networks. In
terms of the security and trustworthiness of the system, there are
limitations. Cyber attacks or any kind of failure in the power grid may
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Chapter 1. Introduction

cause power outrage over a broad area for long term. For example, a
massive cyber attack happened in a Ukraine power plant in 2015 [2]
resulted in power outage for hours in more than ten thousand homes
and facilities. A malware called BlackEnergy installed on the control
center computers was the cause of the attack. Slammer worm attack
at Ohio power plant in 2003 and Stuxnet worm attack on control
systems in 2010 are some among the other attacks reported. The
requirement for massive power production and carbon emissions from
these power generation are some other challenges for the traditional
power grid system. Studies show that 40% of the overall carbon
emissions in the United States are caused by power systems [3]. In
order to get rid of these types of issues, modern power grid or smart
grid was introduced.
A smart grid is a power transmission infrastructure that is inte-

grated with information and communication technologies [4]. It can
be represented as a bidirectional flow of electricity and communication
data. Smart grid bi-directional property provides the customers and
utilities an opportunity to monitor, predict, and control energy usage.
Modern power grid design with principal characteristics was defined
by U.S National Energy Technology, in 2007 [5]. Further in 2009, the
U.S. Department of Energy restated the benefits and design features
of smart grid [6]. Some of these features are described as follows:

• Customers are able to shift load, generate and store energy de-
pending on the real-time prices and incentives. As the system
is bidirectional, the customers can store the energy and sell the
excess energy to the grid when the prices are high or as per
the demand. Thus the system will be more efficient and can
maintain a balance power supply through a demand response
mechanism.

• Promoting all types of distributed energy resources such as solar,
wind, geothermal, etc. with proper and flexible network archi-
tecture along with the centralised power generation. It helps to
handle peak load and emergency situations. Integrating such a
green resource power system contributes to social and economic
benefits.

2



1.1. Introduction to Smart Grid

• Innovative products and services play an essential role in smart
grids to achieve a cost effective and greener solution. Smart
home appliances or intelligent electronic devices(IEDs) can be
remotely controlled by authorised customers or providers.

• Smart grid provides power quality in terms of voltage flicker, volume
and interruptions, to industrial or residential users with distinct
power quality requirements.

• As the smart grid is a complicated system that controls various
facilities and distributed energy resources, an efficient manage-
ment mechanism is essential to optimise the asset utilisation
and effortless operation and maintenance of the system. It
must also reduce the investment/maintenance cost and power
consumption.

• Eventually the entire smart grid operation must be volatile to
interruptions such as attacks and natural disasters. It is to
ensure the reliability of the power grid. Through proper commu-
nication local or national wide, the smart grid must be able to
resist any attacks or damages. Sensing systems and automatic
control system technologies are capable to ”self-heal” the grid
from unknown faults. Quick isolation of the suspicious grid
component can also prevent the failure of the power supply to
the nearby areas.

1.1.1 Smart Community Neighborhood

The traditional electricity infrastructure lacks proper mechanisms
to handle massive and concentrated power consumption, especially
with the arrival of electric vehicles (EV) and charging demands or
peak over consumption [7]. In order to manage such situations, with-
out entirely changing the structure of the power grid, smart grid
projects integrate the renewable micro energy sources implemented at
household or neighborhood levels. This makes the power consumers
at the same time power producers as well, which gives an abstract
name called prosumers. It is essential to identify potential prosumers
and maintain tools to manage household or neighborhood energy
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Chapter 1. Introduction

production and consumption. Therefore it is necessary to have ef-
ficient mechanisms and supporting techniques for collecting micro
energy resources, maintaining community level power storage units,
allowing trading energy and predicting the power consumption or
production range between neighborhood houses or communities. The
challenges here mentioned can be addressed in a smarter way with
the help of ICT-based solutions. Since smart grids are decentralised
data driven power management systems, they can contribute to the
demand supply market of prosumers.

Smart Community Neighborhood (SmartNEM) project is a smart
grid project which proposes a system that can utilise the advantage
of advanced ICT solutions. As shown in Figure 1.1, the prosumers
will produce the energy locally in households or neighborhoods with
renewable energy resources and store it with the latest technologies.
Prosumers can use the self-generated energy for their own require-
ments and excess energy produced can be sold back to the grid as
per the requirement. The EV batteries can be used in households as
an additional storage unit. As a result, these resources can help to
balance consumption during peak hours and fluctuations, and also
provide congestion relief. For ensuring a reliable and safe distribution
system, operators and transmission system operators which are so
called upstream suppliers demand information regarding the power
consumption pattern and requirements for transmission, distribution
and if needed, integrating the neighborhood resources.
The SmartNEM project mainly focuses on specific ICT areas for

better smart grid functioning.

(1) A high intensive data hub is required as the data streams
from each household in all communities and its corresponding
resources will be potentially high. The data hub must be capable
of providing sensible and real-time data insights.

(2) Machine learning can be used to predict energy consumption
and production during peak hours or specific periods by house-
holds, neighborhoods, or communities.

(3) Blockchain based technology can be utilised to record the
energy generated/traded by the prosumers and the energy stored

4



1.1. Introduction to Smart Grid

Figure 1.1: Smart Community Neighborhood (SmartNEM) [8]

in local or community storage resources. Each transaction in
the blockchain will be transparent and secure. According to the
National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST), blockchain
is an immutable digital ledger system, which is designed in a
distributed manner without a central authority [9]. In addition,
digital assets cannot prove their ownership as easily as physical
currency, crypto techniques are required to prove the ownership
of digital assets. Asymmetric cryptography and hash function
are the two techniques mainly used in Blockchain.

(4) Data security and privacy should be ensured in the entire pro-
cess since the data from households contains sensitive data and
patterns obtained from analysis of the data from the commu-
nity level may be also exposed to several attacks. The trust
in the system by prosumers is essential and it should maintain
openness and active participation.

A self optimising and organising, secure and privacy preserv-
ing neighborhood energy management system which utilises the
information-intensive data hub, blockchain and machine learning
is the main purpose of the smart community neighborhood project
(SmartNEM).
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1.2 Relevance of data security and privacy in Smart
grid

Data security stands for protecting the data from unauthorised users,
manipulations and destruction. As per the comprehensive guideline
for Smart Grid cyber security released by NIST, the main objectives
of security in smart grids are availability, integrity and confidentiality.
Availability ensures reliable access and use of information as per the
requirement. Loss of data availability is a kind of interruption to
data access and use. The integrity of data prevents modification of
data by unauthorised users and systems. Confidentiality assures that
access to data is restricted to authorized entities only.

Data privacy focuses on who is authorized to access the data and
how the authorised can use the data after accessing it. As private data
contains sensitive information, the responsible authorities must take
necessary actions for the privacy protection of the data when dealing
with it. Privacy handles the private data for analysis and at the same
time ensures individual’s privacy and their personally identifiable
information. General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [10] is
a regulation in the EU on data privacy for all within the European
Union and the European Economic Area. The restrictions or essential
requirements for exporting personal data to non-EU countries are
also addressed in the GDPR.

Data plays a vital role in smart grid systems for obtaining energy
usage patterns, peak hour consumption, and energy production from
the household and community level. Data analysis will provide a
clear awareness of the energy demands and it helps to improve the
ability of the energy infrastructure.

1.2 Problem Description and Motivation

The conventional method of data analysis demands data transfer
through the network to the destination where the actual data analysis
takes place. It is network intensive and as a result, there are chances
for security breaches. For example, data from households through
smart meters contains private data which comes under sensitive data.
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1.2. Problem Description and Motivation

The data collected from smart meters can reveal information about
energy usage in a detailed format. It will be a fine-grained meter
reading per household within a short period. Daily activities and
household appliance usage in each time period can be easily obtained
from it and may cause serious privacy issues. In addition to this, load
signatures have the potential to indicate whether you are home or not,
and what routine you follow with the help of electronic device usage.
Smart meters benefit to determine bills, promote energy conservation
or awareness, indicate abnormal behaviour of appliances or usage of
energy, illegal activities etc.
On the other hand, accessing the data by unauthorised users can

lead to unethical activities, such as collecting information about fa-
mous people for gossiping and observing the pattern to know about
valuable appliances and perfect time for burglary etc. Due to this
reason, data owners may be reluctant to provide their data for further
analysis. Not only in smart grid, but in general, due to the vulner-
abilities that can occur, data owners are hesitant to provide their
data for analysis in all others sectors. Thus as a common solution,
it is highly recommended to have a secure and privacy-preserving
system for data analytics, which can convince the data owners or
organisations, to open up and allow data analysis on their own data.
The proposal of a generalised architecture for the secured data

analysis will be the main objective of this thesis. Since moving the
data through an external network is not secure, one approach is to
move the code for analysis to where the data is available. For that,
proper resources for data analysis should be there in the data owner’s
environment. We need to focus on two main areas to sort out the
situation.

• Dealing with massive and diverse data, demands to have a proper
storage mechanism and maintaining a big data analytic platform
like Apache Hadoop, Spark, Storm, etc. These frameworks
provide parallel computation on large datasets.

• Each and every dealing between the data users and data owners
should be validated, transparent and secure enough. Blockchain
technology guarantees that each transaction through it is se-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

cured and tamper-proof. But blockchain has limitations to deal
with large data and parallel computing.

The highlighted properties of big data analytics frameworks and
blockchain technologies complement each other and motivate us to
explore these features in detail to inspect possibilities for integration
to achieve a secure and privacy driven data analytics framework.
The architecture should inherit some of the key features mentioned
above and at the same time provide strong decision making capability
without compromising the security and privacy of data by utilising
the technologies as shown in Figure 1.2

Figure 1.2: Motivation behind the research

Some of the works related to blockchain and big data framework
are relevant and a detailed study was carried out as a part of the
research. The SHDFS [11] is an architecture that distributed the
NameNode functionalities using blockchain technology and eliminates
the NameNode and secondary node concept. Another framework [12]
proposed blockchain-based access control for reinforcing the security
of big data platforms. In the architecture [13] uses a permisssioned
Hyperledger blockchain based decentralized security system. This
blockchain based access control system provides efficient access con-
trol management to asset owners on their dataset and precludes

8



1.3. Research Objective and Questions

data breaches. A scalable blockchain-based big data storage for dis-
tributed computing is known as HBasechainDB [14]. It was built on
the Hadoop ecosystem, which inherits adequate big data processing
and decentralization and immutability for the HBase database over
blockchain. The decentralised management of private data, resolution
of digital property, IoT communication etc with blockchain and big
data systems were explained in detail in a literature review [15]. In
this paper, blockchain and big data systems are integrated for differ-
ent purposes. However, it is relevant to design a framework that can
effectively utilise the benefits of blockchain and big data frameworks
for secure data analytics.

1.3 Research Objective and Questions

The fundamental aim of this research is to design an architecture,
which allows authorised users to analyse the dataset available in
the data owner’s environment, without moving the data across the
network. Thus to obtain a system that is capable of protecting user’s
energy usage data, sensitive private information and providing a
better approach for data collection, storage and processing.
Data privacy is essential for each and every one. The data from

households will provide the entire pattern of usage of household
appliances and routinely followed by the people. It can be utilised
in two ways as mentioned in Section 1.2. One is for improving
the efficiency of the grid by obtaining the demand and real time
consumption of energy. On the other hand, it can be used for unethical
purposes as well. Since private data is involved in these data streams
produced from smart meters, the data owners may be reluctant to
install and share their data with the responsible authorities as well.
The main reason is the fear of data breaches. Thus it is important to
ensure data privacy and to utilise the data ethically for the benefit of
both the data owner and the system. It is needed to achieve a proper
balance between data utility and privacy.
Proper records need to be maintained to verify for what purpose

data is taken and how the data is used. Once the data is accessed, the
responsibility for the personal data collected is obligatory and how
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Chapter 1. Introduction

to handle the data acquiesce with existing consent is essential. From
the original source of data, the entire change and flow of data should
be traceable. It is also relevant to know which all users requested to
access the data for analysis and what kind of information is taken out
from the dataset. Thus accountability and traceability of the data
are considered and it is essential to figure out a feasible mechanism.
The data owner should get full control of their own data and it

makes it easier for them to trust and open up their dataset. It is
their responsibility to manage data from the origin of data to the
consumption for analysis stage. Rules and restrictions for usage
directives/analysis and defining authorised users to access data also
need to be ensured and controlled by data owners.
Blockchain technology maintains ledgers that contain blocks that

record each and every transaction through it and big data analytic
framework allows storage mechanism and processing of the data. In-
vestigation of the features of big data analytics framework, blockchain
and smart contracts that can be adapted as a part of the design with
the above mentioned requirements are crucial and shows a solid
direction to focus on.

Based on the objectives of the study, we formulated the following
research questions.

(1) RQ1: What kind of mechanisms will achieve a balance between
data utility and data privacy?

(2) RQ2: How to achieve accountability and traceability of the
data?

(3) RQ3: What are the requirements for ensuring data ownership?

The approaches developed in this work would be useful to ad-
dress challenges in peer to peer transaction systems for prosumer
communities, power companies and storage providers.

1.4 Research publications

The research questions listed in the Section 1.3 were examined and
solutions for the questions were answered with the research articles,
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which are organised in five papers. All five papers are included in
the thesis. The connection between research questions and papers is
shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Relation between appended papers and research questions

Paper I proposed a framework TOTEM: Token for controlled
computation [16] for secure and privacy driven data analytics. It
integrates two technologies such as blockchain and big data analytics
framework to achieve this. An entity called totem is introduced for
the controlled computation in the framework. Paper II [17] is a
proof of concept paper for the newly introduced components in the
TOTEM framework, for controlled computation. It demonstrated
the functioning of these components. Paper III [18] introduced the
TOTEM defined SDKs design and architecture, implementation and
demonstrate the SDK with basic rules, format and scenarios. Paper
IV [7] proposes an extended TOTEM framework, which is capable
of handling multi-provider scenarios compared to the single data
provider framework of TOTEM. Paper V [19] shows the application
of machine learning algorithms on the TOTEM framework to improve
one of the core features of the framework and integrate federated
learning for advanced learning scenarios.
The core part of the entire thesis is Paper I and all other papers
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are linked to this paper. The connection between all the five papers
is as given in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Connection between the Papers

A brief introduction of the research publications included in this
thesis is given below.

• Paper I [16] ”TOTEM : Token for controlled computation. ”was
published in the proceedings of ”10th International Conference
on Computing, Communication and Networking Technologies
(ICCCNT)”. IEEE, 2019.

This paper proposed a novel framework called TOTEM stands
for ”Token for controlled computation”. This framework that
integrates blockchain technologies and big data framework got
patented on US Patent No.: US11,121,874 B2 in 2021, ”Method
for analyzing data using a blockchain, a data provider and a data
customer therefor” [20]. TOTEM is a three layer architecture
consisting of a blockchain consortium, a computation layer and
a storage layer. The two main actors are the data provider
who owns the data and the data consumers/users who get the
opportunity to apply their computational code to the available
data.

• Paper II [17] ”Distributed computational framework in TOTEM
architecture enabled by blockchain” was published in the pro-
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ceedings of ”15th International Conference on Computer Science
and Education (ICCSE)”. IEEE, 2020.

This paper mainly focuses on the TOTEM framework’s com-
putational layer. The computation layer located in the data
owner’s environment needs to monitor the value of the totem
entity after each and every set of executions. A totem man-
ager and updators are introduced in the TOTEM framework to
achieve this. A proof of concept is presented in this paper. The
implementation and testing of the components are taken place
in the Hadoop environment. The totem manager is integrated
with the master node and updators with the slave nodes for
testing.

• Paper III [18] ”TOTEM SDK: an open toolset for token con-
trolled computation managed by blockchain.” was published in
the proceedings of ”IEEE Asia-Pacific Conference on Computer
Science and Data Engineering (CSDE)”. IEEE, 2021

TOTEM framework demands a TOTEM defined SDK in the
architecture. The SDK with a set of rules and specified for-
mats for the data consumers to write their code and submit
for further execution in the data owner’s environment. The
TOTEM defined SDK designed to i. avoid malicious functions
by restricting some specific functions and ii. to calculate totem
value according to the complexity of the user code. The im-
plementation of SDK with basic rules and calculation of the
estimated totem value is carried out within this work.

• Paper IV [7] ”Integrating big data and blockchain to manage
energy smart grids—TOTEM framework” was published in the
journal ”Blockchain: Research and Applications”. Elsevier.2022

TOTEM is for analysing the data in a secure and privacy
preserving manner. How to adapt the framework for Smart
grid projects is explained and demonstrated in this paper. Also
TOTEM framework in Paper I shows how a data consumer can
execute their own code on dataset available in a data provider’s
environment. The possibility of analysing two data providers
dataset and obtaining the combined result from two/multiple
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data providers with the user submitted code is explained in this
paper.

• Paper V [19] ”Application of Artificial intelligence in secure
decentralised computation enabled by TOTEM” is accepted in
”IEEE Asia-Pacific Conference on Computer Science and Data
Engineering (CSDE)”. IEEE, 2022.

A proposal for applying machine learning to obtain a better and
more accurate totem estimated value is presented in this paper.
The lack of data is a limitation for experiments thus proposing
a way to collect data for training. Also introduced federated
learning on the TOTEM framework and its applications in this
work.

1.5 Thesis Outline

The remaining part of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2
presents a background of the technologies and methodologies used
in this thesis. Chapter 3 shows the main contributions from each
paper presented in this thesis and Chapter 4 concludes the thesis and
discusses the future directions. The five research papers that are part
of this work are available at the end of the thesis.
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Background

This chapter presents the theoretical base for the papers included
in the thesis. First of all, the concept of the Blockchain was briefly
described with the benefits of smart contracts and an introduction
to Hyperledger, which is permissioned blockchain and its features.
After that a brief discussion on the big data systems and specifically
about Hadoop and its MapReduce framework. Eventually, a brief
description of Machine learning and federated learning is provided in
this section.

2.1 Blockchain Technology

The Blockchain is a distributed ledger, that efficiently records each
and every transaction through it [21]. Each of these transactions is
transparent, immutable and tramper-proof. Unlike any centralised
system, blockchain is a decentralised system with no central node
to control or manage the entire system, but enables secure peer to
peer communication through asymmetric encryption. For storing
transactions in the blockchain, secure hash functions are used and
each individual node can verify the transactions. Haber and Stornetta
[22] used as a secure hash function to timestamp digital documents
first in 1991 and later in 1992 Mekle tree was used to time stamp
several documents into a single block. The same principle was used in
Bitcoin [23] which is a public or permissionless blockchain introduced
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by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009.
The verified transactions will be added to a block and will be ap-

pended to an existing chain. Depending on the type of the blockchain
this can be done by any of the nodes in the network. The consensus
algorithm acts as an agreement to avoid conflict between the nodes
on adding the same transaction blocks. By consensus algorithm, the
valid node to append the new block will be chosen. Proof-based
algorithm and voting-based algorithm are the two generally used
algorithms [24].

Blockchain can be classified into two; public and private blockchains.
In public or permissioned blockchains, the participants are anonymous
and have no restrictions to join the network for the verification process
[25]. Ethereum is a public blockchain. In private or permissioned
blockchains, only authorised participants can join the network and
selected nodes are responsible for the verification process. Sometimes
it is restricted to nodes within an organisation or a consortium.
Hyperledger is an example of a private blockchain.

2.1.1 Smart contracts

Smart contracts are programs that will be executed in a decentralized
manner where a third party is not involved. It was proposed by
Nick Szabo [26]. Smart contracts can be enabled in blockchain in
a way that each transaction in blockchain will take place only if
the conditions in the smart contracts are satisfied. The chances of
deploying smart contracts that demand high computation in public
blockchains are high due to the anonymous users in the network [23].
Since all the users in the network can participate in the validation
process and if the deployed smart contract is with high execution
time or infinite loop will result in large delays and denial of service
attacks, which may lead to major issues in the network. To limit
such complexity of computations certain mechanisms are introduced,
for example, the ’gas’ concept in Ethereum blockchain [27]. Using
this concept, Ethereum limits operational complexity and restricts
unrealistic or additional delays in the network.
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2.1.2 Hyperledger

Hyperledger started as an open-source project in 2015 hosted by
Linux Foundation and other companies, to enhance blockchain for
enterprises. Hyperledger Fabric is a permissioned blockchain [28] that
executes distributed applications written in programming languages
such as Go, Java and Node.js. It tracks the execution sequence and
adds the records into a replicated ledger data structure securely.
The three phases in the architecture are; the execution phase,

ordering phase and validation phase. The two main parts of the ar-
chitecture are chaincode and endorsement policy. Chaincode (smart
contract) implements the application logic and performs during the
execution phase. Some special chaincodes are deployed for managing
or maintaining the parameter of the blockchain which are commonly
known as system chaincodes. An endorsement policy takes action in
the validation phase. It is a static library for transaction validation
that can only be parameterized by the chaincodes. Authorised ad-
ministrators are permitted to modify endorsement policies with the
help of system management functions.
Hyperledger Fabric consists of a network of nodes. Membership

Service Providers (MSP) provide an identity to each and every node
participant in the network. The roles that nodes in the network
are responsible, can be described as follows. When a client made a
transaction proposal, nodes support the execution phase and broad-
cast the transaction for the ordering phase. Peers are responsible for
transaction proposal execution and validating it. All peers maintain a
ledger and only endorsing peers or endorsers specified in the policy are
allowed to execute the corresponding transaction proposal. Ordering
Service Nodes (OSN) or orderers are the nodes that perform ordering
service.

2.2 Big Data

Big data refers to large datasets that are impossible to process with
traditional methods or mechanisms. These large data cannot be
interpreted, collected, and processed efficiently [29]. Big data feature
is a set of V´s, which stands for volume, variety, velocity, veracity,
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variability etc, [30] that represents the size of generated and stored
data, nature of data, speed of data generated, data quality and
unpredictability of data flow respectively [31]. Big data analysis refers
to the mechanism used to analyse these large data sets. Hadoop [32],
Spark[33], Strom [34] and MangoDB [35] are some of the approved
big data analysis frameworks available.

2.2.1 Hadoop

Hadoop is an open-source framework that contains a cluster of com-
puters for distributed processing of large datasets. The history of
Hadoop starts in 2002, when Doug Cutting and Mike Cafarell worked
on Apache Nutch project [36] which aimed to build a search engine
system that can index one billion pages. Later they figured out that it
is expensive to build and maintain such a system. So they were work-
ing to get a feasible solution that can solve the storage and processing
of large data at a reasonable cost. In 2003 and 2004 Google pub-
lished papers where the former describes the architecture of Google´s
distributed file system(GFS) that solves storage of large datasets and
latter introduce the MapReduce technique which solves the process-
ing of large datasets. Hadoop is an Apache Software Foundation
project for storing large dataset and processing it. [37]. The three
main components of Hadoop are: Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS), MapReduce and Yet Another Resource Negotiator(YARN).
MapReduce and HDFS are briefly explained in the coming subsection,
since it is relevant to our proposed architecture TOTEM. Hadoop
is a master-slave architecture, where the master controls the slave
nodes and slave nodes responsible for data processing.

2.2.1.1 MapReduce

MapReduce is a programming model for executing distributed com-
puting. It is written in Java. The MapReduce algorithm consists
of two main functions; Map and Reduce. The input data will be
given to the map function and the output will be in a tuple form, a
key/value pair. This key/value pair will be the input for the reduce
function. According to the unique key value, reduce function will
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group the tuples and combine them to obtain the output. The input,
intermediate and final results of both functions are stored in files. A
JobTracker and TaskTrackers are in the framework for managing the
distributed parallel processing.[38]. The JobTracker is in the master
node and the TaskTracker is in each and every slave node. JobTracker
is responsible for checking the availability of resources, allocating
resources as per the demands and scheduling tasks to the TaskTrack-
ers. TaskTracker will compute the tasks, which are scheduled. A
heartbeat signal which is basically status information will be sent
to the JobTracker by every TaskTracker at regular intervals of time.
It indicates that the corresponding node is active. If a heartbeat is
not received from any particular node which a time period, then the
JobTracker will reschedule the incomplete task assigned for that node
to the next available TaskTracker. When a JobTracker is down then
the entire process will be halted.

2.2.1.2 Hadoop distributed file system

Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) maintains a master-slave
architecture. The master or NameNode keeps the metadata of the file
system. The actual files which are divided into fixed size blocks are
stored in the slaves or DataNodes. The NameNode has the responsi-
bility to map the blocks to the respective DataNode and DataNodes
are responsible for the read-write operation in the file system and the
creation, deletion and replication of blocks according to the instruc-
tions given by the NameNode. The secondary NameNode keeps the
checkpoints of the file system metadata present in the NameNode. It
is not a backup for the primary NameNode, and hence the NameNode
cannot be replaced with the secondary NameNode.

2.3 Artificial Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence stands for the process of composing machines as
intelligent as humans through proper learning and developing problem
solving skills by algorithms artificially. Machine learning is a subset
of artificial intelligence that deals with computational algorithms and
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is designed to reproduce human intelligence by learning from the
available dataset [39].

2.3.1 Machine learning

The principles in machine learning are adapted from various branches
such as computer science, probability and statistics and artificial
intelligence. Machine learning enables the machine to automatically
learn from data, improve performance from past experiences, and
make predictions with machine learning algorithms. The data is fed
to these algorithms to train them, and on the basis of training, they
build the model and perform a specific task. Machine learning can
be applied in day-to-day life for various sections and fields such as
entertainment, finance and medical applications.

Machine learning algorithms help to solve different business prob-
lems such us regression, classification, forecasting, clustering, etc.
Based on the methods and way of learning, machine learning is di-
vided into mainly four types, which are supervised machine learning,
unsupervised machine learning, semi-supervised machine learning and
reinforcement learning. Supervised learning is based on supervision
[40] and train the machines using the labelled dataset and the machine
predicts the output for the coming input data whereas in unsupervised
learning there is no need for supervision and the machine is trained
using the unlabeled dataset and the input sample alone is given for
the learning process. Semi-supervised learning is a machine learning
technique that uses large number of unlabeled data and less number
of labeled data to train a model. In other words, for this process,
both supervised and unsupervised method is required. Reinforcement
learning works on a feedback-based process, in which an AI agent (A
software component) automatically explore its surrounding by hitting
and trail, taking action, learning from experiences, and improving its
performance. In reinforcement learning, there is no labelled data like
supervised learning, and agents learn from their experiences only.
Classification and regression are two types of supervised learning

problems. Clustering technique comes under the category of un-
supervised learning. Text document classifier will come under the
category semi-supervised learning. Positive reinforcement learning
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and negative reinforcement learning are also two types of reinforce-
ment learning methods. In supervised learning regression algorithm
is recommended for solving regression problems in which there is a
linear relationship between input and output variables. Linear regres-
sion and Logistic regression are two such algorithms. Classification
algorithm is recommended for solving the classification problems in
which the output variable is categorical, and it is applied to test
data to figure out which particular category it belongs to is called
classification. Decision tree, Random forest, Support Vector Machines
(SVM) and K-nearest neighbour are the algorithms for classification
problems.
The limitations of conventional machine learning appear when it

needs to handle large amount of raw data as input [41]. Human
intervention, domain expertise and feature extraction are required
to transform the raw data into a feature vector to input into the
system to obtain or detect the classification category accordingly.
Representation learning is a method that can take raw data as input
and convert it into the corresponding form required for classification
automatically. Deep learning is a representation learning method
with multiple levels for representation. Simplified non-linear functions
present in the design will transform from one level to the next higher
level. Deep learning adopts artificial neural networks to execute com-
plex computations on a large volume of data. Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs), Long Short Term Memory Networks(LSTMs) and
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are some of the popular deep
learning algorithms.

2.3.2 Federated learning

In 2016, Google proposed the architecture of federated learning [42].
In federated learning, the available local data in edge devices or
servers will be trained separately with the learning algorithm and the
model thus obtained from each device will be aggregated to produce a
global model. It ensures data privacy, since there is no data exchange
between the devices and is not centralised.
Horizontal federated learning, vertical federated learning and fed-

erated transfer learning [43] are the three categories of federated
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learning. Horizontal federated learning can be applied when the
features of datasets are the same and overlapping. It selects the
portion of data with the same features but different users for training
by splitting the dataset horizontally. Sample size increases when the
number of users increases, whereas vertical federated learning uses
when the datasets with different features need to be trained and com-
bine with the model for a global model. Federated transfer learning is
a vertical federated learning enforced with an already trained model
on a quite similar dataset, utilised for different problems. Federated
computation is a MapReduce function for decentralized data that en-
sures privacy preserving aggregation. Federated averaging, FedAvg is
the first federated learning algorithm developed by Google. FedProx,
FedMa and FedOpt are some other algorithms commonly used.
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Contributions

In this chapter, the contributions based on the five papers included
in this thesis are presented. First, we will discuss the main highlights
and connections between the papers. The rest of the sections will
summarise each paper included in this thesis.

3.1 Overview

This dissertation addresses the need for a new framework to facilitate
a secure method for energy data analytics while preserving the privacy
of each user in the network. Even though we have focused on the
energy data, this solution is a global one and thus it can be recognised
as a method for secure and privacy driven data analysis. The papers
and highlights included in this thesis are:

Paper I [16] proposed a novel architecture that allows computation
to be taken to the data, rather than moving the data to where
the computation takes place. It is a three-layered architecture that
includes a blockchain network and big data analytics tool with two
main actors data owners, who owns the data and data consumers, who
want to do computation on the data available to owners. An entity
called totem is introduced to control the computational complexity or
any malicious functions in the opcode submitted for analysis. A totem
manager and updaters were also introduced in the computational layer
of the architecture to coordinate the computation of the submitted
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code until it finishes or the totem value exhausts. Each layer and
new component were explained in the paper.

Paper II [17] implements the proof of concept of the computational
layer in the TOTEM architecture proposed in Paper I. It will show the
detailed workflow of the customized computational framework and
implement it with the newly introduced components such as totem
manager and updaters. The demonstration will show how a sample
code execution and corresponding used totem calculation works in
the framework. Paper II paper also describes the TOTEM defined
SDK mentioned in Paper I. Hadoop cluster and the totem manager
and updaters were the main components of the implementation on
the computational layer.

Paper III [18] focuses on the TOTEM defined SDK based on Paper
I and Paper II. It describes the architecture of TOTEM defined SDK
and explains each layer of the SDK. This paper discloses how the SDK
analyses the submitted codes with various layers in it and responds
to the submissions. The implementation of TOTEM defined SDK
with the basic set of rules and format is done in this work. The
demonstration with sample codes was also performed in this study.
Paper IV [7] shows how we can adapt the TOTEM architecture

proposed in Paper I to the smart community neighborhood project.
An extended TOTEM architecture is proposed as a solution when
the data consumer demands a combined result from multiple data
providers as a part of data analysis. In the implementation, chaincode
in the Hyperledger Fabric is used to manage the access to a remote
resource and to the provisional computational resources as Docker
containers that form the Hadoop cluster. The Hadoop cluster is
responsible to do the required computation in an isolated environment
with remote resources.

Paper V [19] introduced applications of artificial intelligence in
the TOTEM architecture. We have mainly focused on two areas, 1)
machine learning algorithm in TOTEM defined SDK for predicting
the required or estimated totem value for a particular code to execute
and 2) federated learning to obtain a global model from multiple
providers present in the network. This paper is thus linked to Paper
I, Paper III and Paper IV.
The contributions in each paper based on the research questions
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and the technologies used are shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Contribution Summary

It shows which research questions are addressed in each of the
papers and the technologies used to solve the problem statement.
The papers are well connected since all the papers are based on the
first paper, Paper I [16]. The relation between the papers is given in
Figure 1.4 in chapter 1. The connection arrows from Technologies to
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Papers shown in the Figure 3.1 discloses only the primarily focused
technology in each of the papers. Papers I and IV talk about the
TOTEM architecture, where the integration of two technologies is the
objective, thus big data framework and Blockchain technology are the
primary focus. Paper II aimed at the computational layer in TOTEM
architecture which used the Hadoop framework for implementation
and demonstration purposes. Paper III concentrated on the design
and implementation of TOTEM defined SDK, which is again a part
of the TOTEM architecture, thus required technology will be the
development tools. Finally in Paper V, the technologies highlighted
are machine learning techniques and federated learning. In Section
??, a detailed description of how the research questions were answered
with the papers is presented.

3.2 Paper I

TOTEM : Token for controlled computation. Integrating Blockchain
with Big Data. [16]

This paper was published in the proceedings of ”10th International
Conference on Computing, Communication and Networking Tech-
nologies (ICCCNT)”. IEEE, 2019.

Nowadays, each one of us is dealing with large data around us. These
diversified data streams keep on increasing exponentially. Therefore
an authentic mechanism is required for the storage and process of
these data with proper security and privacy measures. As we all are
aware, in traditional data analysis methods the required data will
be moved across the network for data analysis. In terms of security,
while transferring such a large volume of data, these conventional
methods are highly demanding. The data owners or data providers
may be cautious and uncertain to provide their data in this situation.
But these data from the data owners play a vital role in various
useful trend identification and problem solving. At the same time it
should be handled with appropriate methods to ensure data security
and as well as it should not reveal the sensitive data associated with
the dataset. In order to achieve this, the best option is to avoid
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data transfer across any external networks. Big data frameworks and
Blockchain technologies are two technologies, where their properties
complement each other and can contribute a solution to the prob-
lem statement mentioned. Blockchain guarantees each transaction
through it is secured and tamper-proof and Big data frameworks
such as the Hadoop framework allows computation on large dataset
efficiently.

A novel technology for sending computation to data is proposed
in this paper. To achieve this, Blockchain technology is integrated
with big data systems. We used permissioned private blockchain
Hyperledger Fabric and Hadoop framework for the proposed architec-
ture. The layers of TOTEM architecture are blockchain consortium,
storage layer and computation layer as shown in Figure 3.2. The two
main actors in the network are data providers or data owners, who
owns the data and data consumer or data user who gets an opportu-
nity to compute their own code on the data provider’s dataset. Data
providers are responsible to publish the corresponding metadata of
their dataset and provide resources for computation according to the
request received. Data providers in the network together agree and
deploy smart contracts for the effortless functioning of the system.
Smart contracts preliminary check the code submitted by the data
consumer to avoid malicious codes. We have introduced a new entity
called totem for controlled computation. Once the code is satisfactory
and the data consumer is eligible with enough totem value in their
account the code will be submitted for actual execution in the data
provider’s environment.

When the code is executed in the data providers environment, after
each opcode execution the totem value in the account will be deducted
corresponding to the complexity of the code executed until then. The
execution continues until obtaining the final results or if the totem
value exhausts. For coordinating the totem value calculation, a totem
manager in the master node and totem updaters in each slave node of
the Hadoop framework is introduced. The computational layer is also
known as customized computational framework. The totem estimator
table will maintain the value of the totem, depending on the data
type and what kind of operation it demands. A detailed workflow on
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Figure 3.2: Totem Architecture [16]

the customized computational framework and sample calculation of
totem value according to the provided code is also explained in the
paper.

Newly introduced components such as totem manager and updaters
are required to integrate with the current Hadoop system or corre-
sponding big data systems accordingly. The code submitted through
the framework should have a specific format and need to be pre-
checked before the actual execution. Thus a TOTEM defined SDK is
required for data consumers to write the code. This entire system
results in a new method that enables the data providers to keep
their own data secure and at the same time to be analyzed by the
authorized data consumers through a proper secure mechanism. The
transactions involved in the network such as analysis request, code
pre-check, and continuous monitoring in between the execution will
be recorded through the blockchain technologies. It helps to trace
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each and every step that took place in the system. The data owner
need not be reluctant anymore to provide the data, since the data
will not be manipulated by any source since the computation itself
will be controlled by the data providers themselves. As mentioned in
the paper this project is unique and allows various organizations to
open their data centers and create disruptive business models.

3.3 Paper II

Distributed computational framework in TOTEM architecture en-
abled by blockchain [17]

This paper was published in the proceedings of ”15th International
Conference on Computer Science and Education (ICCSE)”. IEEE,
2020.

The proposed ”TOTEM: Token for controlled computation” frame-
work has the capability to bring changes in the traditional way of data
analysis, by integrating the technologies such as big data frameworks
and blockchain technologies. The authorised users are allowed to
submit their code for execution on the data provider’s dataset. The
authorised users will be assigned totem values in their accounts accord-
ing to the requirements. The customized computational framework in
the architecture will execute the computations in a controlled manner
with the help of the totem entity. The customized computational
part contains a master-slave architecture with a totem manager and
updaters in the master node and the slave nodes respectively. These
components will coordinate the computation of the user code in the
framework. Hence it is important to demonstrate that these newly
introduced components in the customized computational framework
are practically possible. In this paper, as a first step towards the
implementation of the proposed framework, the proof of concept for
the newly introduced totem manager and updater entities will be
integrated with the big data systems [17].

The workflow of the TOTEM architecture which includes the func-
tioning of Customized Computational Framework (CCF) is described
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in [17] with the help of a flowchart. It will start with data consumer’s
enrollment to the blockchain, view and request for computation, code
submission, preliminary check for code and totem value, actual com-
putation with the particular data and finally publishing the result,
if it exits gracefully. The TOTEM defined SDK is also introduced
in this paper. The SDK will have a set of rules that are defined
to meet the requirements of the TOTEM architecture. The rules
and format will provide guidelines to data consumers for writing the
codes. The TOTEM defined SDK is responsible to validate the data
consumer’s code and provide an estimated totem value required to
execute the code. Once the totem requirements satisfy the SDK will
pass the opcodes as an array of operations to the computational layer.

As a proof for the TOTEM customized computational framework
concept, the main objective is the functioning of the totem manager
and updaters. For the implementation, a Hadoop environment with a
master node and two slave nodes is used in the computational frame-
work. We have assumed that the execution of the submitted code
will be carried out in the slave nodes. After each opcode execution
happens the totem updaters in slave nodes will be notified. Then
each totem update will inform the totem manager about the used
totem and that will be deducted from the current totem value by the
totem manager. It will continue until the totem value exhausts or
when the computation finishes.

The implementation of the totem manager and updaters on the
Hadoop environment was successfully incorporated. It is a part
of the TOTEM architecture, thus we need to focus on the entire
framework functioning. A basic demonstration of how customized
computational framework calculates and updates the usage of the
TOTEM value during the computation is presented in the paper.
SDK and blockchain network should also be implemented as per the
requirement for the fulfillment of the TOTEM architecture. In the
present paper, there are a few assumptions made in order to make
the framework functional, especially the array of operations given as
input from SDK, which will be addressed in detail in the following
paper.
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3.4 Paper III

TOTEM SDK: an open toolset for token controlled computation
managed by blockchain.[18]

This paper was published in the proceedings of ”IEEE Asia-Pacific
Conference on Computer Science and Data Engineering (CSDE)”.
IEEE, 2021

In order to submit the data consumer´s code for computation in
a specific format and incorporate a mechanism to avoid the malicious
functions in the code, the TOTEM framework required a TOTEM
defined SDK. In this paper III, the main objective is to present the
architectural design of the TOTEM defined SDK with three layers
and basic functionalities involved in it. Also, we have implemented
the Software Development Kit (SDK) for the TOTEM architecture
with basic functionality and tested it with sample codes.

As mentioned in the motivation section, the SDK plays a vital role
in the architecture of TOTEM by providing facilities for data con-
sumers to submit their codes in a predefined format. The estimated
totem value required to compute the code submitted should also be
calculated in the SDK according to the complexity of the code sub-
mitted and the metadata received from the data provider. If the total
totem available in the data consumers account is sufficient enough
to proceed compared with the estimated cost, the SDK outputs a
formatted code needed for the execution section. This code is an
array of opcodes, which will be used as the input for the Customised
Computational Framework(CCF).

This three layered architecture contains an SDK(main) layer, a con-
troller layer and a handler layer. The SDK layer is the primary layer
through which the user code and rules for the SDK are taken. The
two components of the main layer are Line Reader Component (LRC)
and Rule Processor Component (RPC). The Controller layer wraps all
the components, each of which handles the control of a specific com-
mand type defined in the rules block. Labeled Type Controller (LTC)
and Control Statement Controller (CSC) are samples of controlling
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components in the layer. The handler’s layer receives requests to
handle execution or throw exceptions on mathematical computations.
The defined rules of TOTEM SDK are given in a table in the paper.
Also, the error functions and global variables associated with SDK
are given in tables in the paper. The pseudo codes for rule processing
and code submission are presented.

This paper discusses the relevance of having an extensible, well-
structured, and easy-to-use SDK. The implemented SDK is not the
final version but aimed to show the potential functionalities regarding
sample predefined rules. The result will be an array of opcodes which
can be the input for the computational layer of the TOTEM architec-
ture. It will also estimate the totem value required for each specific
code execution according to the complexity of the user submitted
code.

3.5 Paper IV

Integrating big data and blockchain to manage energy smart grids—
TOTEM framework [7]

This paper was published in the journal ”Blockchain: Research and
Applications”. Elsevier.2022

Smart Community Neighborhood project (EnergiX project) is a
smart grid project where the conventional end prosumers (consumers
and producers) produce the energy from local sources and store it
through eco-friendly mechanisms. It allows the end users to meet their
own requirements with the energy produced and they can sell the
excess back to the grid as per the requirement. Proper mechanisms
are needed to coordinate the micro-energy sources, community-level
power storage units, predict production and consumption, and allow
the trading of energy between households, neighborhoods, and com-
munities. The ICT-based solutions help to address the challenges
that occur in this. The TOTEM architecture which can be defined as
a data-driven decentralised framework can contribute to this system.
This framework can be used in the smart community neighborhood
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for enabling data hubs from different communities to open up their
database for allowing data analysis from different communities or
users without moving their data. Paper IV explains how to utilise
TOTEM for the EnergiX project and also shows the scope of an
extended version of the TOTEM which is dealing with the multi-
provider architecture.

In this paper, the TOTEM architecture is explained with two scenar-
ios related to the smart grid project. The first one is with a single
data consumer (e.g: researcher) requesting a single data provider (e.g:
C1DH: Community neighborhood-1 with a Data Hub) for data anal-
ysis on the data provider´s available dataset. It will work with the
TOTEM workflow explained in [16]. When the data consumer wants
to get a combined result from multiple data providers (e.g: C1DH
and C2DH) the providers must communicate and both providers
have to accept the request for data analysis in order to proceed. The
totem value must be continuously monitored and updated by both
providers. An extended TOTEM architecture is proposed in order to
address the second scenario. We assumed that the opcode from the
data consumer, R is submitted to data providers C1DH and C2DH
through the TOTEM architecture network. The primary aim is to
obtain a combined result from the data providers without sharing
the individual data between the data providers.

The proposed extended TOTEM architecture solution consists of
methods to allow each individual data provider to execute the given
code, and then store the result in Hyperledger Fabric. It is achieved
here by provisioning computational infrastructure with Docker con-
tainers in the data provider´s environment. The containers act as the
Hadoop cluster on which the actual execution of the submitted code
takes place. It is provisioned with the help of Ansible [44], which
is open-source software that automates the process involved in IT
infrastructure and application deployment.

A one-time code (OTC) from the blockchain will be given to the
authorised data consumers. The obtained OTC along with the corre-
sponding public key will be sent across to the data provider’s resource
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to authenticate and gain access. Once the authentication process
completes, the data consumer is allowed to push Ansible commands
to deploy the necessary infrastructure needed for running the opcode.
The playbooks is responsible to provide the infrastructure, executing
the computational code, and storing the result in Hyperledger Fabric.
In the proposed architecture we recommend private data collections
(PDCs) for storing the results.

For implementing the system, the following specific scenario is consid-
ered. Let us consider a Data consumer, R residing in Stavanger who
wants to get a combined statistical result from two community data
hubs, C1DH and C2DH, which reside in Spain and the Netherlands
respectively. The system will allow each participant to comply with
their respective region rules and permit authorized data consumers to
compute their own code. The first stage is to set up the system on a
single cluster residing in one region, followed by a demonstration of a
distributed multi-cluster environment spanning two different regions.
Azure [45] is a cloud service and it offers plenty of services, including
the Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS). AKS offers a fully managed
Kubernetes service and can be scaled up easily when needed. Hence
AKS is utilised to provision multi-node Kubernetes cluster. The two
methods implemented are:

• Method 1: Deploying Hyperledger Fabric on a single Kubernetes
Cluster

• Method 2: Deploying Hyperledger Fabric network in a dis-
tributed cross-cluster environment.

The paper discussed on how the TOTEM architecture can be
adapted to a smart community neighborhood project (EnergiX project)
for data analysis in a secure manner. The extended version of the
TOTEM architecture is also proposed as a solution for obtaining
combined results from multiple data providers as requested by a data
consumer. We have implemented the architecture as a part of the
proof of concept. Chaincode in the Hyperledger Fabric is used to
manage access to a remote resource in the implementation. Further
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discussion on the improvements that can be done to the architecture
for better working of the architecture is also presented.

3.6 Paper V

Application of Artificial intelligence in secure decentralised compu-
tation enabled by TOTEM [19]

This paper is accepted in ”IEEE Asia-Pacific Conference on Com-
puter Science and Data Engineering (CSDE)”. IEEE, 2022.

The TOTEM defined SDK checks the format and rules defined and
also estimate the totem value required for the execution of a particular
code. For simple codes to execute, it is easy to predict the values
while considering each opcode present in it. But when it comes to
dealing with code execution on a given dataset the run time code
complexity depends on the operands and the size and type of the
dataset. Then we need a more accurate totem value estimation. How
to utilise machine learning as a solution for the described problem
and how the required dataset is collected are discussed in the paper.
The application and advantages of incorporating federated learning
in the TOTEM architecture are also discussed in this paper.

The paper opens up the TOTEM architecture in two directions
with respect to the application of artificial intelligence. The relevant
features of the user submitted code which follows the format and
rules defined by the SDK can be extracted in a specified format to
apply the prediction algorithm model. The model will be updated
after each new code is evaluated and obtain the complexity. Also, the
value of the totem can be calculated with the complexity obtained
from the prediction. After each prediction, the dataset needs to be
updated as well.

In the multi-provider TOTEM architecture which is the extended
version of the TOTEM architecture proposed in paper IV, federated
learning can be applied in order to address some of the challenges in
the architecture. The dataset that is available in each data provider’s
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environment needs to be trained in order to obtain the trained model.
Federated learning can be applied in this scenario to train the local
model with locally available data and combine those local models to
obtain a global model. Hence without sharing the dataset a global
model is obtained. The TOTEM manages to calculate the run-time
complexities and totem requirements for the entire functioning of the
system. Federated learning can be applied to the TOTEM architec-
ture in two ways.

• 1.Cross-silo federated learning where multiple data providers
are involved in the process.

• 2. Cross-device federated learning where data users and data
provider(s) are involved.

The paper discussed and highlighted two main directions and appli-
cations of artificial intelligence in TOTEM architecture for improving
the features. One is to implement machine learning, training the
data collected from previous estimations to estimate the totem val-
ues required for executing a specific code. By obtaining accurate
totem value, a flawless execution of user code can be gained and
also increase the trust in the architecture. Limitations are there in
terms of available data for the initial prediction of the totem value.
Thus we proposed the conventional estimation of the totem value for
initial times and further Machine learning can be implemented as the
system matures and when the architecture has enough data to predict
the totem values. Another interesting direction is to apply federated
learning on the data provider’s dataset for obtaining a global model.
However further detailed examination and implementation are needed
as a scope for future work.
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Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter concludes the findings from the present research work.
The conclusions are drawn by answering the research questions for-
mulated in chapter 1, with the findings from the publications as the
base. This chapter also discusses the future direction of the research
and applications of the TOTEM architecture in various sectors.

4.1 Conclusions

The thesis has investigated the following research questions.

RQ 1. What kind of mechanisms will achieve a balance between
data utility and data privacy?
Papers I, II, IV and V provide a solution for this research question
with the help of the TOTEM architecture which was proposed in
Paper I. The TOTEM architecture allows data consumers to analyse
the data for decision making or finding the trends or patterns or
proposing a better solution for the efficient working of a system. The
data available in the data provider’s environment will not be moved
across the network for any computation and it will be handled only
by the owner of the data. The computational code which will be
submitted by the data consumer undergoes a preliminary check and
is then executed with the data provider’s full control. The TOTEM
thus provides an opportunity to utilise the data and at the same time,
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data privacy will be ensured as the data provider can decide on the
privacy requirements of the available dataset. Paper II discusses the
implementation of the computational layer of the TOTEM architec-
ture, which is maintained by the data provider. In the computational
layer, the data will be actually executed according to the code sub-
mitted by an authorised user. Continuous monitoring for a controlled
computation is achieved. Paper IV is an extension of the TOTEM
architecture that deals with providing combined results from multiple
data providers. How to obtain the results without compromising
the privacy of each data provider is addressed in this paper. Paper
V explained how to utilise the data for obtaining machine learning
global models for decision making while maintaining data privacy
with federated learning along with the TOTEM architecture.

RQ 2. How to achieve accountability and traceability of the data?
Blockchain ensures a transparent and tamper-proof record of each
transaction through it. In our TOTEM architecture, each and every
request for the analysis of data will be processed with the decision
from smart contracts which are deployed by the data provider’s col-
lective effort. Also during the execution of computational code, live
monitoring of the totem value is managed by the totem manager
and updaters. After each set of execution, it will be again checked
with the smart contracts for more transparency between the data
provider and data consumer. Thus accountability and traceability
can be ensured with the mechanism proposed in the paper I and
which is an extended version in paper IV. The totem estimate value
calculation is also incorporated in the TOTEM defined SDK in paper
III which controls the computation.

RQ 3. What are the requirements for ensuring data ownership?
In the TOTEM architecture, the data is owned by the data owner
and will not be moved across the network by any means. Only the
metadata will be displayed for the data consumer, to view and request
for analysis. The data provider/data owner environment will have
the resources to analyse the data. Thus the data is fully controlled
by the data owner. The data owner has full access to the transac-
tions made on the data through blockchain and will remain the sole
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owner throughout the process. In order to avoid malicious functions
that can cause data manipulation or denial of service with infinite
loops, the computational code submitted by the data consumer in
a specific format will be pre-checked before the execution. Papers I
and IV explained the mechanisms used with a single provider and
multiple providers respectively. Paper IV shows the method that
can be applied if we need to combine the results from two data
providers without sharing the data between the providers. Paper V
discussed the application of privacy preserved artificial intelligence
on the TOTEM architecture with federated learning.

The TOTEM architecture is a framework that can ensure secure
and privacy preserved data analytics. Specifically, in paper IV we
have stated how the energy data can be analyzed through the ar-
chitecture. Most of the electricity providers nowadays use smart
meters which enables them to handle the large volume of usage data
which can be further used to study the usage patterns of various
households and propose smart solutions. However, these kinds of
data are not available to any external parties due to privacy concerns.
The TOTEM framework is the way to go for such situations, which
ensures maximum utilisation of the data and at the same time enables
privacy and security.

The architecture is presented as a global solution for secured data
analytics for any domain such as health, education, oil and gas etc.
The framework is patented [20] and hence it proves the novelty and
shows the relevance of the framework we proposed.

4.2 Future Work

In the present research work, the TOTEM architecture is proposed
and some of the essential components such as Customised Compu-
tational Framework (CCF) and TOTEM defined SDK with basic
features are implemented. However, the full implementation is not
in the scope of the present research. For the same reason the per-
formance analysis of the system is also not included in the present
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study. In order to set up the full framework and make it completely
work, it is needed to add all the required functionalities, and rules to
perform the system integration. As a first step towards commerciali-
sation of the TOTEM framework, the framework got patented on US
Patent No.: US11,121,874 B2 in 2021, ”Method for analyzing data
using a blockchain, a data provider and a data customer therefor” [20].

Even though the present research was focused on the energy data,
the new architecture benefits all business models which make use of
large organizational data for decision making. There are many, but
only a few are listed here.

Health domain: In the health industry there are many instances
where the government wants to have key data from the hospitals for
evaluating the medical situation and further planning the actions at
a national level. However, it is of great concern for private hospitals
to hand over such confidential information to external networks. In
such a case, the TOTEM architecture enables the hospitals to have
a full track of the data without moving the data out of the hospital
datacentres, at the same time letting the government handle the data
within their premises.

Renewable Energy Industry: In a wind farm set up there are hundred
to two hundred wind turbines working under different environmental
conditions. The operational behaviour of a wind turbine is highly
nonlinear and a global database for wind farm operation will benefit
designers to optimize the efficiency of future wind farms. However,
due to confidentiality, such data is only available to the consortium
that owns the wind farm and its partners. A secured and privacy
preserved data analysis framework will open up these data for vast
industries and accelerate the green energy shift at a faster pace.

Education: Educational sector needed continuous diagnosis and cor-
rections in order to reform the policies best for the students. This
is achieved these days by individual surveys and studies at various
universities and other educational institutions. The process is too
slow and it requires a lot of nondisclosure agreements with the sur-
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veyors and the institutions. The outcome of these surveys will be
then studied by an expert committee that advises the government on
educational reformations. The entire process can take many years and
by the time the survey details are obsolete. Our present framework
is a solution that can help the institutions to share their data with
the surveyors and enable the decision making process efficient and
faster. Machine learning algorithms linked to the data survey can
even enable the decision making smart and accurate.
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Abstract:

Conventional methods for data analysis demand data be moved
across networks for analysis. Along with it being highly network
intensive, data owners are also reluctant to provide their data
due to security and privacy breaches. In order to overcome
these issues, we proposed TOTEM: Token for controlled com-
putation, that combines both blockchain technologies and big
data systems. The objective is to allow computation to be taken
to the data, rather than moving the data to the computation. A
third-party user uses the TOTEM SDK to create a MapReduce
code for computation, which will be executed within the data
owner’s environment. This computational system prevents
the execution of any malicious functions in the user code, by
putting constraints on computational operations. A pre-defined
totem will be assigned to authorised users, based on their com-
putational needs. A smart contract performs pre-checks on
user-submitted code and associated totem value, by using a
totem estimator to determine the required totem for executing
the given code. A Totem manager and updater are introduced
to coordinate computation of user code until it exits gracefully,
or the assigned totem gets exhausted. The TOTEM project
ensures data security by allowing organisations to open their
data centers and allow disruptive business models.
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1 Introduction

In this present world, we need to deal with large and diverse data
streams that keeps increasing exponentially. As a result, we need to
handle the storage mechanism, security and privacy issues of these
data. Conventional methods for data analysis demand that the data
is moved across networks for analysis. However, transferring such
large datasets becomes highly demanding. Moreover, many of the
data providers are reluctant to furnish their data, due to privacy and
security issues. One approach is to move the computational code
to the data, without transferring the data to an external network.
Hadoop framework allows computation on large datasets through
parallel computing. Blockchain technology guarantees that each
transaction through it is secured and tamper-proof. On the other
hand, blockchain is limited while handling large data and parallel
computations. However, the properties of these two technologies can
complement each other which would enable a new way of computing
upon large datasets without the need for moving the data across the
network.

In this paper, we propose a novel architecture combining the Hyper-
ledger Fabric blockchain and the Apache Hadoop framework, in which
the computation is taken to the data, rather than the conventional
way of moving the data to the computation. This architecture ensures
data privacy and security, as third-party computations are executed
within the environment of the data owners. In order to prevent the
execution of any malicious functions in the user code, a new entity
called TOTEM: Token for controlled computation, is introduced. The
totem is a computational system, that puts constraints on computa-
tional operations. It limits the number of executable operation codes
(opcodes) in a computational code, by allowing users to associate pre-
defined totem values with their code. This computational code would
be written in a custom MapReduce SDK specific to the TOTEM
project. A monitoring system keeps track of opcodes performed and
used totem values. A gating system prevents further opcodes in a
computational code once the associated totem values gets exhausted.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2, provides
an overview of Blockchain technology, Smart contracts, Big data
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systems, Hyperledger Fabric and Hadoop. Section 3 discusses the
existing works related to the integration of blockchain and big data
systems. The proposed architecture is explained in Section 4. A
detailed explanation on major components of the architecture is also
provided. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background

2.1 Blockchain Technology

The blockchain is an open distributed ledger, which records trans-
actions very efficiently [1]. The transactions recorded in blockchain
are tamper-proof and transparent to all users in the network. It is
a peer-to-peer communication between nodes, therefore no central
node controls the entire network. Each node individually verifies all
transactions directly. Cryptographically secure hash functions are im-
plemented to store the transactions in the blockchain. In 1991, Haber
and Stornetta used the cryptographically secured chain of blocks
to time stamp digital documents [2] and in 1992, they used Merkle
tree for timestamping of several documents into one block. However,
this concept got attention in 2009, when Satoshi Nakamoto, intro-
duced Bitcoin [3]. Bitcoin is a completely decentralized, peer-to-peer
permissionless blockchain.
Blockchain can be classified into two types, namely public and

private blockchains [4]. The public blockchain is permissionless
blockchains where the participants are anonymous and there are
no restrictions in joining the network for the verification process.
Bitcoin and Ethereum [5] are examples of the public or permissionless
blockchain. In private or permissioned blockchain, permission to join
the network is restricted to users within an organization or group of
organizations. Selected nodes by the blockchain consortium can par-
ticipate in the verification process. Hyperledger Fabric1 and Ripple2

are examples for permissioned or private blockchain. As blockchains
are decentralized, when a transaction is proposed, its validity can be

1https://www.hyperledger.org/
2https://ripple.com/
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verified by any node in the network. These nodes add the transactions
to a block and append it to the existing chain. However, there is a
chance that more than one node can come up with a new block to
append to the blockchain at the same time. In order to avoid this
situation, an agreement should be made between the nodes about
the node that is chosen to append a new block. This agreement is
called the consensus algorithm which can be either proof based or
voting based [6].

2.2 Smart Contracts

One of the biggest advantages of blockchain is that it can enable
smart contracts. The concept of the smart contract was first proposed
by Nick Szabo [7]. Blockchain-based smart contracts can be any kind
of computer program that will be executed in a decentralized manner,
i.e., without a third party. Each transaction in a blockchain will
occur only if the conditions in the smart contracts are met. In public
blockchain, as it is anonymous, there is a chance that anyone can
deploy smart contracts which requires high computation. Particularly
in Proof of Work (PoW) consensus algorithm [3], as all users in
the network participate in validation, if the smart contract requires
high execution time or it contains an infinite loop, large delays
might be added to the network. This kind of denial-of-service (DOS)
attacks could be catastrophic to the whole network. Therefore, it is
important to limit the complexity of computations in smart contracts.
For instance, Ethereum introduced the ‘gas’ concept to tie up with
execution complexity of smart contract to financial limitation [5].
To deploy a smart contract to the network, the user needs sufficient
amount of gas. When each operation in a smart contract executes
in the network, it uses the available gas in the user´s account. If a
smart contract exhausts the available gas of users, it stops executing.
This way, Ethereum introduces limits on operational complexity and
thereby preventing unrealistic or additional delays to the network.
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2.3 Big Data System

Big data represents the datasets that are very large to be efficiently
interpreted, collected, managed, and processed, using traditional
mechanisms [8]. The main features of big data are volume, variety,
velocity and veracity [9]. These features denote the size of generated
and stored data, type and nature of the data, the speed at which the
data is generated and processed and the data quality and the data
value respectively [10]. Big data analytics stands for the method or
strategy of analyzing large volumes of data. Some of the popular
frameworks for big data analytics are Hadoop [11] [12], Spark3, Mon-
goDB4, Strom5, Cassandra6, Neo4j7, etc. Among these Hadoop is one
of the leading open source frameworks, which can run on-premises or
in the cloud. However, each framework has its own advantages and
disadvantages.

2.4 Hyperledger Fabric

Hyperledger Fabric is a private and permissioned blockchain [13] [14].
Members of this network are enrolled through a trusted Membership
Service Provider (MSP). It supports different MSPs and ledger data
can be stored in multiple formats. Channels in Hyperledger Fabric
allow a group of participants to create a separate ledger of transactions.
If a group of participants forms a channel, then only those participants
will have copies of the ledger of that channel. A ledger contains two
components called world state and transaction log. The world state
represents the state of the ledger at a given point of time. The
transaction log is the update history for the world state. Smart
contracts in Hyperledger Fabric are written in chaincode and it can
be invoked by an external application when it needs to interact with
the ledger. Mostly the chaincode interacts with the world state and
not the transaction log. The chaincode can be implemented in Go or
Node.js programming languages.

3https://spark.apache.org/
4https://www.mongodb.com/
5http://storm.apache.org/
6http://cassandra.apache.org/
7https://neo4j.com/
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2.5 Hadoop

Hadoop is a framework for distributed processing of large datasets
with clusters of computers. Hadoop is an open-source implementation
based on a programming model called MapReduce [11]. Hadoop
framework consists of two main layers such as the Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS) [12] and distributed processing (MapReduce).
HDFS has a master-slave architecture, where the master or the

NameNode maintains the file system metadata. Files will split into
fixed-size blocks and are stored in the slave or DataNodes. DataNodes
will periodically send heartbeats to the NameNode to indicate the
node is active. Mapping of blocks to the DataNodes is determined
by the NameNode. DataNodes are responsible for read-write oper-
ations in the file system. Based on the instructions given by the
NameNode, DataNodes are also responsible for the creation, deletion
and replication of blocks. Secondary NameNode in HDFS is the
node which keeps checkpoints of the file system metadata on the
NameNode. In the MapReduce distributed processing framework,
there are two functions/tasks that are performed: map and reduce.
The map function takes input data and converts it into granular
structures. The output of the map function will be tuples with a
key/value pairs. Reduce function takes the output from a map func-
tion as inputs and combines and groups the tuples into a set with a
unique key value. Input and output of both functions will be stored
in the file system. The MapReduce framework contains a single
JobTracker and TaskTrackers [15]. The master or JobTracker will,
monitor resource availability, allocate resources and schedule tasks for
the slaves or TaskTrackers. The slaves or TaskTrackers compute the
tasks given by the JobTracker, and provide task status information to
the master at regular intervals. If one of the TaskTrackers goes down,
the JobTracker will reschedule the failed tasks to the next available
TaskTracker and if the JobTracker itself goes down the entire process
will halt.
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3 Related Work

In [16], various possibilities of using blockchain on big data systems
such as decentralized management for private data, IoT communica-
tion, resolution of digital property, and public institutions were dis-
cussed. A blockchain-based access control framework for reinforcing
the security of big data platforms is proposed in [17]. The framework
achieved objectives such as user-driven, transparency, lightweightness,
fine-granularity, pseudonymity and unlinkability. However additional
critical issues were emerged while adopting blockchain technology
to handle access control functions. The SHDFS architecture [18] for
big data storage eliminates the concept of NameNode and secondary
NameNode. The functionalities of the NameNode being distributed
using blockchain technology. Metadata creation and blockchain place-
ment were also implemented and tested in a cluster of nodes.

A blockchain access control ecosystem that gives asset owners com-
plete guarantee to effectively manage access control of large datasets
and prevent data breaches is proposed in [19]. The architecture uses a
decentralized security system based on the private and permissioned
Hyperledger blockchain. The challenges associated with traditional
and centralized access control is solved by blockchain technology.
The blockchain ensures the data transparency, traceability, secure
data sharing, auditability and data self-sovereignty for the owner.
HBasechainDB [20], is a scalable blockchain-based big data storage
for distributed computing. It adds decentralization and immutability
to the HBase database through blockchain. As HBasechainDB was
built on the Hadoop ecosystem, it inherits efficient big data process-
ing. For organizations which have Hadoop ecosystem based business
logic, HBasechainDB makes it easy to accommodate blockchain. In
[21], the common security problems associated with Kerberos [22]
are discussed. Especially the authentication mechanism using Ker-
beros makes big data systems exposed to many security risks and
vulnerabilities. Therefore, it recommends to utilise the advantages of
blockchain and hardens the security systems, including distributed
authentication and no single point failure of the big data system.
In the above-mentioned literature, integration of blockchain and

big data system is proposed or implemented for various purposes.
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However, it is important to establish a framework which can effectively
utilise the advantages of both the technologies. In the proposed
framework we ensure the security and privacy of data to the data
owner and provide a controlled computation facility for third-parties
to execute their own code on the data.

4 Proposed Architecture

A novel technology for shifting computation to data is proposed. This
approach will integrate blockchain technologies with big data systems.
The architecture is shown in Figure 1. integrates Hyperledger Fabric
blockchain and the Hadoop framework.

Figure 1: Proposed architecture

It consists of a blockchain consortium, storage layer and a com-
putation layer. The major actors in the blockchain consortium are
data providers and data consumers. Data providers own the data
and publishes the meta-data regarding the dataset to the blockchain
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and connects their big data resources for computation. Authorized
data consumers will get the opportunity to execute their own code
on the available dataset. Data providers are responsible to deploy
the smart contract which evaluates the code submitted by the data
consumer. The smart contract preliminary monitors the malicious
functions or infinite loops in the consumer code and limits compu-
tational complexity. The monitoring must be standardized and as
blockchain consortium contains multiple data providers it should be
a collective effort from all the data providers. The proper validation
of the submitted code is a challenge and we propose a new concept
called token for controlled computation (totem), for limiting the
computational complexity and preventing malicious functions in the
code. Additionally, the architecture also contains a storage layer that
represents the Hadoop distributed file system, where the actual data
is stored. The computation layer of the architecture consists of the
MapReduce framework for distributed processing. Finally, a totem
manager and updater is introduced, that manages the usage of totem
according to the execution of each opcode.

4.1 TOTEM :Token for controlled computation

Totem is an entity which controls the computational complexity
or malicious functions of the opcode given by the data consumer
and thereby prevents delays on the network. Totem in the present
architecture is similar to the gas concept in Ethereum [7]. A pre-
defined totem will be assigned to the authorized consumer based
on their computational needs, along with the access key. During
the execution time, depending on the computational complexity of
the consumer´s computational code, the value of totem assigned to
them reduces. The computation will continue until it exits gracefully
or when the totem value exhausts. The usage of the totem will be
monitored continuously during the execution.
The workflow of the proposed architecture is shown in Figure 2.

The workflow shows the entire process starting from enrolling a data
consumer to finally obtaining relevant results after the computation
of their code. The various steps in the workflow are:
1) An authorized data consumer which can be an entity, or an
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Figure 2: Workflow of proposed architecture

organization can perform computation on an available dataset un-
der the blockchain consortium. The data consumer is authorized
by registering or enrolling to the blockchain consortium. (2) When
the data consumer is authenticated, he can view and request the
corresponding meta-data and the computation facility provided by
the data providers. Based on metadata and their computational
requirements, a data consumer can estimate their totem needs. De-
pending on the network, the consumer could acquire the required
totem from the blockchain consortium. (3) If the request is valid, the
data consumer will get a response which contains the key to access
the data and the totem for computation. (4) The data consumer
will provide the computational code which he wants to perform on
the requested data, along with the provided key and acquired totem.
It is required that the submitted computational code must adhere
to custom MapReduce SDK for the TOTEM project. The smart
contract which was deployed by the data provider will perform a
preliminary check of the code. It evaluates whether the provided
totem satisfies the computational needs of the provided code. The
smart contract uses this information and a totem estimator table to
find the estimate of required totem value. A detailed description of
the totem estimator table is given in Section 4.3. If the requirement is
less than or equal to the available totem, it will allow the computation
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on the data.
(5) If the preliminary check passes, the actual computation will take

place in a Customized Computational Framework (CCF). As the name
indicates, it is customized and resembles the Hadoop architecture.
In addition to the master and slave nodes, the new computational
framework contains a totem manager and a totem updater. A detailed
description of the CCF is given in Section 4.2. For each opcode
execution, the slave node will report the performed opcode to the
totem updater in the slave node, which in turns send a response to the
totem manager in the master node. The totem manager will calculate
the available balance based on the reports from all the updaters and
send the status back to all the updaters. When the updater gets the
response from the manager, it will send a signal to the slave node
for performing the next opcode. This will repeat until the map or
reduce function execution completes. Once a chain of map or reduce
function is executed in the slave nodes, totem updaters will update to
the totem manager. In addition to that, whenever the available totem
becomes zero, the totem manager will immediately report an “Out of
totem” status to the blockchain and send a signal to master node to
immediately stop the whole execution. (6) After the execution of each
map or reduce function, the totem manager sends the information
regarding the used totem for that set of opcodes to the blockchain
network as a transaction. Following, the smart contract which is
already deployed in blockchain consortium will check whether the
consumer still has sufficient totem for further computation. If it has
enough balance, then control goes to the master node to perform
further functions. (7) If the required computation on the particular
dataset finishes or totem is exhausted, the corresponding result will
be available for the data consumer.
The two main components of the data provider in the proposed

architecture are the customized computational framework and totem
estimator table. A detailed explanation of these two components and
the smart contract for preliminary check is given below.
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4.2 Customized Computational Framework

Data provider provides the data and also a platform for computation.
The Customized Computational Framework (CCF) used in the present
architecture resembles the Hadoop architecture, which contains the
master and slave nodes. Apart from that, in the present architecture,
we are extending a totem manager in the master node and a totem
updater in slave nodes.

The workflow diagram for the Customized Computational Frame-
work is shown in Figure 3. After the preliminary check for the
estimate of totem required for the execution of the requested code,
the control goes to the CCF Master node. The master node which is
responsible to assign the task for the slave nodes starts to send the
required map/reduce functions and the data.
The various steps in the CCF are explained below, (1.1) From

blockchain, available totem and the estimated totem to perform
the entire task will be given to the totem manager. The totem
manager is responsible to calculate the total usage of the totem in
between the executions and give instructions to master node whether
to continue the execution further or not. (1.2) Simultaneously, the
actual computational code to be performed on the requested dataset
will be sent to the master node. In the workflow, the code contains
three map functions M1, M2 and M3, and two reduce functions R1 and
R2. These functions must be in a custom MapReduce format, which
is specified in the TOTEM project. (2.1) The master node will give
instructions to all the slave nodes, to perform the first map function
M1. (2.2) Simultaneously, the master node will inform the totem
manager that the instruction to perform the first function is given
to all slave nodes. (3.1) Totem manager sends the available totem
information to all the totem updaters. (3.2) The totem updaters will
have the information regarding the function to perform, M1 and the
datatype of the dataset from the respective slave nodes where the
updater is associated with.

(4) Totem updater will estimate the totem required to perform the
function M1, on the dataset. If the estimate is within the available
totem scope, step 5 else step 15. (5) An instruction is sent to the
corresponding slave node to start the execution of the function. (6)
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A function contains, a set of operators, which need to be executed.
Operators can be of any type such as arithmetic, logical, relational,
assignment, bitwise, etc. After preforming each opcode, the slave
node will inform the updater. (7) The updater will calculate the used
totem for performing that opcode on the given datatype. (8) The
totem used for current opcode will be updated to the totem manager.
(9) In the totem manager, the updaters update the used totem and
calculate the available balance. If the available totem becomes zero,
the control goes to step 15, which is to stop the execution immediately.
(10) After calculating the available totem, it will be reported to the
totem updaters.

(11) If the totem updater receives the signal from totem manager,
which indicates that there is enough totem for further execution, these
updaters will again send a signal to the corresponding slave nodes to
continue the execution. It then repeats step 5 to step 11 until the
completion of that function or termination due to lack of totem. (12.1)
The master node signals the totem manager that the execution of that
particular function completed successfully. (12.2) Simultaneously, the
totem manager updates the blockchain with the available totem. (13)
While sending the available totem as a transaction to the blockchain,
the smart contract will double check if the totem balance is empty or
not. If not, the control goes back to totem manager and continues
from step 14, else data consumer will get the information “Out of
Totem” and hence the connection is closed. (14) Otherwise, it will
signal the master node to release the next function in the code. It can
be a map or a reduce function. Here in the workflow, it is M2, map
function. Thus, the entire process will repeat from step 2.1 to step
13, the same as for the M1 function. (15.1) When the available totem
is empty, the following two actions will be taken place simultaneously.
Send an update to blockchain: “Out of Totem” and (15.2) send a
signal to master node to stop the entire execution immediately. If the
final result from last reduce function, R2, is available, the result will
be published to the data consumer through the blockchain network
and the connection will be closed.
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4.3 Totem Estimator Table

Totem is an entity which controls the computational complexity of the
opcode given by the data consumer. There should be some standard
totem value for each type of opcodes to be performed. These values
should be the same for all the data providers present in the blockchain
consortium. The table which describes the totem requirement for
performing each opcode is known as the Totem Estimator Table. The
smart contract, which is executed before the required computation,
will evaluate an estimate of the totem according to the submitted
code by the user. For this estimation, the smart contract uses the
information in the totem estimator table. This estimate of the totem
is a function of various opcodes in the code and data types. The
estimator table should include all the supported opcodes on the
data. For example, the addition of two values with datatype double
would require more totem compared to int datatype. The datatype
eventually shows the bytes required to store the particular data.
Hence, it can be represented as a function of operator and bytes
required.

The set of opcodes is given as O:

{o1, o2, o3, . . . oo},

which include the arithmetic, logical, relational, assignment, bitwise,
etc. Each operator in O has a weightage, W:

{w1, w2, w3, . . . wo}

corresponding to the computational complexity, which is further used
for totem estimation. The set of supported datatypes is given as D:

{d1, d2, d3, . . . dd}

and the corresponding bytes required for each data type as B:

{b1, b2, b3, . . . bd}

.
A general formula for estimating totem required can be written as:

Estimated totem =
∑

i=1ton

w(oi) ∗ b(di)
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Table 1: DATASET

Date Cid Bill

25/02/2019 01 100

25/02/2019 02 200

25/02/2019 03 150

26/02/2019 02 100

26/02/2019 03 50

27/02/2019 02 100

where, n represents the number of opcodes in the computational
function,

oi ∈ 0 and di ∈ D.

4.4 Smart contract: Eval(code*)

Eval(code*) on the smart contract performs a preliminary check to
find the estimate of totem required for the given code by the data
consumer. A sample calculation is shown below to demonstrate the
actual execution of Eval(code*) according to the equation defined for
estimated totem. The dataset in Table 1 has three columns which
contain the date, customer id, Cid with int datatype and bill amount
(Bill) with the double datatype.

The code in Figure 4 contains a map and reduce function. The
reduce function should have the input as a (key, [value]) pair, key
represent each unique Cid and value represent an array of all Bills
corresponding to each Cid. Reduce function here is, to sum up, all
elements in each array.

Figure 4: SAMPLE TOTEM ESTIMATOR TABLE
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The totem estimator table is shown in Figure 5, which gives infor-
mation regarding the weightage of each operator. It includes all the
valid operators that can be used during execution. It also contains
the number of bytes required for each data type.

Figure 5: SAMPLE TOTEM ESTIMATOR TABLE

The estimation determines the required totem which is demon-
strated in the Eval(Code*) table in Figure 6. According to the
example, map function will read each row in the dataset, i.e., a total
of 6 rows. The weightage of the read operator and the datatypes
involved in a row determines the required totem for that particular
statement to execute. Then it will have each tuple as (Cid, Bill), that
requires only read operations per row.

The output of the map function will be sorted and shuffled by the
Hadoop MapReduce framework. The input of reducer function will
be a tuple (key, [value]) pair.
Reading each input requires same effort as mentioned in the map

function. After each read, the sum of Bills related to each Cid
will be executed. Cid: 1 has only one Bill and thus no ‘+’ operator
required. Cid: 2 has three Bills and thus two ‘+’ operator are required.
Therefore, the required totem will be twice the weightage of addition
operation times bytes required to store the datatype of Bill (double).
Finally, Cid: 3 has only two bills, hence one ‘+’ operator . The sum
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Figure 6: SAMPLE TOTEM ESTIMATOR TABLE
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of required totem for each operator mentioned here will give the total
totem required to execute the entire code*.

5 Conclusion

In the presented paper, a new architecture for secured and privacy
driven big data analytics is proposed. The new architecture combines
both blockchain technologies and big data systems. The architecture
contains blockchain consortium, storage layer and computational
layer. It also aims to create custom SDK for creating MapReduce
based computation code specific to the platform. It enables the
data provider to keep the data secure and at the same time to be
analyzed by the authorized data consumers. The computation takes
place where the data is located, rather than moving the data to the
code. A new entity called totem is introduced for preventing any
malicious functions in the computational code. The architecture
uses a totem estimator table for estimating the required totem for
executing a given code. In the computation framework, the totem
value is continuously monitored in between executions. The execution
continues until the computation is over or totem gets exhausted. This
TOTEM project is unique as it allows multiple organizations to open
their data centers and create disruptive business models. In addition
to that, the proposed architecture would be realized and investigated
as an open source project.
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Abstract:
TOTEM: Token for controlled computation is a newly proposed
framework that integrates blockchain with big data systems.
This framework allows users to send the computational code to-
wards the data and analyse instead of the conventional method
of data analysis which required data to be sent across the net-
work. The framework provides a TOTEM defined SDK for
users to code according to the standard format and rules de-
fined. TOTEM execute the user code within the data owner’s
environment. Proper mechanisms are there to manage and
prevent the malicious functions that may occur in the user
code by defining a proper set of rules and putting constraints
on the user computational code by introducing totem value.
Authorised users are assigned with a predefined totem value
and when the user submits the code the smart contract will
estimate totem value for performing the user-submitted code.
If the totem value is sufficient for the execution it will pass
the code to the computational part of the framework. The
customized computational part of the framework consists of
a big data system such as Apache Hadoop and a new system
that have a totem manager and updaters to coordinate the
controlled computation of the user code. In this paper, we dis-
cuss and demonstrate the proof of concept for the customized
computational part of the framework.
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1 Introduction

TOTEM: Token for controlled computation [1] is a proposed frame-
work, which changes the conventional methods of data analysis by
integrating blockchain with big data systems. In the proposed frame-
work instead of data, computational code will be sent across the
network and computation will take place in the data owner´s environ-
ment itself. TOTEM allows authorized users to submit computational
codes through a TOTEM defined SDK. Depends on the computa-
tional needs a totem value will be assigned to authorized user´s
computational code. Malicious functions in the submitted code will
be detected and the execution of such functions will be prevented
by putting constraints on computational operations by the totem
value. A smart contract validates the user code and using totem
estimator table it will estimate the totem value required to execute
the user-submitted code. The actual computation happens on the
customized computational part of the framework. The customized
computational part contains a master-slave architecture. In addition
to that, it contains a totem manager and updaters in the master node
and the slave nodes respectively, which coordinate the computation
of the user code until the entire execution completes, or when the
assigned totem for the particular user gets exhausted. In this paper,
we aim at taking the first step towards the implementation of the
proposed framework by presenting the proof of concept for the newly
introduced totem manager and updaters part which will be integrated
with the big data systems.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: An overview of
Blockchain technologies and Big Data systems are provided in Sec-
tion 2. The relevant related works are discussed in Section 3. Section
4 discusses the overview of the TOTEM framework, which integrates
blockchain and big data systems. The detailed explanation of the
customized computational part of the framework is also given in
this section. A proof for the concept with the methodology used
and implementation details are given in Section 5. Future work and
conclusion are given in Section 6 and 7, respectively.
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2 Background

TOTEM framework consists of two main components, blockchain and
big data systems. Blockchain allows the authorized users to perform
there required analyses on the data owner’s data, without moving
the data across the network. An overview of the technologies used in
the framework is given below.

2.1 Blockchain Technology

The blockchain is an open distributed ledger, that efficiently records
transactions [2]. It allows peer-to-peer communication between nodes,
instead of a central node that controls the entire network. In 2009,
Satoshi Nakamoto introduced Bitcoin [3], which is a decentralized
and permissionless blockchain. Blockchain records are tamperproof
and transactions are transparent to all users in the network. Trans-
actions in blockchain are stored by using cryptographically secure
hash functions. Nodes can individually verify these transactions.
Blockchain can be mainly classified into two categories, such as pri-
vate and public blockchains. Public blockchains are permissionless as
the name indicates, there are no restrictions in joining the network
for the verification process and also the participants are anonymous.
Examples of the public or permissionless blockchain are Bitcoin and
Ethereum [4]. In the other side private or permissioned blockchain,
required permission for joining the network. It is restricted to autho-
rized users within an organization or group of organizations. The
verification process is executed by selected nodes in the blockchain
consortium. Examples for permissioned or private blockchain are
Hyperledger Fabric [5] and Ripple [6]. The validity of a transaction
in blockchain can be verified by any node in the network. After veri-
fication, these nodes can add this transaction to a block and append
to the blockchain. There is a possibility of more than one node can
come up with such new blocks. To avoid this, a consensus algorithm
is introduced. Consensus algorithm will help nodes to agree on which
node will append the block next. Consensus algorithms are mainly
proof based or voting based [7].
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2.2 Smart Contracts

Smart contract concept was first proposed by Nick Szabo [8]. Blockchain
can enable smart contract, which can be any kind of computer pro-
gram. Blockchain-based smart contract will be executed in a de-
centralized manner. Transitions in blockchain will occur only if the
conditions in smart contract satisfy. In public blockchains anyone
can deploy smart contracts, thus it demands high computation [3].
Measures are taken to control this kind of high computational require-
ments. For instance, ‘gas’ concept in Ethereum blockchain is to tie up
with smart contract execution complexity to financial limitation [4].
It will also prevent additional or unrealistic delays in the network.

2.3 Big Data System

Very large datasets that cannot efficiently interpret, collect, manage
and process using traditional mechanism is referred to as big data [9].
Main features of big data are variety volume, velocity and veracity
[10] which deals with nature of data, size of generated and stored
data, speed of data generated and data quality respectively [11]. The
strategy for analysing these large volumes of data or big data can
be denoted as big data analysis. Among the frameworks used for
big data analytics, Hadoop [12] [13], MangoDB [14], Spark [15] and
Strom [16] are quite popular.

2.4 Hadoop

Hadoop is a framework that manages a cluster of computers for dis-
tributed processing of large datasets. It is an open-source distributed
processing where implementing is based on MapReduce [12] program-
ming model. Hadoop Distributed File system also known as HDFS
[13] is a layer in the Hadoop framework.
Hadoop distributed file system maintains a master-slave architec-

ture. Master or NameNode contains file system metadata. The files
are divided into fixed-size blocks and stored in the slave or DataN-
odes. A heartbeat signal is periodically sending to NameNode from
DataNodes in order to indicate that the node is still alive and active.
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NameNode has the responsibility to map the blocks to the respec-
tive DataNode. In the other hand DataNodes are responsible for
read-write operation in the file system and also creation, deletion and
replication of blocks according to the instructions given by NameNode.
The node that keeps checkpoints of the file system metadata on the
NameNode is known as the secondary NameNode. MapReduce model
has mainly two types of tasks such as a map and reduce functions or
tasks.
Input data of map function will further convert into granular

structures and the output contains a key/value pair which will be
in a tuple format. The output of map function will be taken as the
input of following reduce function. Reduce function will combine
and groups the tuples according to the unique key value. A file
system is required because the input and outputs of these function
are stored in files. To manage and track the distributed processing a
JobTracker and multiple TaskTracker are there in the framework [17].
JobTracker in the master node will monitor the resource availability,
allocates the resources and thus schedule the tasks for the TaskTracker.
TaskTracker in the slave node will compute the tasks according to
the task scheduled by JobTracker. At a regular interval of time
TaskTracker will provide the status information to the JobTracker,
which is referred to as the heartbeat signal. If there is no heartbeat
from a TaskTracker for a period of time it assumes that the particular
TaskTracker goes down and JobTracker will reschedule the failed
task to the next available TaskTracker. The entire process will get
halt if the JobTracker goes down. Figure 1 below shows the basic
master-slave architecture.

3 Related Work

Many proposals and implementations are there related to the inte-
gration of blockchain and big data. For reinforcing the security of
big data, a blockchain-based access control framework is proposed in
[18]. Transparency, fine-granularity and pseudonymity are some of
the objectives achieved by this framework. It also mentioned about
the additional critical issues observed when adopting blockchain tech-
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Figure 1: Master slave architecture

nologies for handling the access controls functionality. Possibilities of
blockchain technologies on big data systems are mentioned in [19],
which shows how to utilise decentralized management for private
data, resolution of digital property, public sector institutions and
for IoT communication. In SHDFS architecture [20] the possibilities
of using blockchain technologies as NameNode and thus eliminates
the requirement of secondary nodes. A guarantee to effectively man-
age the access control of large dataset and protect data from data
breaches by using blockchain-based access control ecosystem is men-
tioned in [21]. As blockchain ensures data transparency, traceability,
secure data sharing and data self-sovereignty for the data owner, it
solves issues associated with traditional centralized access control. By
adding immutability and decentralization to HBase database through
blockchain a scalable blockchain-based big data storage for distributed
com putting is introduced in HBasechainDB [22]. Organizations that
have Hadoop based business logic can easily this since it inherits the
efficient big data processing.

However, TOTEM: Token for controlled computation [1] is a frame-
work which can effectively utilise the advantages of both blockchain
and big data systems. “This framework ensures the security and pri-
vacy of data to the data owner and provide a controlled computation
facility for third-parties to execute their own code on the data.”
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4 TOTEM Architecture

TOTEM architecture which is proposed in the TOTEM: Token for
controlled computation [1] is shown in Figure 2. The architecture
consists of three major layers such as blockchain consortium, storage
layer and computational layer. Data consumers and data providers
are the two actors connected through the blockchain consortium.
According to the GDPR [23], data consumer and data providers are
a data processor and data controller respectively.

Figure 2: Proposed architecture

The data and the resources for computation are owned by the data
providers. Authorized data consumers can view this metadata and
given an opportunity to execute their own code on the requested
dataset. Responsibilities of data providers are:

(1) Deploy the smart contract which evaluates the code submitted
by the data consumer. As blockchain consortium contains mul-
tiple data providers, this smart contract should be a collective
effort from all the data providers.

(2) Publish the meta-data of the dataset they own, to the blockchain.
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(3) Execute the data consumer pre-checked code on the requested
dataset and provide the results.

(4) After each operation, check the used totem value for that par-
ticular operation by totem manager and updater.

(5) If the totem value is not exhausted before the final execution,
provide the final result to the data consumer.

Authorized users submit their computational code using the TOTEM
defined SDK and it will be preliminarily monitored by a smart con-
tract which is deployed by the data provider. It also checks for
any malicious functions or infinite loops in the consumer code and
limits the computational complexity. This monitoring must be a
standardized procedure for all the data providers.

In order to prevent malicious functions in the submitted code and
limit the computational complexity, the concept TOTEM: Token for
controlled computation is introduced. It thereby provides a proper
validation for the computational code submitted and prevents any
delay on the network. As similar to the gas concept in Ethereum
[9], a pre-defined totem value will be assigned for each authorized
user. Based on the computational need of the submitted code, the
pre-defined totem varies. During the actual execution, depends on
the computations of each operation, the totem value reduces. The
computation will continue until the final result is produced or when
the totem value exhausts. We also introduced a totem manager and
updaters, in order to continuously monitor the usage of totem during
the entire execution.
The architecture is shown in Figure 2 contains a storage layer

and computational layer which is represented by the Hadoop dis-
tributed file system, and a MapReduce framework for distributed
processing, respectively. Since the actual execution will take place
in the distributed processing part, the accurate totem value usage
can be calculated from there. MapReduce framework contains the
master-slave model where master assigns tasks for slave nodes and
slave nodes to execute the task. After the execution of each opcode,
the totem used for that particular opcode should be reported to the
master node from slave nodes and the master node should have the
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functionality to parallelly collect, calculate and inform each slave
nodes about the remaining totem value. The computational part
mentioned here contains the existing Hadoop MapReduce framework
in addition to the totem manager and updater which communicate
and exchange the status of the totem value. In this paper, the proof
for the newly added components of the computational part of the
framework is presented.

The workflow of the TOTEM architecture is shown in the flowchart
in Figure 3, provided, the data provider/ data owner is already in the
blockchain network and deployed the smart contract and provided
the metadata of the dataset they own. The flowchart shows the entire
workflow.

4.1 TOTEM Defined SDK

Totem defined SDK will have a set of rules which is designed and
defined in order to meet the requirement of the TOTEM architecture.
According to the designed rules and format, the user will get guidelines
on how to write the code using the SDK. The SDK will validate the
user code. In addition to that, it also has the responsibility to provide
a rough estimate of the totem required for that particular user code. If
the user has enough totem, it will pass the user code for real execution
in the customized computational framework. While passing the user
code, the SDK will convert these opcodes into an array of operations.
This array will be stored and used when the actual execution of the
user code occurs in order to calculate the totem used.

4.2 Customized Computational Framework

When an authorized user requests and submit the computational code,
it will go through the aforementioned preliminary check. If all the
requirements are satisfied and the user have enough totem value, the
code will be further executed on the data providers’ computational
framework. Hence one of the responsibilities of the data provider
is to provide a platform for computation. Big data computational
platforms such as Hadoop, Spark and Strom can be used for the
computational part. But in order to manage the controlled usage
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Figure 3: Workflow of TOTEM architecture
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of computational resources, we need an additional component called
totem manager/updater. According to the TOTEM architecture, the
existing big data computational framework with an additional totem
manager/updater is called Customized Computational Framework
(CCF). Hadoop MapReduce framework is used in this present work
to demonstrate the CCF part. The Hadoop framework consists of
master-slave architecture. Master node divides the task and gives
it to the slave nodes, where slave nodes will execute the tasks and
return the results. Here the actual execution happens in the slave
nodes/DataNodes. For every single operation executing in each
node, the totem value corresponding to that operation should reduce
from the total totem value. This totem value corresponding to each
operation should be reported by the totem updaters in each slave
nodes to the totem manager in the master node. Each time after
receiving totem value, totem manager will reduce that amount from
the available totem and check if the totem value is greater than’0’.
If totem value is still available, it will reply the balance amount to
each totem updaters otherwise, it will immediately stop the entire
execution.

5 Proof of concept for the Customized Com-

putational Framework

The novel part of the newly proposed framework is the totem man-
ager and updater, which exactly control the computation. Hence
it is relevant to show the practical side of this concept. A detailed
explanation of the methodology and environment set up is discussed
in this section.

5.1 Methodology

In the framework, the totem manager and updaters need to commu-
nicate after the execution of each opcode. Since the computational
framework already has the Hadoop setup, the nodes are connected
and can communicate between the master/NameNode and slave/-
DataNodes. However, the totem required to execute each opcode
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varies. It depends on the data type of the operands and the operation
performed. The table which contains the details regarding the totem
required to execute each operation and datatypes is known as the
totem estimator table. This estimator table is maintained by the
data providers. i.e., the data owners are responsible to fix the totem
required for each set of operations. It should be standardized.

A predefined totem is provided to each data consumer. After each
set of operations, the totem manager needs to provide the current
status of the totem value. This value will be checked and saved in the
blockchain as a transaction. If the current value is greater than zero,
then the next set of operations will be carried out. Since parallel
computation is taking place in big data systems, from each node we
need to collect the information about the totem consumed for each
operation. In order to do this, totem updaters are introduced in each
and every DataNode. After each operation, depends on the opcode,
corresponding totem value will be calculated with the help of totem
estimator table and the results are updated to totem manager. This
will be the main responsibility of the totem updaters.

The methodology used in the CCF for controlled computation is
shown in Figure 4. The user code submitted by the data user through
TOTEM defined SDK will be given to the NameNode. An array
of opcodes corresponding to the user code and the available totem
assigned for that particular data user will be provided to the totem
manager. The DataNodes have access to the totem estimator tables.
Once the request for the computation is accepted, totem updater
from the DataNodes confirms the connection to totem manager in
NameNode. Then the array of opcodes corresponding to the user
code which is currently going to be executed in the DataNode will
be passed to the totem updater. For each element/opcode in the
array, totem updater will calculate the totem used while executing
that opcode. This calculated totem value for that opcode will be
then passed to the totem manager. The totem manager then reduce
that value from the available totem value and if the totem is not
exhausted it will pass a message to continue execution.

If the totem value is exhausted, it will inform the master node and
immediately halt all executions in the slave nodes.
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Figure 4: CCF Methodology

5.2 Experimental setup and implementation

In the present paper, the Hadoop environment is used as the com-
putational framework. Three nodes are used, one as a master node
and two slave nodes. In both the slave nodes, totem updaters and
in the master node totem manager is implemented. As a proof for
the TOTEM customized computational framework concept, the fo-
cus is on the functioning of the totem manager and updaters. The
actual execution of the user code is not considered in this paper.
Experimental set up as follows:
For the implementation we used three nodes with the following

configuration:

• One node with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 v4 CPU 2.40
GHz*4 processor and 16 GB of memory, with Ubuntu 16.04.6
OS.

• Two nodes with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 v4 CPU 2.40
GHz*2 processor and 8 GB of memory, with Ubuntu 16.04.6
OS.

• In each of these nodes Hadoop version: hadoop-2.7.3 runs where
one as master and 2 as slave nodes
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• In three nodes Python 2.7.12 is installed.

In the present setup, it is assumed that the execution of the code
will be done in each slave nodes and after each opcode execution
totem updater will be notified. The following steps are implemented.
The totem manager in the master node will read the file that contains
the array of opcodes converted from the user code and send to both
totem updaters in the slave nodes of the Hadoop environment. The
totem updaters already have access to the estimator table, the file
which contains the unit of totem required per datatypes. The totem
updaters after receiving the array of opcodes, each element in the
array will be passed through a function to calculate the required totem
for that particular opcode. This will be then sent to the manager to
update the current totem value and if it is still available, a continue
signal is sent back. This process will continue until totem value is
exhausted or the execution stops immediately or the entire execution
finishes without exceeding totem value. This part is successfully
implemented in order to show the viability of the concept.
A sample test done with a predefined array of opcodes is shown

below in Figure 5. It shows the connection start point of all three
nodes and the progress. Eventually, the final part after all the
execution is done, it will display the available totem balance.

6 Future Work

In the present paper, it is demonstrated how to deal with the usage
of totem entity, which depends on the computational complexity of
the user code. The user code will analyse the data from a single data
source. However, it is not shown how to utilise data from multiple
data source and deal with the usage of totem entity in the TOTEM
architecture. Hence the architecture needs to be further extended
to handle or utilise multiple datasets from multiple organization
without transferring the data across the network. Also, the paper
does not discuss how the GDPR is addressed in the existing TOTEM
architecture and its impact on the architecture.
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Figure 5: Execution flow

7 Conclusion

In this paper it is discussed about an architecture known as TOTEM:
Token for controlled computation, which is a solution for secured and
privacy driven big data analytics through blockchain technologies.
An entity called totem is considered as the unit of computation, is
mentioned in the architecture. Instead of moving the data across
the network for analysis, the user code for analysing the owner´s
data will be given to the owner’s environment through a TOTEM
defined SDK. According to the computational complexity of the
user code, the predefined totem value gets consumed during the real
execution. This part is designed in the customized computational
part of the architecture. The methodology or approach for this totem
management is explained in the paper and implemented the core
parts, totem manager and updater. The implementation was a proof
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for the concept to demonstrate how the customized computational
framework deal with the usage of totem value during the computation.
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Abstract:
As a part of using the Internet, surging over the past decade,
a wide range of data has been generated at a breakneck pace
from various sources such as social media, banking sectors and
governments. Many organizations have changed their work
culture and adopted big data analytic to gain various benefits
from the data being produced. Nevertheless, sharing this big
data was always a tremendous challenge for scientists and en-
gineers as it involves a large volume and sensitive data, which
cannot be handled by the conventional way of data analysis.
TOTEM: Token for controlled computation, accounts for an
innovative concept that integrates both blockchain technologies
and big data systems and uses their advantages to present a
better, secure and more cost-effective solution for both data
owners and data consumers. The TOTEM architecture (US
Patent No.: US11,121,874 B2) aims to overcome security and
privacy breaches and prevent moving large datasets across the
network for analysis. Totem is an entity used in TOTEM
architecture for putting constraints on computational opera-
tions. Authorised users in the network are allowed to write
their own code in a specific format through a TOTEM defined
SDK for analysing the data provided by the data owner. The
SDK, along with the deployed smart contracts in the network,
form a pre monitoring system that keeps track of totem entity
value associated with each users’ submitted codes using an
estimator table. In this article, we will focus on the layers of
this TOTEM defined SDK and further explain how the SDK
interacts with the code, analyze it within the layers and finally
how it responds to it.
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1 Introduction

In this modern era the role of technology becoming multi-fold in all
sectors, it demands to deal with large and diverse data in various
industries that keeps increasing exponentially. Nevertheless, conven-
tional methods for data analysis are not privacy preserved and secure
enough as they demand moving data across the network from the data
owners environment for the purpose of data analysis. Here we can
see the importance of a framework for secure and privacy preserved
data analysis known as TOTEM: Token for controlled computation
[1] [2]. This patented framework is capable of configuring and han-
dling the storage and computational mechanism while ensuring the
security and privacy of the data. The architecture of TOTEM allows
the computational code for analysing the dataset to move towards
the data owner´s environment instead of the conventional method
of data analysis. TOTEM is an approach that allows moving the
computational code to the data without any concern regarding the
data disclosure to external networks. TOTEM employs the properties
of big data analytic tools such as the Hadoop framework, for its
parallel computation on large datasets, and Blockchain technology for
ensuring each transaction secured and tamper-proof, thus it enables a
new way of computation upon large datasets securely and effectively.
In order to submit the code for computation in a specific format and
implement a mechanism for monitoring the malicious functions which
may occur in the submitted code the framework introduced TOTEM
defined SDK. In the present work, we focused on the TOTEM de-
fined SDK architecture layers and basic functionalities involves in it.
The main objective of this paper is an implementation of a Software
Development Kit (SDK) for the TOTEM architecture integrating the
Hyperledger Fabric blockchain and the big data framework, its archi-
tectural design process and the methodologies employed to develop
the SDK.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. The background

of the work and prior works are there in Section 2 and Section 3
correspondingly. In Section 4 we have given a detailed description
of the TOTEM defined SDK architecture. Its shows the three layers
in the architecture and explained the functionalities of each layer.
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Implementation and results obtained is shown in Section 5. Finally in
Section 6 we concluded and suggested future works and improvements
required in this current work.

2 Background

Since we are discussing about an architecture that integrates blockchain
technologies and big data frameworks, it is relevant to go through
the basic concept of both the technologies. Blockchain and big data
are two the leading technologies that have grabbed a great deal of
attention. Both are expected to reshape the way businesses are done
across all kinds of industries in the years ahead. Further in this sec-
tion an overview of these technologies used in TOTEM architecture
as well as the necessary tools used to implement the TOTEM defined
SDK is given.

2.1 Blockchain Technology

Blockchain is an open distributed ledger that allows multiple parties
to add and store transactions efficiently and permanently into it.
In 1991, S. Haber and W. Stornetta described cryptographically
secured chains of blocks to make the document timestamps tamper-
proof [3], and used the Merkle tree to allow timestamping of several
documents into one block. In Blockchain, data can be embedded
in digital code and be recorded in a transparent manner. This
method makes Blockchain protected against revision, tampering, and
deletion. It is, in fact, a Point to Point (P2P) communication among
all nodes in the chain; therefore, no central node can monitor or
control the whole network. Blockchain can be mainly classified into
two types such as public and private blockchains [4]. The public
or permissionless blockchain, signifying that the participants are
anonymous and no restriction for joining the network [5] whereas in
private or permissioned blockchain, prior approval is necessary and
participants required permission to join the network. Hyperledger
Fabric [6] belongs to private blockchains.

Smart contracts account for one of the promising uses of Blockchain
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that has exploited this technology’s potential even beyond cryptocur-
rencies. In [7], Nick Szabo, cryptographer and lawyer, was the first
person who coined the term in the 1990s. He suggested translating
the contract terms into computer codes and added them into the
software or hardware. This suggestion not only makes the contract
automated and self-executed, but it also minimizes the possibility
of accidental exceptions and fraudulent transactions between parties
[8]. Without third party involvement, this low-level computer code
deployed on the network monitors all transactions so that each trans-
action in the blockchain is executed only if they meet all the terms
and requirements in the smart contracts.

2.2 Big Data System

Big data refers to large, unstructured, and heterogeneous datasets
which are beyond the capabilities of standard analytical methods in
data management in an acceptable amount of time [9]. Data man-
agement here means that it starts from collecting, storing, processing
and finally visualizing the data. Various methods, tools or strate-
gies and frameworks are developed to analyze significant volumes
of data. Among those frameworks such as Hadoop [10], Spark and
Storm are more popular. Hadoop is an Apache project that began in
2008 and accounts for one of the leading frameworks in distributed
processing of big datasets with clusters of computers. Hadoop is
an open-source framework that works on a programming model ap-
proach, namely MapReduce to process and generate large datasets
[8]. Hadoop principally consists of a two-layer structure, designed
to improve the performance of handling I/O requests [11]. These
layers are called the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and
MapReduce (distributed processing).

HDFS is an implementation that is similar to Google File System
(GFS) and provides a scalable Distributed File System (DFS) to record
big files on distributed machines reliably and effectively. HDFS has a
master/slave architecture where the NameNode is the master with
several DataNodes being slaves [10]. The NameNode or the master
is mainly responsible for providing physical space to record massive
data files sent by the HDFS client. DataNodes or slaves, on the other
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hand, are used to store HDFS client data files after files being split
into fixed-sized blocks. MapReduce is a programming model for pro-
cessing and producing large datasets. MapReduce is a highly efficient
framework for large scale data analysis [8]. MapReduce distributed
processing framework consists of two principle functions or tasks that
are executed: map and reduce. Users specify a map function that
takes input and generates a set of intermediate key-value pairs as
output [12]. In the reduce function, the output from the map function
sorted in the file system which is the intermediate key-value pairs
are merged and grouped by key. MapReduce framework is based on
two components such as JobTrackers and TaskTrackers. JobTrackers
manage resources and schedules task for the TaskTrackers.

2.3 JavaScript

JavaScript (JS) is an imperative, object-oriented language first an-
nounced in 1995 by Netscape as an “easy-to-use object scripting
language designed for creating live online applications that link to-
gether objects and resources on both clients and servers” [13]. Since
then, JavaScript(JS) has become the standard for front-end script-
ing and even one of the most dominant languages in the software
industry. Unlike other popular traditional languages such as Java
and C, JavaScript does not allow encapsulation by using classes or
structured programming to maximize flexibility. JavaScript prosper-
ity is undeniable to the extend that, based on Google’s report as a
data point, it has been used in 97 out of 100 most popular websites
and web applications [14]. In JS, objects can be sent over the web
as raw strings that can be dynamically parsed and easily executed
by the receivers, and its APIs support by all modern browsers [15].
Less load on the server and speed are two of the distinct advantages
of using JS in software or application development over the other
programming languages.

2.4 Node.js

Node.js is an open-source, server-side JavaScript runtime environment
that runs JS scripts outside of the web browser. Node simplifies
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the creation of multi-functional web servers as well as networking
tools by using JavaScript. It provides a collection of modules such
as file system I/O, data streams, networking protocols, including
HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Domain Name System (DNS),
and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)/ User Datagram Protocol
(UDP), etc.[16]. Node.js is primarily used to bring event-driven
programming to web servers, owing to make the server development
fast in JS. It allows developers to build scalable servers without the
use of threading as it used to be traditionally, but by using an event-
driven programming model that uses call-back functions to indicate
that a task is completed [16].

3 Prior Work : TOTEM framework

In TOTEM architecture [1], the blockchain technologies and the big
data framework play a complementary role to solve many challenges
accompanied by traditional methods such as inaccessible data due
to the data owner reluctant to reveal their data, security breaches
and transferring of large datasets over the network. TOTEM aimed
at bringing the computational code to data to avoid the drawbacks
associated with the traditional methods for data analysis, in particular
with higher bandwidth demands and security breaches. As discussed
in the background, the Hadoop framework allows parallel computation
on large datasets through its Map Reduce programming model. The
parallel execution is performed through a parallel map over input
data in the first place. Then, the intermediate data are grouped in a
key-value pair, as needed for the reduce phase. Reduce function is
carried out ultimately to produce the output data [12]. On the other
hand, Blockchain is restricted by block size and creation frequency;
consequently, it is incapable of handling large datasets or parallel
processing, but it ensures that each transaction through the blockchain
network is secure and tamper-proof. TOTEM combines the strength
of these two technologies, which can complement each other, to
develop a new approach. In this section, we will go through a brief
description of TOTEM architecture layers and two major actors in
the network.
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TOTEM architecture has three fundamental layers such as blockchain
consortium, storage layer, and computational layer. For users ac-
cording to their role in the blockchain network they can submit code
for computation, obtain results, deploy smart contract, publish the
metadata of their own available dataset, etc. All the transactions
or actions through the blockchain network is recorded as transac-
tions that can be verified later. Totem entity act as a token in the
system, for the controlled computation or to put constraints for the
computational complexity of the submitted code by the user through
TOTEM defined SDK. Smart contact deployed in the network will
do the preliminary check on the validity of the submitted code. The
storage layer is where the actual dataset is stored. It will be in the
data owners environment itself. The computational layer will handle
the actual execution of the submitted code by the user on the data
owners dataset. The computational layer contains resources for the
parallel computation that it also resides in the data owner environ-
ment. The two actors in the network are data provider and data
consumer. Data provider is the one who owns and providers facility
to analyse their dataset. Data consumer is the one who requests and
writes computational code for the analyses of the available dataset.
The actions or major responsibility of two actors in the network is
explained in the coming subsections.

3.1 Data Consumer

Data consumer will join the network for analysing particular dataset
if it is available. This process includes actions such as writing the
code in a specific format and submitting it through a TOTEM defined
SDK. A detailed description of SDK architecture and its workflow
is given in Section 4. There are certain formalities to go through
for reaching this opportunity. In this subsection, we will go through
the various steps needed to pass for reaching this goal. We need
to assume that the smart contract is deployed in the network as a
collective effort from all the data providers joined in the network and
also the metadata about the datasets from all the data providers is
available and accessible in the blockchain network.

The workflow begins with the process of enrollment and gets autho-
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rized in the blockchain network as in Figure 1. The data Consumers
can gain access to the datasets, provided under the blockchain con-
sortium once they are authorized users in the network.

Figure 1: Enrollment in Blockchain consortium

An authorised data consumer will be allowed to view the metadata
and request for the computing facility provided by the data providers
for analysing the selected dataset. The request will be processed and
if they are authorised to use the facilities from that requested data
provider then the request will be accepted. This process will also
check for the totem value balance of the data consumer as well. Each
data consumer will have a totem account balance and this totem
value is essential for further computation. However, acquiring or
buying totem from the blockchain consortium is not discussed in [1]
since it is highly dependent on the underlying network architecture.
In Figure 2, proceedings of data consumer including view/request
and the response for the request is shown. Once the request from the
data consumer is accepted the computational code will be submitted
for execution on the requested data. The computational code must
correspond to the MapReduce pattern of the SDK defined for the
TOTEM. Further in this, the smart contract which was deployed
by the data providers will perform a preliminary evaluation on the
consumer code. It processes the submitted code and determines
whether there are sufficient totems provided by the data consumer
regarding the computational needs of the submitted code.

Totem Estimator Table (TET) accounts for a table that describes
standard totem values to perform each of the defined opcodes [1].
As mentioned earlier, the smart contract is executed before the
computation of the consumer code to estimate the required totem
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Figure 2: Submitting Computational code

and then check the data consumer’s balance. This estimation of the
submitted code is carried out by using the information within the
TET.

3.2 Data Provider

Further steps of the TOTEM architecture workflow proceed in the
data providers’ side as shown in Figure 3. When the consumer
code is allowed for actual computation after preliminary check, this
computation will be carried out in a Customized Computational
Framework (CCF), which resembles the architecture of Hadoop with
some modifications. The CCF contains two components such as
totem manager in the master node and also totem updaters in each
slave nodes for the continuous monitoring of totem current value.
Following each execution of the given opcodes, totem updaters will
calculate the totem value for that particular opcode performed in the
corresponding slave node and report to the totem manager resides in
the master node, which is responsible for the calculation of available
totem balance. All the totem updaters will update the used totem
value like this and the totem manager will calculate the balance totem
value accordingly. After each set of opcodes performed in the nodes,
the master node will update the available totem value to the network
as a transaction.
This cycle will repeat either until the completion of executing

a chain of map/reduce function or the available totem exhausts
and the system reaches the ”Out of totem” status. In case the
prior happens, updaters send the final report to the totem manager.
However, if the latter takes place, the totem manager will immediately
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Figure 3: Data Provider Environment

signal the master node to halt the execution. When the execution
of the map/reduce the function has been completed, the manager
sends the final amount of totem consumed during the execution of
the blockchain network. For this purpose, the manager creates a
transaction, which invokes the smart contract that has already been
deployed to the blockchain consortium. Finally, when the computation
on the specified dataset completes or there is not enough totem for the
rest of the execution, the currently obtained result will be published
to the data consumer.

4 TOTEM defined SDK

As discussed in previous sections, the SDK plays a vital role in the
architecture of TOTEM. It is aimed at enabling the data consumers
to submit their computational codes in the data providers’ side in a
specific format. Moreover, the SDK produces an estimated value of
required totem that consumer’s code might cost. Ultimately, the SDK
outputs a formatted code needed for the execution section. This shows
the relevance of having an extensible, well-structured, and easy-to-use
SDK. The TOTEM defined SDK presented here, however, is not
the final version but we aimed to show the potential functionalities
regarding some predefined rules. This section introduces the highlights
and describes the different layers within the architecture of the defined
SDK to give a better understanding of the implementation in Section
5.
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4.1 Specifications of TOTEM defined SDK

TOTEM defined SDK provides a flexible software development kit for
coding, testing and submitting computational codes of data consumers
over the network, within the frame work of TOTEM architecture.
Some of the highlights about TOTEM defined SDK is as below:

• Modular Design Pattern – TOTEM SDK is designed from the
beginning to confirm Modular Design Pattern (MDP), allowing for
wrapping a set of variables and procedures together in a single scope.
The module interface is, in fact, a piece of program that specifies
which other pieces it relies on and which functionality it provides
for other modules to use. By limiting the way that modules interact
with each other, the whole system can be seen as a LEGO, where
pieces interact through well-defined connectors called dependencies
[17]. From all the benefits that MDP brings in favor of interdependent
codebase, the following three are more important in the TOTEM
SDK: Maintainability, Namespacing and Reusability. The modular
pattern makes it simple to improve and update single modules and
reuse them in new required places in the project. It also helps to
avoid ”namespacing pollution”where completely unrelated code shares
global variables by providing private space for variables [18].

• Maintainability and extensibility – The core architecture of the
presented SDK has been made to be maintainable and extensible
as there are still opportunities for further enhancements. This ar-
chitecture was done through the modular pattern. A well-designed
module strives to reduce the dependencies on different parts of the
codebase as much as possible so that it can grow and improve inde-
pendently. Therefore, either adding a new module to the architecture
or updating a single module would be much easier while the module
is disassociated from the other pieces of code [18].

• The TOTEM SDK presented in this paper is implemented in fully
vanilla JavaScript to simplify Document Object Model (DOM). Using
JS makes TOTEM SDK very efficient to deploy in web browsers
regardless of operating systems and multiple hardware platforms [19].
The source code is put on Github publicly and leverage the whole
community and interested developers to improve the SDK for better
performance and flexibility.
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4.2 Architecture of TOTEM defined SDK

As stated earlier, the TOTEM defined SDK is primarily used for
creating a formatted code from the user’s submitted code as well
as estimating its computational cost, all according to the defined
rules. This analysis of the user’s code and the estimation of the
required totem are taken place within a three-layered architecture,
consists of SDK layer, Controllers layer, and Handlers layer. Figure 4
depicts these three layers and shows the workflow, describing how its
comprising components are linked to each other in the architecture.

Figure 4: Workflow of TOTEM defined SDK
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4.2.1 SDK layer

The SDK layer accounts for the primary layer of the whole design,
where all the rules and the user inputs are taken. Each line of the
user input goes to the next layer if it complies with the rules. As
illustrated in Figure 4, Line Reader Component (LRC) is one of the
main components in the current layer in which the process of reading
user input lines is carried out. Another critical component in the
SDK layer is the Rule Processor Component (RPC). RPC is the only
component within the whole architecture which reads, processes and
extracts the proper way of handling various commands based on the
defined rules, prior to any other action. Consequently, Rules is the
first block of scripts that the SDK takes. This action is necessary
as all the further actions occurring in the SDK layer are determined
based on these rules. Each line of code goes through LRC and will
get splitted into two parts, called command part and assignment part.
For the command part, if the command exists in the Rules set, the
LRC will read the proper reaction to that specific command and rest
will be done in the Controller layer, after conducting a check through
the Reaction Checker (RC).
On the other hand, if it is not in the rule set, but just an other

operation or mathematical equation on an already defined variable,
it will be identified in RC and it will be given to Variable Checker
(VC). The VC can ignore the Controller Layer and directs both the
command and the assignment parts directly to the Operation Handler
Component (OHC) in the Handler layer. This happens if the variable
checker condition is satisfied. Otherwise, Error Handler Component
(EHC) will take control and throws the related exception.

4.2.2 Controllers layer

The next layer in the TOTEM SDK architecture is the Controllers
layer. This intermediate layer between the SDK layer and the Handler
layer plays a crucial role in enabling the user’s submitted code to the
following global variables stored after the evaluation in the final step.
On a broader level, the Controller wraps all the components, each
of which handles the control of a specific command type defined in
the rules block. Table 1 indicates an example of rules defined in the
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rules block.

Table 1: An example of defined rules in the TOTEM SDK

CMD Reaction CMD type Domain

Int HandleNumber() Labelled Set of Z

Bool HandleBoolean() Labelled Set of β = {0,
1}

Float HandleNumber() Labelled Set of Q

For HandleForLoop() Control
Statement

Labelled Type
Vars

If HandleIf() Conditional
Statement

Labelled Type
Vars

As it is indicated in Table 1, multiple command types might lay in
the rules file. Nevertheless, for simplicity and to follow the modular
pattern of the design, the Controller redirects the taken commands to
their respective components. All further operations on each command
type will take place in these components. Labelled Type Controller
(LTC) and Control Statement Controller (CSC) are two examples
of such controlling components, shown in Figure 4. Following some
necessary operations on the Controller inputs, such as naming conven-
tion check, splitting the assignment chunk for more evaluation, error
check, etc., type controlling components consider where exactly to
proceed in the subsequent layer, which is Handlers layer. If the input
is error free, then the respective reaction function determined in the
”Reaction” column of Table 1 will be invoked. By contradiction, if
errors detected within the type controlling component, it invokes a
related error in the Error Handler Component (EHC) to show on the
User Interface (UI).

4.2.3 Handlers layer

The final layer in the architecture is Handlers layer, which receives
requests to handle either execution, throw exceptions, or mathemati-
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cal computations. The handlers layer is predominantly responsible
for providing functions to the requesting components within the Con-
trollers layer. However, in a situation that a new line of command is
detected as an operation on an already defined variable, that line of
command within the SDK layer will be sent directly to the Operations
Handler Component (OHC) to perform the operations in the Han-
dlers layer. The handlers layer consists of three major components
in which several functions are defined. In the operations handler, all
allowed operations on existing variables are managed. OHC handles
logical operations, relational assignments, and mathematical opera-
tions such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and power. The
error functions, on the other hand are wrapped up in the EHC. Such
a component that handles all the functions, not only makes it more
feasible to add, change or remove the functions in the future versions,
but it also helps to avoid redundancies by calling interchangeable
functions in different places of the SDK. Table 2 reveals various error
functions defined so far in the existing version of the SDK.

Table 2: Error functions defined in the EHC

Function Call Site Description

CommandError() SDK Command is not defined

HandleError() LTC No defined handler to com-
pile the command

NamingError() LTC Name is against the naming
convention

CTRLStatementError() CSC An error occurred during the
control statement execution

OperationError() Execution
Handler

An error occurred during the
operation functions

Execution handler accounts for another handler components with
several functionalities, each of which serves to execute the output of
controller components. After Controllers layer, the input line of codes
prepared for the execution stage. Depending on the call site of these
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functions, different functions could be called. Each of these functions
handles at least one type of command defined in the rules file. At the
end, the outcomes from the execution will be stored in several global
variables for the use of smart contracts in the blockchain consortium.
Table 3 shows three global variables as well as their descriptions
defined in the existing version of TOTEM defined SDK.

Table 3: Global variables of the defined SDK

Global Variable Description

ruleLines A global array of map values, each
representing one total row of the
rules defined in rules.csv

userDefined vars A global object to keep track of
user-defined variables and their
updated values

TOTEM operators A global array to keep all opera-
tors and assignments within the
data consumer’s code – used to
estimate the required TOTEM

mapped executions A global array to store the re-
sulted mapped executions format
of the data consumer’s code - used
as an input in CCF

As discussed earlier, the objective of our TOTEM defined SDK
is not to output the final results of the submitted code as it will
be done in the Customised Computational Framework (CCF) of
TOTEM architecture [20]. Nevertheless, having the updated values
of variables is necessary before reading the next line. The reason is
that the next lines of the user’s submitted code might be dependant
on those variables defined earlier. As a result, considering such a
global object of most updated variables and their values, which is
accessible through the modular pattern in other layers, particularly
in the SDK layer, is crucial.
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5 Implementation

The SDK is implemented in a way that data consumers are allowed
to submit their computational codes and receive reactions. It is
also assumed that users have already gone through the authorization
process which is outside the scope of this paper. For this purpose, a
simple Nodejs [21] application designed to display a realistic inter-
action among hypothetical users and the SDK in modern browsers.
This includes both receiving the consumers’ computational codes
and showing feedback to them, e.g. exceptions and results. Within
the application, SDK is bundled as a JavaScript file using a package
called Browserify [22]. Browserify is a module loader library, keeping
all modules of the TOTEM defined SDK architecture into a single
neat JavaScript file; since browsers still do not support that.

5.1 Main Functionalities

All command rules and corresponding reactions are defined in a
separate file within the data provider’s site referred to as rules.csv,
which should be fetched in SDK before taking the submitted code and
estimating the number of required totem for its execution. This is
done through an asynchronous request initiated by the browser called
AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML). Processing rules starts
when the AJAX callback has been successfully done. It reads each
rule and stores all as an array of map values into a global variable
known as ruleLine for use in further computations.

Script 1 describes rule processing procedure statements in pseudo-
code. The reason for representing each rule as a map value is its
constant time algorithm O(1) to extract values using their paired
keys, rather than tracking single values over an array of commands
(O(n)). Furthermore, it is ordered, iterable and accepts any type of
data as key.

Line reading is the consequent fundamental procedure implemented
in the TOTEM defined SDK. It enables the user’s submitted lines of
code separately and in succession to the lower layers of the defined
SDK (Controllers and Handlers layers), if a reaction is set out to
each. Each line of code is broken down into two parts; command
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Algorithm 1 Rule processing

1: procedure ProcessRule (rules)
2: allTextLines← an array of splitted rules
3: headers← an array of splitted allTextLines[0]
4: for i ∈ 0, . . . , length(allTextLines) do
5: data← allTextLines(i) splitted by comma
6: if length (data) = length (headers) then
7: ruleMap← an empty map.
8: for j ∈ 0, . . . , length(headers) do
9: ruleMap← [headers(j), data(i)]
10: end for
11: Global variable ruleLines← ruleMap
12: end if
13: end for
14: end procedure

and assignment. Then, based on the correlative reaction to each
command, the procedure routes each line to either the controller or
handler set of functions.

Script 2 reveals how the line reading procedure operates and routes
the data consumer’s computational code line by line to the successive
layers. Routing to corresponding functions within the Controller or
Handler layers is handled by a local procedure called getRuleValues .
In Script 2 line 4 it shows a semantic concept of extracting related
information from the command obtained in line 2. The procedure
has two arguments; first to take the row and second to determine
which column of the Table 1 should be taken by iterating through the
rules global variable (ruleLines). Ultimately, it returns the reaction
procedure defined within the Controller layer for further execution.
isVar checks if is no known command or reaction for the command
part of line 2.
Event listener for the code submission target is other key func-

tionality in TOTEM SDK. Event Listeners are common methods
in JavaScript which set up a callback function that will be called
whenever the specific event is delivered to the action target. This
procedure, which is described in Script 3 in pseudo-code, is executed
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Algorithm 2 Line reading

1: procedure LineReader (line of code)
2: command← command part of the line
3: assignment← rest of the code line
4: reaction← getRuleValues(command, ”REACTION”)
5: isVar← true, if command is known; Otherwise false
6: if reaction exists and defined then
7: Go to Controller
8: else
9: if isVar == True then
10: Go to Execution Handler
11: else
12: Go to Error Handler
13: end if
14: end if
15: end procedure

before the line reading function operates. It is triggered when users
submit the codes.
The callback function takes the entire submitted code, separates

it line by line and stores each line as an element of a pre-defined
local array (codeValueLines). The reason is to deliver each command
separately in one piece to the lineReader function. However, some
commands such as control statements are more than a single line of
code. Therefore, the consecutive lines related to a single command
should all be considered as one. This will be managed by the first
if statement. In the second if statement it checks whether the next
line of command is an initial splitted line or a block of lines belongs
to a sole command. Then, it calls the lineReader function with the
proper argument.

5.2 Execution and Testing

To verify that the developed SDK can analyze the submitted code and
produce the expected results, a simple testing scenario is conducted.
Script 4 illustrates a simple code snippet in potential users’ codes
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Algorithm 3 Listener for code submission

1: procedure Callback function in EventListener
2: userCodeValue← user’s submitted code
3: codeValueLines← array of userCodeValue lines
4: loopLines← an empty array
5: statementLine← an empty string
6: for each line in codeValueLines do
7: if command is of Control Statement type then
8: loopLines← all loop lines
9: Delete all pushed lines into loopLines
10: statementLine← concatenated loopLine lines
11: statementLine ←→ deleted lines in 9
12: end if
13: if statementLine is empty then
14: Execute lineReader (line)
15: else
16: Execute lineReader (statementLine)
17: end if
18: end for
19: end procedure

with basic commands, within which an Integer and a Float number
values change inside a For loop without any error.

Algorithm 4 A simple code snippet as testing scenario

int a = 1, b = 2
int c = add (a, b)
float d = 4.1
for i = 1; i ≤ 3; i++ do

c = add (c, i)
d = sub (d, 0.1)

end for

Figure 5 displays the printed outputs of LineReader() as well as
userDefined vars global variable in the browser console, at the end
of the execution in Script 4. As shown, the SDK detected the type
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and extracted the corresponding reaction to each block of command,
after being processed in the LineReader(). Moreover, the value of
each defined variable is stored at userDefined vars and gets updated
by each command block execution. These data are the input of the
Controllers layer.

Figure 5: Controllers layer input data and final values of variables

Before termination, two more console logs are implemented to show
the TOTEM operators and mapped executions global variables.
Figure 6 shows the final value of these variables, storing all the
assignments and operators within the user’s code. This information
is then used to estimate the amount of totem required to perform the
computation using a pre-defined totem estimator table and execute
the code on the computation part.

Figure 6: Totem operators and mapped executions global arrays after the execu-
tion in the testing scenario

Mapped executions is an array with each element representing a
single execution in the submitted code, further used in Customized
Computational Framework (CCF) execution [20].

6 Conclusion

The main objective of this paper is the implementation of TOTEM
defined SDK that focused on the TOTEM language format and rules.
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The multi-layer architecture of TOTEM defined SDK is introduced
and it has been implemented. An operational scenario emulating
data consumers’ computational codes, have been tested and verifies
in the Implementation section. However this test has been conducted
only to demonstrate the stability of the SDK framework, even though
there is still room for the extension by adding new operations and
allow other data types in the rules.csv file.

In future work, this TOTEM defined SDK should be integrated with
the CCF implementation [20], upon a blockchain network to form the
TOTEM architecture [1]. Future studies could also aim to replicate
results in a broader scope such as creating a sole compiler that can
be installed separately rather than interpreting codes deployed into
the browser.
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Abstract:
The demand for electricity is increasing exponentially day by
day especially with the arrival of electric vehicles. In smart
community neighborhood project, it demands electricity should
be produced at the household or community level and sell or
buy according to the demands. Since the actors can produce,
sell and also buy according to the demands, thus the name
prosumers. ICT solutions can contribute to this in several
ways such as machine learning for analysing the household
data for customer demand and peak hour for the usage of
electricity, blockchain as a trustworthy platform for selling
or buying, data hub, and ensure data security and privacy of
prosumers. TOTEM: Token for controlled computation is a
framework that allows the users to analyze the data without
moving the data from the data owner´s environment. It also
ensures the data security and privacy of the data. Here in this
article, we will show the importance of TOTEM architecture in
the EnergiX project and how the extended version of TOTEM
can be efficiently merged with the demands of the current and
similar projects.
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1 Introduction

The electricity infrastructure nowadays is lacking mechanisms to han-
dle mass and concentrated power consumption. It is especially with
the arrival of electric vehicles (EV), the charging demands and the
peak over consumptions. To handle such peak hour issues without
changing the existing structure of the grid, integration of renewable
microenergy sources at household or neighborhood levels can be im-
plemented. Therefore it is quite necessary to control and make use of
potential prosumers and develop tools to efficiently manage house-
hold or neighborhood energy production and consumption. Proper
mechanisms are essential to collect the combined microenergy sources,
integrate community level power storage units, predict production
and consumption, and allow sharing/trading of energy between house-
holds, neighborhoods, and communities. In order to address this
kind of challenges, ICT-based smart solutions can be used. A data-
driven decentralized energy system can efficiently contribute to the
supply-demand market relationship between prosumers (consumers
and producers).
In the Smart Community Neighborhood project the conventional

end prosumers will produce the energy locally using environment
friendly energy production and storage technologies and allow them
to meet their own requirements or can sell it back to the grid. Electric
vehicles (EV) batteries can also play an important role in a way that
it can be used as an additional resource to the local energy storage
system. These resources are capable of participating in balancing con-
sumption during peak hours or fluctuations and also solve congestion
problems. Upstream suppliers such as Distribution system operators
(DSO) and Transmission system operators (TSO) require data about
the power consumption and demands to manage the power distribu-
tion, transmission, and integration of community level resources to
guarantee a reliable operation. The resources and the data streams
from homes will be exponentially large, therefore to maintain such
large and diverse data there should be a high information intensive
data hub. Blockchain based technologies can be used for recording
energy generated, shared/traded and stored into the storage level
by the prosumers. Each transaction in the blockchain will be trans-
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parent and secure [1]. In order to protect privacy and user’s assets,
blockchain uses cryptography [2]. Due to the openness of blockchain,
every node in the network is transparent to the complete ledger,
which may cause privacy leakage. In addition, digital assets cannot
prove their ownership as easily as physical currency, crypto-techniques
are required to prove the ownership of digital assets. Asymmetric
encryption and hash function are the two techniques mainly used
in blockchain. Finally to predict the peak hour consumption and
production of energy from each household, neighborhood and com-
munity, machine learning techniques are effective and essential. A
self organising and self optimizing, secure and privacy preserving
community energy management system by utilizing the information
intensive data hub, blockchain and machine learning is the aim of
the smart community neighborhood project.
By obtaining energy usage patterns such as peak hour consump-

tions, production from each households/neighborhood and energy
demands, the prosumers will get a better understanding about the cur-
rent trend. It shows the analysis of data will improve the efficiency of
the energy infrastructure. The analysis of data through conventional
methods demands the data need to be transferred across the net-
work, which is highly network intensive and due to security breaches
data owners may be cautions to provider their data. TOTEM [3]
[4], which stands for Token for controlled computation is a patented
framework (US Patent No.:US11121874B2) which provide a decentral-
ized solution for these concerns about the data transfer and analyses.
This framework combines both the blockchain technologies and the
big data systems. Each transaction through blockchain is secured
and tamper-proof but having limitations on handling large data and
parallel computations. Big data technologies provide solution for com-
putation of large data through parallel computing. These properties
of both blockchain and big data technologies complement and open a
new direction for computing large datasets without moving the data
across the network. The TOTEM project ensures data security by
allowing organizations to open their data centers and allow disruptive
business models. This framework can be used in the smart community
neighborhood (EnergiX project) as well for enabling data hubs from
different communities to open up their database for allowing data
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analysis from different communities or users without moving their
data. In this article, a detailed explanation about how to utilize
TOTEM for the EnergiX project and also shows the scope of an
extended version of TOTEM which is dealing with the multi provider
architecture.

The structure of this paper is arranged as follows, Section 2 contains
the related or relevant works and Section 3 shows the background
for the present paper and a detailed explanation about TOTEM
architecture. Section 4 shows how the TOTEM can be incorporated
with the infrastructure. A description of the extended TOTEM
architecture and its implementation is presented in Section 5 and
Section 6 respectively. The conclusion is given in Section 7. .

2 Related Works

The blockchain and big data technologies were combined for various
purposes. Possibilities of using blockchain on big data systems such
as decentralized management for private data, IoT communication,
resolution of digital property, and public institutions were discussed
in [5]. For reinforcing the security of big data platforms, a blockchain
based access control framework is proposed in [6]. This framework
achieved objectives such as user-driven, transparency, fine granularity,
pseudonymity and unlinkability. However, while adopting blockchain
technology to handle access control functions additional critical issues
were emerged in the framework. A blockchain access control ecosystem
which ensures a better way to manage access control of large datasets
and how to avoid data breaches is proposed in [7]. The architecture
built on a private and permissioned blockchain for a decentralized
security system. Blockchain technology provides solution to the
challenges associated with traditional and centralized access control
because it ensures the data transparency, traceability, secure data
sharing, auditability, and data self-sovereignty for the owner. A
scalable blockchain-based big data storage for distributed computing
is proposed in HBasechainDB [8]. HBasechainDB makes it easy for
organizations which have Hadoop ecosystem-based business logic
to accommodate blockchain. HBasechainDB which built on the
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Hadoop ecosystem, also inherits efficient big data processing as well.
In [9], proposed ”Mystiko”, a new blockchain storage that is built
over the Apache Cassandra distributed database to incorporate big
data. Mystiko ensures high scalability, transaction throughput and
availability.
So far, we have discussed the available integration of blockchain

and big data technologies. The TOTEM architecture is a patented
novel architecture which combines both blockchain and big data and
enables secure handling of the data without moving the data over the
network. The data user uses TOTEM SDK to create a MapReduce
code for computation, which will be executed within the data owner’s
environment. This computational system prevents the execution
of any malicious functions in the user code, by putting constraints
on computational operations. A pre-defined totem will be assigned
to authorized users, based on their computational needs. A smart
contract performs pre-checks on user submitted code and associated
totem value, by using a totem estimator table to determine the
required totem for executing the given code. A totem manager and
an updater is introduced to coordinate computation of the user code
until it exits gracefully, or the assigned totem gets exhausted. In paper
[10], it deals with the proof of concept of the new components such
as totem manger and updaters introduced in TOTEM framework.

Machine learning is a part of artificial intelligence that deals with
the study of algorithms which allows the system to learn by itself
and improve the results with experience [11]. Machine learning
plays an important role in load balancing and the prediction of
electricity usage. This will help in efficient and effective working of the
infrastructure when it comes to the prosumers demand, production,
supply, or storage management. Some of the examples that show
the necessity are as follows; [12] deals with the application of feature
selection methods for the purpose of predicting household energy
consumption. In this paper they follow a two-stage framework for
identifying candidate features based on literature studies and data
characteristics of a load profile and then it selects a subset of relevant
features using the feature selection methods. Another one [13] deals
with Short Term Load Forecasting Using Smart Meter Data which
is a generalization analysis. An application of machine learning for
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the energy management of loads and sources in smart grid networks
is employed in Anderson et al. [14]. Rudin et al. [15] proposed a
framework where machine learning can be used for the prediction
of failures of the system components. In some other works [16] and
[17], with the advantage of machine learning techniques, malicious
activity prediction and intrusion detection problems are analyzed at
the network layer of the smart grid communication system. Also in
[18] by using the distributed spare attacks model, which is proposed
in [19] and machine learning algorithm, they worked on the detection
of false data injection attacks. These papers show the relevance of
data analysis in the infrastructure with the available dataset from
smart meter data or household data which is not secure, and privacy
preserved. The relevance of blockchain technology comes here because
it guarantees secured transactions. A recent survey suggests the
Decentralized applications (DApps) with blockchains promise no
trust on authorities and overcomes the key challenges of security and
privacy problems [20]. Thus blockchain in the EnergiX project act
as a platform for trading the electricity according to the demand of
prosumers, in a secured manner. Since the big data plays a vital role
in decision making for prosumers and blockchain act as a trading
platform, it is relevant to integrate both technologies for a better and
efficient working of a secure environment. The properties of these
two technologies can complement each other, which would enable a
new way of computing upon large datasets in a secured manner.

3 Background

In this section we will discuss the background technologies used in
the TOTEM architecture, to get a clear picture while explaining the
concepts in the upcoming sections. Big data systems and blockchain
technologies are the two main components in the TOTEM framework.
Blockchain allows authorized users to perform their required analyses
on the data owner’s data, without moving the data across the network.
An overview of the technologies used in the framework is given below.
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3.1 Big Data Analytics

Big data is the term that represents the datasets that are too large
to be efficiently interpreted, collected, managed, and processed, using
traditional methods or mechanisms [21]. Some of the main features of
big data such as volume, variety, velocity and veracity [22] are quite
good enough to describe the properties. These formerly mentioned
features will denote the size of generated data, the types and nature
of the given data, how often the data is generated or speed of the data
generation and processing, and the data quality or value, respectively
[23]. The proper method or strategy of analyzing such large volumes
of data is known as big data analytics. Apache Hadoop, Spark,
MongoDB, Cassandra and Neo4j are some of the popular frameworks
commonly used for big data analytics. Hadoop is one of the leading
open source frameworks on the list which can run on premises or
in the cloud. However, each framework has its own advantages and
drawbacks.
Hadoop is a framework that is capable of distributed processing

of large datasets with clusters of computers and it is an open source
implementation based on a programming model called MapReduce
[24]. The Hadoop framework mainly consists of two layers such as the
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [25] and previously men-
tioned distributed processing mechanism, MapReduce. The HDFS
consists of a master-slave architecture, where the master node or the
NameNode maintains the file systems metadata. The files are divided
into fixed-size blocks and are stored in the slave node or DataNodes.
Mapping of blocks to a particular DataNodes is determined by the
NameNode according to some of the features such as ease of access
and free slot. DataNodes are responsible for read-write operations in
the file system. DataNodes are also responsible for the creation, dele-
tion and replication of blocks, but all these operations are based on
the instructions given by the NameNode. It will also send heartbeats
to the NameNode periodically to indicate that the corresponding
DataNode is currently active. The secondary NameNode is the node
that keeps checkpoints of the file system metadata on the NameNode
in the HDFS. Functions such as map and reduce are the two tasks
performed in the distributed processing framework. Receiving the
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input data and converting it into granular structure done by map
function, and the output of this function will be tuples with key-value
pairs. These results from the map function will be taken as the
input for reduce function. In reduce function, the inputs combine
and groups those tuples according to a unique key value. The results
from the functions are stored in the distributed file system. The
MapReduce framework has a JobTracker [26], which is responsible for
monitoring the availability of the resources and allocating resources.
It is also responsible for scheduling tasks for TaskTrackers. Task-
Trackers will compute the tasks and provide the status information
back to the master or the JobTracker at regular intervals of time. If a
TaskTracker goes down, the JobTracker will immediately reschedule
the corresponding failed task to the next available TaskTracker and
if a JobTracker goes down, the entire process will halt.

3.2 Blockchain Technology

The blockchain is an open distributed ledger that can record each
transaction through it in a very efficient manner [27]. All the trans-
actions recorded in blockchain are transparent to all users in the
corresponding blockchain network and these transactions are tamper-
proof, which means they cannot be modified. There is no central
node to control the entire network as in a centralized system, but it
has peer-to-peer communication between nodes and therefore it is
called a decentralized system. Secure hash functions are used in the
blockchain for storing the transactions. The nodes can individually
verify the transactions. To timestamp digital documents secure hash
functions were used in 1991 by Haber and Stornetta [28]. After that,
in 1992 Merkle tree was used for time-stamping several documents
into one block. Later in 2009, it got more attention, when Satoshi
Nakamoto introduced Bitcoin [29]. Bitcoin can be described as a
peer-to-peer permissionless blockchain, which means it is completely
decentralized. An example for public blockchain is Ethereum. The
public blockchain is also known as permissionless blockchains because
the participants in the network are anonymous and there are no
restrictions in joining the network for the verification process [30].
Another type of blockchain is private or permissioned blockchain
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which requires permission to join the network. It is only restricted to
users within a particular organization or group of organizations and
only selected nodes by the blockchain consortium can participate in
the verification process. Hyperledger Fabric and Ripple are examples
of permissioned or private blockchain. Adding transactions to a block
after verification and appending them to the existing chain can be
done by any of the nodes in the network depending on the type of
blockchain. To avoid conflict between nodes on adding the same
transaction, an agreement should be made between the nodes. It can
be done with the consensus algorithm which chooses the right node to
append the new block. In general, these consensus algorithms can be
proof-based or voting-based algorithms [31]. Blockchain can enable
smart contacts which were proposed by Nick Szabo [32]. Blockchain-
based smart contracts are computer programs that can executed in
a decentralized manner. The transactions will occur only when the
requirements or conditions in the smart contract are satisfied. The
computational complexity of the program plays an important role
in efficient execution, for instance, Ethereum introduced the ‘gas’
concept to tie up with execution complexity of smart contract to
financial limitations [33].

3.2.1 Hyperledger Fabric

Hyperledger is an open source project created to enhance blockchain
for enterprises. The project started in 2015, hosted by the Linux
Foundation and is a collaborative effort between many different com-
panies. It comprises over 230 organizations and several projects,
including IBM’s Hyperledger Fabric. Hyperledger Fabric8 is an en-
terprise grade permissioned distributed ledger framework created by
IBM. It focuses on a modular and configurable architecture, allow-
ing it to meet the requirements of many different use cases such as
banking, insurance, healthcare and energy trading. Fabric supports
smart contracts written in general purpose programming languages
including Java, Go and Node.js, which means users do not need to
learn a domain specific language to write them.

8https://hyperledger-fabric.readthedocs.io/en/release-1.4
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3.2.2 Channels

As previously mentioned, permissioned blockchains force users to be
authorized before joining the network. Hyperledger Fabric allows for
privacy and confidentiality through channels. A channel is formed by
a consortium of organizations, which share a separate channel ledger
and are free to transact as long as they conform to the policies defined
on the channel. This allows for transparency among the members
of the consortium, while still keeping their transactions private from
outsiders. Note that the channel we describe here is known as an
application channel. This differs from the system channel, which
controls the configuration of the Fabric network. In this present
work, we refer to application channels when mentioning channels. A
channel ledger will comprise a world state and a transaction log. The
world state represents the current state of the channel ledger, while
the transaction log is the history of transactions that have to lead to
the current world state, i.e., the transaction log is the blockchain. A
channel will also logically host smart contracts, which in Fabric are
written in chaincode, and may be invoked by applications that wish
to interact with the ledger.

3.2.3 Peers and Orderers

The nodes that comprise a Hyperledger Fabric network are primarily
peer nodes and orderer nodes, which cooperate to ensure that only
proper transactions are committed to the ledger. Peers may take
on different roles in the network, however, for now it is enough to
know that some peers act as endorsing peers, which will endorse a
transaction before sending it to the orderer. The following steps are
taken to commit a transaction to the ledger.

(1) A transaction proposal is sent to each endorsing peer, which will
run and subsequently endorse the transaction before sending it
to an orderer.

(2) The orderer will ensure that the transaction is endorsed by the
necessary peers. Then it will add the transaction to the next
block and distribute it to all the peers in the channel.
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(3) Each peer will then inspect the block to validate that every
peer has received the same result. Upon successful validation,
the peers will commit the block to the ledger.

Every peer will additionally host a ledger instance for each channel
in which it is participating.

3.3 Private data collections

When a transaction is committed to the channel ledger, it is broadcast
to all peers and orderers participating in the channel. As previously
mentioned, every peer holds a copy of the channel ledger. This means
that any organization may access all data that are transacted on the
channel if they are a member.

Hyperledger Fabric utilizes channels to keep transactions transpar-
ent between a subset of organizations while keeping them private from
the rest of the network. However, consider the case where another
subset of organizations on a channel needs to keep their transactions
private. One possible solution would be to create separate channels
for each of these cases, although, this would surely clutter the network,
increasing complexity and introducing unnecessary configurations.
Hyperledger Fabric introduced private data collections9 to aid such
cases. When using private data collection, there are two types of
data being transmitted: actual private data and a hash of the data.
The actual data are only sent to peers from organizations that are
authorized to see it, using a gossip protocol10 . The private data is
stored in a separate private database on the authorized peers and are
accessible from chain code on these peers. The orderer is not involved
in this process, keeping it private from orderer organizations as well.
The hash of the data is treated as a normal transaction, meaning
that it is endorsed by peers, sent to the orderer for validation and
broadcast to every peer on the channel. Note that we are required to
set up anchor peers for this communication to work. Anchor peers

9https://hyperledger-fabric.readthedocs.io/en/release-1.4/

private-data/private-data.html
10https://hyperledger-fabric.readthedocs.io/en/release-1.4/

gossip.html
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are used for cross-organization communication. This is essential when
using private data collections since the gossip protocol communicates
private data peer-to-peer between authorized organizations.

4 TOTEM architecture with two scenarios

TOTEM, Token for controlled computation is an architecture that
integrates blockchain technologies and big data systems to take ad-
vantage of both the technologies for secure and privacy preserved
data analytics. It is a three layer architecture as shown in Figure 1,
with a blockchain consortium, computation layer and storage layer.

Figure 1: Three layers of TOTEM architecture

(1) The blockchain consortium deals with the blockchain network
that connects the data user and the data provider. Through
an SDK, the data user will submit the computational code for
analysis and the smart contract will decide whether to continue
or stop the execution depending on the totem value. The entity
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that continuously monitors and controls the computational
complexity of the code given to the system for data analysis is
also known as totem. For each authorized actor in the system,
a pre-defined totem value will be assigned according to the
computational needs.

(2) The computational layer is where the actual computation takes
place and is in the data owner’s environment. At the time of
code execution, depending upon the computational complexity,
the totem value assigned will get reduced in each step of execu-
tion and will continue until the final step of the code or when
the totem value exhausts. We have demonstrated a Hadoop
master-slave in the figure and in order to monitor and update
the live totem value, there is a totem manager at the master
level and totem updaters in each slave nodes.

(3) Storage layer contains the actual data collected from the house-
holds, electric car consumptions, wind farms and other prosumer
sources. It can be a file system such as HDFS and IPFS (Inter-
Planetary File System)) or any database.

In the TOTEM architecture, the blockchain consortium has two
main actors: a data provider, which can be an organization or group
of organizations together and a data customer, which can be a single
user or organizations. Authorized data customers can execute their
own opcodes in the currently available datasets, without accessing
the data but by sending the code across the network towards where
the actual data resides. The data provider is the one who provides
the metadata of their own data to the blockchain and it will provide
the required resources for the computation of the opcode given by the
authorized users for analyzing the dataset present in the data provider
environment. Data providers are also responsible for deploying the
necessary smart contracts. The smart contract will do a pre-check
on the code before sending it into the data provider’s environment
for actual execution. It monitors the infinite loops for malicious
functions in the code submitted by the data customer for execution.
The monitoring pattern should be in a standardized format and as a
blockchain consist of multiple data providers, the smart contract must
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be a collective effort of all the data providers in the network. The
computational layer and storage layer will be in the data provider’s
environment. The computational layer consists of a master-slaves
architecture and totem value monitoring and updation according to
the computation complexity is done with the components; totem
manager and updaters. In the blockchain network, for a user to
join, proper authorization is required. In Hyperledger Fabric we have
a Membership Service provider for membership. As we mentioned
before, data providers will publish the metadata of the dataset they
own and data consumers can view that information and send requests
to analyze that particular dataset with data consumers’ particular
code to the data provider. It is required to have enough totem value
in the data consumer. The workflow of the TOTEM architecture
which involves a single data provider and data consumer is explained
in the following subsection 4.1 Scenario 1.

4.1 Scenario 1: With single data provider

Consider that we have a Community neighborhood-1 with a Data
Hub(C1DH) and a researcher (R), who would like to analyze the data
available in the Data Hub for a better understanding of the power
generation and usage in this particular community. According to the
TOTEM architecture, the two actors in the blockchain consortium
are C1DH (data provider) and R (data consumer). Assume that
both authorized users having registered and have proper certification
from a certificate authority (CA) in the blockchain network. C1DH
collects and stores all the information from the community smart
home, electric vehicles and other resources that produce or consume
electricity. It contains information related to the electricity generation,
usage, and storage of excess electricity by each household or resource.
It may contain sensitive data from household smart meter which need
to be handled with privacy preserving mechanisms, such as filtering
those data fields accordingly before proceeding for analysis. Data
Hub contains the data related to peak hour consumption of each
household or entire community, excess power that can be utilized
later by selling to the required consumer, who all are the potential
prosumers in the community, etc.
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Assume that the researcher wants to know about the peak hour
consumption of an entire community for a particular time period for
the research purpose. The TOTEM architecture contains a TOTEM
defined SDK, where the data consumer can write their particular
code through the SDK. The TOTEM defined SDK contains a set
of rules and formats to follow for writing the code. The researcher
will write the query, S1 and submit it for analysis. The query, S1,
will go through the smart contract where a preliminary check for
the required totem value for analyzing the particular code for the
particular dataset is enough or not. Once the preliminary check is
done and has enough totem value to proceed, it will be given to the
Community Data Hub, C1DH for the actual execution of the code on
the required dataset. After each step of opcode execution, the totem
value will be reduced according to the complexity of that particular
opcode and the available balance will get updated. Also, after a
set of opcodes, the available totem value will be again checked and
confirmed with the smart contract and recorded as transactions. This
execution will continue until the final result is produced or exists
immediately if the totem value is exhausted in between the execution.
Figure 2 given below shows the workflow of this scenario.

4.2 Scenario 2: With multiple data provider

The second scenario is to assume that the researcher, R wants to know
about the combined peak hour consumption of both the community,
C1 and C2. The information related to the first community such as
household data, electricity prosumers data and electric car energy
data is available in C1DH and the second community is available
in Community neighborhood-2 with a Data Hub (C2DH). Since the
data is not sent across any of the networks, and we aim for a secured
and privacy preserved driven data analysis, we need to solve this
situation without sharing the actual data from one community to
the other. Resemble scenario 1 for scenario 2 also with the TOTEM
defined SDK, the query S2 will be submitted by the researcher, R
and it will go through a preliminary check for the totem value status.
If the researcher is authorized to analyse the dataset available in both
C1DH and C2DH then the S2 will be given to those Data Hubs. Both
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Figure 2: Scenario 1: With single data provider

the Data Hub will simultaneously monitor and update the totem
value, and the value will be recorded as transactions in the blockchain
network. Here the entire execution will stop immediately if the
totem value gets exhausted in between the execution. Otherwise, the
final result of both C1DH and C2DH will be combined with proper
communication between the Community Data Hubs and the result
will be published to the researcher. Figure 3 given below shows the
workflow of the scenario with multiple data providers. Dealing with
multiple providers is not discussed in the original TOTEM: Token
for controlled computation framework. Thus as an extended version
of the TOTEM architecture shows how to deal with multiple data
providers in the TOTEM architecture in the following Section 5.

5 Extended architecture : with multiple data

providers

As mentioned earlier, we need to assume that an opcode has already
been submitted to both C1DH and C2DH through the TOTEM
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Figure 3: Scenario 2: With Multiple data provider

architecture network by the data consumer, R. Our goal is to retrieve
the combined result of the submitted opcode without sharing the
data occurring between the data providers. Our proposed solution
will consist of allowing each individual data provider to execute its
given code, and then store the respective result in Hyperledger Fabric.
We achieve this by provisioning computational infrastructure in the
form of Docker containers at the location of the data providers. These
containers will form the Hadoop cluster on which we will run our
computational code and will be provisioned with the help of Ansible.
Ansible 11 is open source software that automates the process of

IT infrastructure and application deployment. An Ansible managed
infrastructure will consist of one or several control nodes, which
will have Ansible installed on them, and managed nodes that will

11https://www.ansible.com/overview/it-automation
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receive instructions from the control nodes. The system allows us to
construct playbooks, which essentially are recipes for tasks that need
to be performed at a remote location. By using a push configuration,
Ansible does not require any client side installation, meaning, the
data providers do not require any additional software to perform the
given tasks. Rather, Ansible uses SSH with public key authentication
and requires the data provider to grant access to the data consumer
before any commands can be pushed. Our system utilizes Hyperledger
Fabric’s permissioned blockchain to govern and grant access to data
providers’ resources.

An illustration of our system for governing access between a data
consumer and a data provider is shown in Figure 4. Authorized
data consumers will have to obtain a one time code (OTC) from
the blockchain and send this along with their public key to the data
providers’ resources to authenticate themselves and gain access.

Figure 4: Architecture for governing remote resource access

The data provider will query the blockchain to make sure that the
data consumer’s one time code is legitimate, and subsequently add
their public key to their list of authorized keys. Once this is done,
the data consumer will be allowed to push Ansible commands to
deploy the necessary infrastructure needed for running the opcode.
Our playbooks will provision the infrastructure, run the remote
computational code, and store each respective result in Hyperledger
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Fabric. However, simply putting the result in a state on the ledger
will expose the data to all participating peers and orderers, which
is undesirable in scenarios where the data providers require total
privacy of their data. Therefore, we propose the usage of private
data collections (PDCs) for storing the results. An illustration of our
proposed architecture for using private data collections is shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Scenario 2: Access result with Multiple data providers

In the Figure 5, we observe 1) two data providers who put the
results in their respective private data collection, once they com-
plete the required computation. Hence the results residing in their
own collections, the data consumer can 2) invoke the accessResults
chaincode, which is shown as pseudocode in the figure. In short, the
chaincode will 3) fetch results from the private data collections and
then perform the necessary operations to combine the results. For ex-
ample in our scenario, we have results from a wordcount job, meaning
the function will transform the results to JSON objects, sum values
with matching keys, and add key-value pairs which are unique to an
object. When the results are combined, the chaincode will 4) return
the final JSON object as a binary data stream. We will demonstrate
an implementation of this system by deploying Hyperledger Fabric
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on Microsoft Azure cloud using both a single Kubernetes cluster and
a distributed multicluster environment.

6 Implementation and Results

To illustrate a scenario in which we can demonstrate the aforemen-
tioned system in a truly distributed way, consider the following: Data
consumer R residing in Stavanger wants to obtain a combined sta-
tistical result from two community data hubs, C1DH and C2DH,
residing in Spain and the Netherlands respectively. In this case, the
system will have to work despite a massive regional difference, while
permitting each data provider absolute privacy and control of their
own data. The difference in rules and regulations pertaining to data
management for these different regions may be vast, however, this
system will allow any participant to comply with their respective
region’s rules and provide authorized data consumers an opportunity
to compute their own code. First, we will set up the system on a
single cluster residing in one region, followed by a demonstration of a
distributed multi cluster environment spanning two different regions.
Azure12 is a cloud service created by Microsoft. It offers a plethora of
services, including the Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS). AKS offers
a fully managed Kubernetes service and allows users to easily scale
their infrastructure when needed. In this section, we will utilize AKS
to provide a multi-node Kubernetes cluster.

6.1 Method 1: Deploying Hyperledger Fabric on a
single Kubernetes cluster

Provisioning a Kubernetes cluster in Azure using the Azure portal
is a simple eventuality. In the portal, first Create a resource and
choose Kubernetes Service. Here we specify some basic settings such
as which subscription to use, a resource group, a cluster name and a
region. Later we experiment with regions to create a multi-cluster
distributed Hyperledger Fabric network.

12https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/
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After basic configurations, we specify the size of our node pool. The
node pool will contain the nodes which will host the Hyperledger
Fabric infrastructure. Here, it is essential that we first consider the
number of nodes it takes to run our Hyperledger Fabric network.
Our network comprises three peer organizations with one peer each
and one orderer organization. This results in three peers, three
certificate organizations and one orderer; each requiring one node,
i.e., we required seven nodes in our node pool to launch the network.

Furthermore, AKS allows us to choose the size of each node. There
are different specifications for each choice, allowing the user to consider
their needs for the number of CPUs, size of RAM, number of disks,
etc. We consider that the peer node must contain at least two disks
since we need one disk for the peer and one disk for holding copies of
ledgers. It is sufficient for us to use the smallest Virtual Machine(VM)
size, which contains four disks.
In the authentication tab, we turn off role-based access control

for a smoother and easier way for us to connect to the cluster. For
networking, integrations and tags, we use the default values. We are
now ready to review and create our cluster. During setup, we observe
that Azure restricts the number of CPUs one can have in a single
region. In order to have a sufficient number of CPUs, we choose the
pay-as-you-go plan, which allows us to have up to ten CPUs running
in each region.
Once the cluster has been successfully reviewed, we can create it

and subsequently connect to it from the Azure Cloud Shell. This
shell has the kubectl client pre-installed, which is the client used
for interacting with a Kubernetes cluster. However, we must first
configure kubectl to connect to our cluster. We do this with the az
aks get-credentials command and specify the name and resource
group pertaining to our cluster.
To deploy and operate the Hyperledger Fabric network, we use a

tool called PIVT 13. PIVT provides Helm charts, to facilitate launching
a Fabric network, as well as interacting with it. Helm14 is a package
manager for Kubernetes, which manages charts. The charts provided

13https://github.com/hyfen-nl/PIVT
14https://helm.sh/
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by PIVT can be used for

• Configuring and launching a Hyperledger Fabric network.

• Populating the network declaratively with channels, peers and
chaincode.

• Adding new peers to run networks and updating channel con-
figurations declaratively.

• Backing up and restoring the state of the network.

Before we are able to use any of PIVT’s functionalities, we must
install the prerequisites. We first use the wget command to download
all the binaries and subsequently add them to our path. When all the
prerequisites are added, the next step is to launch the network from
the Azure Cloud Shell. Then create the channel and install chaincode
using PIVT’s helm charts. However, when deploying our network
in the cloud it is essential that we use a proper load balancer to
activate external IP addresses for our services, i.e., we need external
IP addresses for our peers, certificate authorities and orderers such
that users may interact with them. Using PIVT, we may activate
this behavior by passing the peer.externalService.enabled and
orderer.externalService.enabled flags, and setting them to true.
This tells PIVT to include the definitions of externalServices.

In Figure 6, observe the External IP column. Here, we see our
external services obtaining IP addresses for external access. In the
figure, we also observe that the status of the external orderer’s IP
is pending. This is because Azure is working to assign a proper IP
address, which may take a few minutes. Once all external services
have received an IP address, we can access the network by updating
our connection profile with the external IP addresses. For example,
we can access the Stavanger peer using 51.104.146.139:7051.

After completing these steps, we deployed a functional Hyperledger
Fabric network across several nodes in Azure using AKS. However, we
are only utilizing one cluster. In a real-world scenario, organizations
might need to host their infrastructure (peers, certificate authorities,
etc.) in the cloud provider of their choice or on their own premises.
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This would require multiple clusters, possibly hosted in different
parts of the world, communicating with each other to form a single
Hyperledger Fabric network. To demonstrate this, we are using
PIVT to deploy our Hyperledger Fabric network on two AKS clusters,
residing in different regions.

Figure 6: External IP addresses from our services

6.2 Method 2: Deploying a Hyperledger Fabric net-

work in a distributed cross-cluster environment

In order for us to separate our Hyperledger Fabric infrastructure,
we first need to create another cluster in AKS. We use the same
configurations described in Section 6.1, except we now have to consider
a different number of nodes. We divide our network as shown in
Table 1.

From the table, we observe that cluster 1 requires four nodes, while
cluster 2 requires three. This is because a peer organization requires
one node per peer, and one node per certificate authority, while an
orderer organization only requires one node per orderer. Thus, we
need four nodes for the two peer organizations in cluster 1, and three
nodes for the peer and orderer organizations in cluster 2.

After we have created our clusters, we take inspiration from PIVT’s
”Cross-cluster Raft network” example15. Following this example, we

15https://github.com/APGGroeiFabriek/PIVT#

cross-cluster-raft-network
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Table 1: Overview of Clusters in Cross-Cluster Environment

Cluster Region Members Number of
nodes

1 North Eu-
rope

Spain (C1DH)
and Netherlands
(C2DH)

4

2 South-East
Asia

Stavanger (R)
and Orderer

3

first create two separate PIVT projects for each cluster by simply
copying the files. Next, we alter the network.yaml and crypto-

config.yaml files. In crypto-config.yaml, we have to specify ex-
ternal peer organizations for cluster 2, as well as an external orderer
organization for cluster 1. Note that as opposed to PIVT’s exam-
ple, we do not enable TLS for our example. This is to simplify
network communication for our proof-of-concept, however, it should
be enabled in a production environment.
Another important difference when launching our cross-cluster

network is the use of host aliases and external host aliases. Host
aliases are simply domain names along with their respective Cluster
IP, while external host aliases are domain names along with their
external IP. These are needed in order for the two clusters to be
aware of each other’s external services. To collect these host aliases,
we first launch the network in a broken state, which means to launch
the network without starting the peer and orderer pods. Before
these are started, we will collect host aliases and external host aliases
using shell scripts provided by PIVT. For each cluster, it needs to be
handled separately. Furthermore, we need to copy the external host
aliases of cluster 2 into the host aliases of cluster 1, and vice versa.
Now, each cluster has the proper addresses for communicating with
its external resources. Note that we are again using LoadBalancer

for granting external IP addresses to our services. Therefore, it is
important that we wait until all services have obtained an external
IP before collecting external host aliases.
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Afterward, upgrade the network with the host aliases using a helm
chart provided by PIVT. The setup of this cross-cluster example
requires a number of operations to be performed on each cluster
separately, and in the right order. To facilitate the process, and
make it less error-prone, we wrote two shell scripts to automatically
launch the network. When each component is running on both
clusters, we can create channels and install chaincode using the same
helm charts as before, and subsequently instantiate the chaincode
using our Node.js script. Once these operations are done, we have
a fully functioning multi-cluster Hyperledger Fabric network, with
infrastructure residing in different parts of the world.
Note that this is a proof-of-concept implementation. For simplic-

ity’s sake, we only deploy two clusters in two different regions on
Azure AKS. However, even though both data providers are residing
in the same region, it would be fully possible for them to reside
separately anywhere in the world.

7 Conculsion

In this paper, we have shown how the TOTEM architecture environ-
ment can be adapted into a smart community neighborhood project
(EnergiX project) for data analysis in a secured manner. An extended
version of the TOTEM architecture is also proposed as a solution if
the data consumer demands a combined result from data providers
as a part of data analysis. We have implemented the architecture
as a part of the proof of concept. In the implementation, chaincode
in the Hyperledger Fabric is used to manage the access to a remote
resource and to the provisional computational resources as Docker
containers that form the Hadoop cluster is done by using Ansible.
The Hadoop cluster will perform the required computation in an
isolated environment with remote resources. Enrolled users in the
network obtain the OTC for authentication by invoking the chaincode.
Private data collections in Hyperledger Fabric are used to ensure data
privacy in a multi- provider scenario. Eventually, we demonstrated
the system by deploying it using PIVT and Kubernetes in Azure
using AKS on a single cluster and also across two clusters residing in
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different regions of the world. This system also allows organizations
with common interests to collaborate without the need for complete
trust. All activity is kept private from the rest of the network, while
all data is kept private between the data providers on the channel.
Some of the improvements that can be made in the current im-

plementation are regarding the proper mechanism for securely trans-
porting the OTC/Public Key and also extending the computational
possibilities of the system as we use only a dummy computation
in this present work. In future work, we consider this into account
and will execute the necessary steps. For example, a relevant use of
our system would help in training machine learning models across
several remote datasets. This would require a different approach for
combining results or private datasets, possibly, a multi-party com-
putation (MPC) protocol could be used to realize this functionality.
An obvious future direction would be to integrate this solution with
the rest of TOTEM’s proposed architecture, its performance analysis
and platform efficiency. Our system tackles the issues in TOTEM
regarding data and resource governance, running computations at
remote locations, as well as safely returning combined results in a
multi-provider scenario. Furthermore, the computational code would
have to be transacted on the blockchain. One way to solve this would
be to install and instantiate some chaincode that would evaluate the
submitted computational code. If the code is deemed non-malicious,
the chaincode will estimate a totem value, produce an OTC, and
return them both to the user.
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Abstract:

TOTEM is a framework that allows users to execute their own
code on access restricted datasets with controlled computation.
It provides data security by restricting the exchange of data
across the network, instead, the data will be executed within
the data owner’s environment itself. This ensures the data
owners have full control over their data. The framework has
been patented under US Patent No: US11,121,874 B2 in 2021.
In this study, we are focusing on two areas, (i) how to improve
the core features of the TOTEM architecture to an advanced
level by introducing AI and (ii) the application of the TOTEM
architecture in various sectors. Blockchain-enabled federated
learning is getting more attention these days and its unique
advantages while used within the TOTEM architecture are
also discussed in this article.
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1 Introduction

In this modern era, data could act as a key solution for increased
dilemmas around the world if it is utilised properly. Data collected
from various sectors and business sources have different stories to
tell and patterns to represent. Data analysis helps to understand the
data and figure out the pattern present in the dataset. Effectively
summarizing this information gained from data will have the potential
to solve the problems and shows a better future for the corresponding
sectors or businesses. Data owners are reluctant to provide their data
due to data security and privacy concerns. Ensuring data availability
for analysis while providing privacy and security for the data is the
basic concept behind the TOTEM architecture [1].
TOTEM allows authorized data users to analyze the data with

their own code, without moving the data across the network, instead,
the data analysis will be taken place in the data owners’ environment.
In order to avoid malicious functions which may appear in the data
users’ code, by putting constraints, a controlled computation will be
performed in the TOTEM architecture. The data user will get an
opportunity to write their own code through the TOTEM-defined
SDK [2]. The user-written code will be preliminarily checked and once
the code format is satisfied it estimates the totem value required to
perform a particular code on the specified dataset available in the data
owner’s environment. The totem value is estimated according to the
complexity of the user’s submitted code. If the data user has enough
totem value in their account to proceed with the actual execution, the
code will be transferred to the data owner’s environment and execution
is performed. During the actual execution, the live monitoring of
the totem value will also be carried out periodically with the help of
TOTEM managers and updaters. It will continue until the execution
is completed or when the totem value is exhausted.

TOTEM-defined SDK will check the format, and according to the
keywords and data types in the code, it will estimate the totem value.
It is demonstrated with simple computations such as basic loops
and arithmetic statements to be carried out and estimate the value
according to the operands and opcode complexity. However, if we
need to analyze a dataset with the provided user code, the run time
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code complexity depends on the operands as well as the size and type
of the dataset. In this case for a more accurate totem value estimation,
we need a better solution. Can machine learning be applied to the
submitted code? What are the possibilities or changes additionally
required for the user-submitted code? The present paper will discuss
answers to the above questions. Apart from machine learning, the
paper also discusses the possibilities of federated learning along with
the multi-provider scenario in the TOTEM architecture provided
in [3] and how it can contribute to the polished functioning of the
system.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the

background work is presented, and relevant works related to the
present study are discussed in Section 3. For an accurate estimation
of runtime complexity, how the machine learning is used in the
TOTEM defined SDK and the possibilities of federated learning in
the TOTEM architecture are described in Section 4. Finally, in
Section 5 we have concluded this present study.

2 Background

2.1 Machine learning

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the process of artificially making ma-
chines as intelligent as humans by learning and developing problem-
solving skills through algorithms. Machine learning is a branch of
artificial intelligence that deals with computational algorithms that
are intended to replicate human intelligence by learning from avail-
able data [4]. Machine learning works on the principles adapted from
computer science, probability, statistics, and artificial intelligence.
Machine learning application is popular,and it is acquired in most
of the industry sectors and is also applicable in day-to-day life. The
application of machine learning algorithms heaps in various fields
such as pattern recognition [5], entertainment, finance, and medical
applications.
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2.1.1 Machine learning Algorithms

Machine learning algorithms can be categorized into four: super-
vised learning, semi-supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and
reinforcement learning.
Supervised learning is based on supervision [6] and train the ma-

chines using the labelled dataset and the machine predicts the output
for the coming input data whereas in unsupervised learning there is
no need for supervision and the machine is trained using the unla-
beled dataset and the input sample alone is given for the learning
process. Semi-supervised learning lies between Supervised and Unsu-
pervised machine learning that uses large number of unlabeled data
and less number of labeled data to train a model. Reinforcement
learning works on a feedback-based process, in which an AI agent
automatically explore its surrounding by hitting and trail, taking
action, learning from experiences, and improving its performance.
In reinforcement learning, there is no labelled data like supervised
learning, and agents learn from their experiences only.
Classification and regression are two types of supervised learning

problems. Clustering technique comes under the category of un-
supervised learning. Text document classifier will come under the
category semi-supervised learning. Positive reinforcement learning
and negative reinforcement learning are also two types of reinforce-
ment learning methods. In supervised learning regression algorithm
is recommended for solving regression problems in which there is a
linear relationship between input and output variables. Linear regres-
sion and Logistic regression are two such algorithms. Classification
algorithm is recommended for solving the classification problems in
which the output variable is categorical, and it is applied to test
data to figure out which particular category it belongs to is called
classification. Decision tree, Random forest, Support Vector Machines
(SVM) and K-nearest neighbour are the algorithms for classification
problems.

2.1.2 Deep learning

Conventional machine learning has limitations when it needs to han-
dle the raw data obtained [7] as input. It demands domain expertise
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and proper engineering work for feature extraction and transforming
the raw data into feature vectors to input into the system to obtain
or detect the classification category accordingly. Instead, the method
that is used to feed the raw data as input and it automatically figure
out the corresponding representation required for classification is
known as representation learning. Deep learning is a representation
learning method and it contains multiple levels for representation. It
is designed with simplified non-linear functions to transform from one
level to the next higher level. With the combination of such transfor-
mations, even complex functions can also be learned. Deep learning
adopts an artificial neural network to execute complex computations
on a large volume of data. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs),
Long Short Term Memory Networks (LSTMs), and Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) are some of the popular deep learning algorithms.

2.1.3 Applications of Machine learning and Deep learning

Plenty of applications are there around for machine learning and
deep learning in this modern era. It helps in many ways in almost
all sectors of life. The applications are vast, and it starts from our
basic needs such as food, transportation and shelter to high-level
business strategies. In [8] a detailed review of machine learning
and deep learning applications is presented. Prediction, semantic
analysis, natural language processing and computer vision are the
major domains that apply machine learning. Deep learning can be
applied in various domains such as information retrieval, computer
vision prediction, semantic analysis, natural language processing,
and customer relationship management. Object recognition, object
detection, and processing are subdomains of computer vision that
also apply deep learning algorithms.

2.2 Federated leaning

Federated learning is a concept proposed by Google [9], in 2016.
Federated learning is a machine learning technique that separately
trains the learning algorithm on local datasets available in multiple
edge devices or servers and the model obtained from each device
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will be collected and aggregated to get the global model. The local
data present in each device does not need to exchange to obtain
a global model, therefore the entire process is without centralizing
the data, which ensures data privacy. Differential privacy [10] is a
generally used method to appraise the privacy leakage of sensitive data
during the learning process. The concept of federated computation
will describe the secure aggregation process of results obtained from
different devices.

2.2.1 Federated computation

Federated computation is a map-reduce function for decentralized
data with a privacy-preserving aggregation as a built-in function. In
Federated computation privacy technologies used are on-device data,
federated and secure aggregation, federated model averaging, and
deferentially private model averaging. It follows privacy principles
such as only aggregate data, ephemeral reports, focus collection, and
not memorizing individual data.

2.2.2 Federated computation categories

Federated learning can be categorized into three; vertical and hori-
zontal federated learning and federated transfer learning [11]. If the
features of two datasets are the same and overlap, then horizontal
federated learning can handle it better. Horizontal federated learning
split the datasets horizontally and selects the portion of data with
the same features but different users for training. In horizontal fed-
erated learning if the number of users increases the sample size will
increases. Whereas vertical federated learning is used when different
datasets with different features need be to trained and join the model
to obtain a global model. Federated transfer learning is vertical
federated learning enforced with an already trained model on a quite
similar dataset, utilised for different problems. Federated averaging,
FedAvg is the first Federated learning algorithm developed by Google.
Other variants of FedAvg are FedProx, FedMa and FedOpt. Various
applications of federated learning in different fields are mentioned
in [12]. Multiparty database querying without exposing the data in
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main domains such as finance and healthcare are some examples.

2.3 Blockchain

Blockchain is a shared, open distributed ledger with all transactions
through it recorded and those records are immutable [13]. Each
transaction through the blockchain is transparent to all users in
that particular blockchain and these transactions cannot be modified.
i.e, transactions are tamper-proof. Blockchain is a decentralized
system so there is no central server to manage or control other
nodes participating in the network instead it allows peer-to-peer
communication in the network. Secure hash functions were used in
1991 by Haber and Stornetta for timestamping digital documents
[14]. Blockchain technology uses secure hash functions for storing the
transactions and each node can verify these transactions individually.

Hyperledger Fabric [15] is a permissioned distributed ledger frame-
work created by IBM. It started as an open-source project to enhance
the blockchain for enterprises. Some fundamental elements of Hy-
perledger are channels for nodes to communicate with each other,
peers to manage ledgers and smart contacts, and ordering service
nodes to receive transactions from other nodes. Membership service
provider MSP is another component that deals with the membership
operations of each member in the network. Private data collection
[15] is also introduced in Hyperledger Fabric.

3 Related works

Machine learning and federated learning are two essential fields that
have been undergoing wide research and coming up with new devel-
opments with better results. The categorization and applications of
these learning algorithms are briefly mentioned in the background
section. Utilising these machine learning algorithms, the estimated
totem value mentioned in the TOTEM architecture [1] [16] can be
improved, and also figure out the category of federated learning that
need to be applied for the multi-provider scenario in the TOTEM are
the two objectives of this article. For the former objective, one of the
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relevant studies on the defined direction is mentioned in the article
[17]. The dataset for the experiment CoRCoD: Code Runtime Com-
plexity Dataset is extracted from available online coding platforms.
Feature engineering and code embedding are the basic operations to
obtain the outcome and thus can compare the performances. For
static code analysis in the TOTEM for the user-submitted code, it is
highly relevant. To obtain the representation of the source program
by effectively retrieving the syntactic and semantic features of the
corresponding code is performed in this work. For defect prediction
with abstract syntax trees of code to produce the feature generation is
presented in [18]. Supervised learning methods for runtime prediction
of algorithms are proposed in [19], but it also agrees that the execu-
tion time is not a standard measure for analysing the efficiency of any
algorithms. Using extracted hand-engineered features from control
flow and data dependency graphs of codes for automatic grading of
programs is described in [20]. These above mentioned works and
similar studies show how feature extraction can be performed and
predict the complexity of the codes for different purposes. In this
work, we will introduce an extension part for the TOTEM architec-
ture to predict the complexity of the submitted code by the user and
thus calculate the estimated totem value required for a particular
code to execute.

Federated learning and its applications are mentioned in the previ-
ous section. Federated learning requires a central aggregation system
to combine and produce a global model, also need adversary control
on the participants included in the learning process. Another issue en-
countered is with the model security. Federated learning ensures data
privacy but not security on the model generated. Blockchain-enabled
Federated learning can fix these problems since it does not require a
third party for central aggregation and both data privacy and security
of the model are ensured. Smart contracts and built-in blockchain
security mechanisms resolve or avoid conflict between the partici-
pants. In a recent survey on the application and implementation of
blockchain-enabled federated learning frameworks [21] it is apparently
explained. Apart from this, the paper discussed the challenges and
future directions for blockchain-enabled federated learning, especially
for the Internet of Vehicles. Another article [22], which can be catego-
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rized as a systematic literature review of blockchain-based federated
learning. It examines the existing federated learning issues, and
briefly discusses the essence of existing blockchain-based federated
learning. It surveys architectures that are proposed to show the rele-
vance of using blockchain-enabled federated learning to ensure model
data security. An architecture that is designed for secure data sharing
through blockchain is defined and further development for the data
exchange scenario to a machine learning problem with integration of
federated learning is defined in [23]. It also used federated learning
in the consensus process of blockchain, so that the computation work
can be utilised for federated learning purposes. These articles prove
that the proposed data-sharing system ensures security, at the same
time high efficiency and good accuracy. ”FLchain” [24] is an archi-
tecture, that uses a blockchain network for enhancing the security of
federated learning. It studies the application of federated learning
on various kinds of data and shows the results obtained from the
experiment showing the influence of this integration in various fields.
One of several examples is [25], a privacy-preserved federated learning
approach is used to predict traffic flow. Similarly, the relevance of
federated learning in the TOTEM architecture is one of the main
objectives of our present study. In the multi-provider scenario of the
TOTEM architecture, the user requests to analyse two datasets from
two different data owners. Utilising the advantage of using blockchain
alone with federated learning can solve the problem in this scenario.
The method to resolve it with an example will be carried out in the
coming sections.

4 Role of Artificial Intelligence in TOTEM

Architecture

TOTEM architecture can utilise machine learning technology for
improving the pre-calculation of totem value required for a particular
code to execute. The possibilities and requirements to enable this
facility is explained in this section.
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4.1 Prior work

The TOTEM is the architecture proposed in [1], it enables the data
users to submit their own code to analyse the data in data owner’s
environment, without sharing the actual data. The TOTEM is a
three-layered architecture; Blockchain consortium, Storage layer and
Computational layer. Here both the computational layer and storage
layer are part of the data owners’ environment.

The data needed for execution will be present in the storage layer
and when these data need to be executed as per the data user request,
the execution will happen in the computational layer. The result
of the execution will be passed to the data user. The request from
the data user, the code for execution and the results all needed to
be transferred in a secure and transparent manner. Moreover, the
agreement between the users and data owners, authorization of users,
request rejection and acceptance need to be controlled and managed
efficiently and should be secured. This is the purpose of the blockchain
consortium in the proposed architecture. Thus, all the transactions
will be secure and tamper-proof. The user code submitted needs
to be controlled in order to avoid any malicious functions in the
user code such as infinite loops or malicious functions, a controlled
computation is required thus an entity called totem, is introduced in
the architecture. Additional to this, articles [16], [2] and [3] gives a
detailed explanation of newly introduced components such as totem
manager and updaters in the computational layer, the architecture
of the TOTEM defined SDK, and extended multi- provider TOTEM
architecture correspondingly. Figure 1 below shows the three-layered
architecture of the TOTEM. Two actors in the TOTEM are data
consumers and data owners. The Data consumer (data user) has
access only to the blockchain consortium layer whereas the data
provider (data owner) has access to the blockchain layer and owns
the computational layer and storage layer. The machine learning
part is introduced in the architecture to process the code written in
TOTEM defined SDK and predicts the complexity of that particular
code.
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Figure 1: Layers of TOTEM with Actors

4.2 Machine learning enabled TOTEM

One of the initial and crucial parts of the TOTEM architecture is that
the estimation of the totem value required to execute a particular code
submitted by the data user. After the estimated value calculation, a
preliminary check will be carried out. Each data user will have an
account with totem values, it can be purchased as their requirement
and demands. The purpose of a preliminary check is to make sure
that the data user has enough value for the execution requested by
them.

The estimated totem value was calculated by checking the operands
and opcodes present in the code and a fixed value according to the
totem estimator table, which is maintained by the data owners, will be
substituted, and finally sum up the value. It was the initial method,
explained for the TOTEM architecture. But this will suit only for
simplified codes since we need to go through each line by line and if
complexity increases the value may not be accurate as well. In this
case, the estimated value can be too different from the actual needed
value. Thus, there are chances to reject the request for execution if
the calculated totem value is larger than the actual value and if there
is not enough totem value in the data user account. Another chance
is to estimate a lower value than the actual and once the actual
execution happens and when it realizes that the totem value with
data user exhausted, the whole execution will be stopped immediately
and the final result will not be obtained. Hence it makes it clear
that an accurate value will avoid these issues and more trust in the
required totem value. The workflow of machine learning enabled
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totem value calculation is given in Figure 2. Once the user code is
written in a specific format the relevant features of the code need to
be extracted in the specified format to apply the prediction algorithm
model. This model will be updated after each new code is evaluated
and obtain the complexity. The value of the totem can be calculated
with the complexity obtained from the prediction.

Figure 2: Workflow of Machine learning enabled TOTEM

With this new proposal for the calculation of totem value, another
aspect is that in the original architecture each opcode and operand
according to the type, complexity should be calculated with the value
corresponding to each in the estimator table. The obtained values
from that will be added together to obtain the final value. When the
code level increases according to the requirement of the data user, it
will again make things complicated. Hence the more convenient and
better way is to estimate totem value by considering the previous
sample codes and their complexity as well. Thus, one should maintain
the dataset with specified fields obtained from the codes and label
the complexity of the codes. With the sample dataset which may
work initially with expected errors and after obtaining good enough
data, it will predict more accurate results. Hence the model will get
more and more accurate in course of time.
Dataset updation will be another vital part of the process. After

each prediction, the corresponding fields from the code predicted value
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and totem value calculated should be updated. Another essential
action is that, if the totem value after the actual execution is different
from the predicted value, we must update the existing one with the
real value of the totem used.

4.2.1 Feature extraction

The process of identifying and transforming raw data into features
that can be utilised for machine learning purposes is called feature
engineering. Feature creation, transformation, feature extraction and
feature selection are the main steps involved in feature engineering.
Feature extraction is the conversion of the raw data into numerical
features, in a way that it ensures the features of the original data
will be preserved. In our present study we need to convert our code
written in TOTEM defined SDK format to a dataset that needs to
be used as an input for the prediction algorithm. A sample TOTEM
defined SDK output and conversion to data required for prediction is
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Sample format and dataset updation

The fields given are in sample format. Here we have given the
number of float, int type declarations, mathematical operations,
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relational operations, etc. The code given consists of the initialisation
of variables and a simple For loop. But when it comes to the code for
analysis of certain datasets, the size of data needed to be executed is
also a major factor, and hence we have to include the dataset size.

4.2.2 Dataset

Dataset for training the model is not available for the present study.
Hence, we use the TOTEM defined SDK format for coding. In the
beginning, the calculation of the totem estimate will be carried out
with the help of an estimator table as explained in the TOTEM
architecture; where the allowed keywords and corresponding value
of totem required for each keyword to be executed is given. The
data collection will start from the code submission stage and the
fields will be updated through feature extraction and then the totem
value obtained from the calculation will be added to another field
totem. It will be updated later after the final execution happens if
that is different from the calculated totem estimate before. If a halt
of execution due to lack of totem value in real execution occurred,
again the value should be changed to the unknown for further studies
and need to be updated.

4.2.3 ML Algorithm for totem value prediction

Classification of the computational complexity of the program is the
requirement. Supervised classification algorithms with high accuracy
will be used as the model for prediction. Totem value can also be
predicted in this other than complexity thus supervised regression
algorithms are preferred.

4.3 Federated learning with TOTEM

Federated learning can fix some of the challenges that we face in
the multi-provider TOTEM architecture. For example, dataset need
to be trained to obtain a model. If the dataset is from different
resources or in the TOTEM scenario from different data providers,
where data sharing is not possible due to data privacy and security
issues, the global combined model by training each dataset can be
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obtained using the federated learning technique. Federated learning
can be applied to the TOTEM architecture in two ways. 1. Cross-silo
federated learning where multiple data providers are involved in the
process. 2. Cross-device federated learning where data users and
data provider(s) are involved.

4.3.1 Cross-Silo Federated learning.

In cross-silo federated learning, the participants are basically organi-
sations or companies. It is normal that each candidate in cross-silo
federated learning is responsible to participate in the entire learning
process. The number of participants can vary from two to many, but
will be less compared to participants in cross-device. In the TOTEM
architecture, we have data providers, from the same or different fields.
When the providers come with a common interest in having a global
model with training the datasets from different organizations (data
providers), with a common connection in their dataset they own,
cross-silo federated learning can be applied. Instead of a central
server in federated learning for aggregating the model updates, we
can utilise blockchain technology for a decentralized aggregation pro-
cess as well. One of the applications is to continuously monitor and
train the data collected from wind farms located in different locations.
It is sensible to have a model which is continuously updated with the
data collected, for a better power production system. For that, it
is important to observe, learn and understand the behavior of some
of the vital parameters such as wind speed, wind direction, weather,
etc. to change and adjust the direction, pitching and yaw of the wind
turbines. According to the TOTEM architecture, the wind farm data
collected is only available in different data provider’s environments.
These data need to be trained and models need to be updated contin-
uously to aggregate the models obtained from all the providers. Here
the beneficiaries from the global model are all the providers. But the
aggregation of models needs to be carried out through a collective
decision from all data providers participating in the learning process.
The totem value corresponding to computational cost demands for
the aggregation process computation will be deducted commonly
from the participants in the cross-silo federated learning. Figure 4
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shows the representation of the sample system mentioned above.

Figure 4: Example for cross-silo federated learning

• The participants, both the wind farm data providers in Figure
4 need to initiate the learning process through an agreement.

• From each data provider the local training will be carried out
and upload the model obtained.

• The models obtained from data providers will be aggregated.

• The new global model obtained will be then given to the data
providers.

Here we discussed about how different data providers can aggregate
their trained model using federated learning. Another option for the
data users in the TOTEM architecture is that data users can submit
the initial model for the training process, and data providers can train
their own data in the model and aggregate the model for obtaining
the global model. Here the data users have to spend the cost for the
training and aggregation of the model as it is the requirement for the
data user. The aggregation can be done by one of the data providers
depending on the agreement that they have.
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4.3.2 Cross-Device Federated learning

Cross-device federated learning applies to devices with a small amount
of data for training. It also demands a large number of participants
for a successful training process. In the TOTEM perspective, the
data users can participate in training and model updation for the data
provider to gain rewards as totem value. This gives opportunities to
data users to collect the totem value for further use later. However,
for this detailed study is required and critically examine the challenges
in terms of the TOTEM perspective.

5 Conclusion

TOTEM is a framework that integrates blockchain and big data
systems to ensure secure and privacy driven data analytics by util-
ising the complementary properties of both technologies. It allows
data users to analysis their own code on data provider’s data, with-
out moving the data across the network. Additional entities and
components for monitoring malicious functions are also integrated
into the system. The framework is patented under US Patent No.:
US11,121,874 B2 [26]. The two main directions where artificial intel-
ligence can be applied in the TOTEM architecture to improve the
features are discussed in this article. One direction is to implement a
machine learning algorithm, to train the data collected from previous
estimations to estimate the totem values required for particular code
execution. The accurate estimation of totem value will help the users
to execute their codes flawlessly and increase trust in the architecture.
However, there are limitations in terms of available data for the initial
prediction of the totem value. The article proposes the conventional
estimation of the totem value for initial times and machine learning
can be implemented as the system matures and have enough data
to predict the totem values. Another direction is to apply federated
learning for a global model, obtained by training dataset from dif-
ferent data providers. However further detailed examination and
implementation challenges need to be sorted out in the future work.
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METHOD FOR ANALYZING DATA USING A One of the biggest advantages of blockchain is smart 
BLOCKCHAIN , A DATA PROVIDER AND A contract . Blockchain based smart contracts can be any kind 

DATA CUSTOMER THEREFOR of program that will be executed in a distributed manner 
without any centralized third - party node . Each transaction in 

TECHNICAL FIELD a blockchain will occur only if the conditions in the smart 
contracts are met . In public blockchain , as it is anonymous , 

The present invention relates generally to the field of data there is a chance that anyone can deploy smart contracts 
analyzing in a data storage . The present invention relates which requires high computation . Particularly in Proof of 
specially to the field of a method for analyzing data using a Work consensus algorithm , as all users in the network 
blockchain , a data provider and a data customer therefor 10 participate in validation , if the smart contract requires high 
according to the preamble of the independent claim . execution time or it contains an infinite loop , large delays to 

the network is inevitable . This kind of denial - of service 
BACKGROUND attack , which is so called DOS attack , could incur a cata 

strophic situation to the whole network . Therefore , it is 
The world increasingly becomes driven by data . Needs to 15 important to limit the complexity of computations in smart 

deal with a large scale of data and diverse data streams keep contracts . 
increasing exponentially . Accordingly , it gets a main issue Meanwhile , big data represents data sets that are very 
how a large scale of data and diverse data streams can be large to be efficiently interpreted , collected , managed and 
analyzed in a secure manner and how the privacy for the data processed using traditional mechanisms . The growth of big 
can be protected . 20 data can be described by the primary characteristics of 

Conventional methods for analyzing data demand that the volume , velocity , variety and veracity . In term of volume the 
data to be analyzed should be moved across networks for size of data has been grown exponentially by units of MB , 
analysis thereof . However , transferring such a large scale of GB , TB and PB . In term of velocity , the speed of data 
data is highly demanding on networks . Moreover , many of processing has been evolved from batch processing to 
data providers are reluctant to furnish their own data via 25 periodic processing , and further to real time processing . In 
networks for the reason of privacy and security issues . term of variety of data , the type of data has been developed 
Therefore , there is a need for a new method for analyzing a variously from table , data base , photo , web , audio , social , 
large scale of data without transferring the data to be video , mobile , to even unstructured data . Big data veracity 
analyzed to an external network in order to guarantee the refers to the quality of data such as biases , noises and 
security and the privacy of the data . 30 abnormality in data . Big data analytics stands for the method 

Various blockchain technologies are introduced in order of strategy of analyzing large volume of data . Some of the 
to guarantee the security of data . Blockchains can be defined popular frameworks for big data analytics are Hadoop , 
as a chronological database of transactions grouped in a Spark , MongoDB , Strom , Cassandra , Neo4j , etc. Each 
block and validated by a network of nodes , with multiple framework has its own advantages and disadvantages . 
blocks added one after another in a chain . Blockchains can 35 Thus , there is a need for a solution allowing an safer way 
be also interpreted as an open distributed ledger , which for security and privacy issues and an more efficient way for 
records transactions efficiently . The transactions recorded in handling large data and parallel computations . 
blockchain are tamperproof and transparent to all users in As a prior art , US 2019/0050854 A1 discloses an example 
the network . It is a peer - to - peer communication between blockchain - based digital data exchanges including data pub 
nodes , therefore no central node controls entire network . 40 lisher endpoint devices and data subscriber endpoint sys 
Each node individually verifies all transactions directly . tems . In response to a request from a data subscriber 
Cryptographically secured hash functions are implemented endpoint system , initiate a transaction to provide a data 
to store transactions in the blockchain . subscriber endpoint system with access to the data by the 

Blockchain can be classified into two types , namely blockchain network via the data mart publisher client . The 
permissioned and permissionless . The main differentiator is 45 prior art achieves some improvement of data protection 
based on requirements for authorizing nodes in a network . using a blockchain , however , it still has some problem that 
Permissionless blockchains are public and allow anonymous the data itself moves from the storage to the data subscriber 
users to participate and contribute their computational system via external network . 
power . There are no restrictions in joining the network for 
the verification process . Bitcoin and Ethereum are examples 50 SUMMARY 
of the public or permissionless blockchain . In permissioned 
or private blockchain , permission to join the network is It is an object of the proposed technology to meet the 
restricted to users within an organization or group of orga- above described needs . It is also an object to provide an 
nizations . Only the selected nodes by the blockchain con- improved method for analyzing data using a blockchain , a 
sortium can participate in the verification process . 55 data provider and a data customer therefor with improved 
Hyperledger Fabric and Ripple are examples for permis- protection of the security and the privacy of data according 
sioned or private blockchain . to the preamble of the independent claim . 
As blockchains are decentralized , when a transaction is In a first aspect of the proposed technology , the objects are 

proposed , its validity can be verified by any node in the achieved by a method for analyzing data using a blockchain 
network . These nodes add the transactions to a block and 60 wherein a plurality of data sets is stored and processed in a 
append it to the existing chain . However , there is a chance data storage in a distributed manner using a cluster of nodes . 
that more than one node can come up with a new block to The method comprises steps of i ) data provider deploying a 
append to the blockchain at the same time . In order to smart contract to the blockchain , ii ) receiving a request for 
prevent this situation , an agreement should be made between executing code for data sets selected by a data customer , iii ) 
the nodes about the node that is chosen to append a new 65 estimating an amount of token required for executing the 
block . This agreement is called the consensus algorithm code for the selected data sets in the data storage , and iv ) 
which can be either proof based or voting based . controlling , in said distributed manner using the cluster of 
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nodes , execution of the code for the selected data sets based of nodes , a data processing system configured to process the 
on the balance amount of token while the balance amount of plurality of data sets in a distributed manner using the cluster 
token is greater than the estimated amount of token . The of nodes , a token control system configured to control 
request for executing code includes code to be executed and processing of the data processing system based on a token in 
a balance amount of token which the data customer currently 5 a distributed manner using the cluster of nodes and a 
has . The code to be executed includes a set of computational blockchain application configured to deploy a smart contract 
operations . The balance amount of token is updated after to the blockchain . In a case that the deployed smart contract 
execution of each computational operation in said distrib- receives a request for executing code for certain data sets 
uted manner . The amount of token represents number of from a data customer , the deployed smart contract estimates 
units for an entity which controls computational complexity 10 amount of token required for executing the code for the 
of the code requested by the data customer . certain data sets where the code to be executed includes a set 

The step of controlling further comprises steps of execut- of computational operations . The token control system con 
ing each computational operation in the code for the selected trols , in a distributed manner using the cluster of nodes , 
data sets in said distributed manner , updating the balance execution of the code for the certain data set based on 
amount of token by reducing an amount of token used after 15 balance amount of token while the balance amount of token 
executing each computational operation in said distributed is greater than the estimated amount of token . The balance 
manner , and repeating the steps of executing and updating as amount of token is updated after execution of each compu 
long as the balance amount of token is enough for further tational operation in a distributed manner . 
execution of each computational operation based on the The token control system controls the data processing 
estimated amount of token and until getting a result of full 20 system to execute each computational operation for the 
execution of the code requested by the data customer . The selected data sets in a distributed manner , and updates the 
cluster of nodes includes a master node and one or more balance amount of token by reducing amount of token used 
slave nodes . The steps of execution and updating are per- after execution of each computational operation in a distrib 
formed in the one or more slave nodes in said distributed uted manner , and repeats the executing and the updating as 
manner and the step of repeating is controlled in the master 25 long as the balance amount of token is enough for further 
node in said distributed manner . execution of each computational operation based on the 

Before the step of deploying , the method further com- estimated amount of token and until getting a result of full 
prises publishing metadata of available data sets among the execution of the code requested by the data customer . 
plurality of data sets stored in the data storage to the The cluster of nodes includes a master node and one or 
blockchain wherein the metadata includes information of 30 more slave nodes . The executing and the updating are 
identifying each data set in the data storage system without performed in the one or more slave nodes in a distributed 
moving any data set from the data storage system to the data manner and the repeating is controlled in the master node in 
custo ner . a distributed manner . 
The step of estimating estimates an amount of token The blockchain application publishes metadata of avail 

required for execution based on data type of each data set 35 able data sets among the plurality of data sets stored in the 
and code type of each computational operation to be data storage system to the blockchain . The metadata 
executed . The step of estimating ( S406 ) estimates the includes information of identifying each data set in the data 
amount of token required for execution by looking up a storage without moving actual data set from the data storage 
token estimation table . The step of estimating includes system to the data customer . 
comparing balance amount of token which the data customer 40 The deployed smart contract responds to the request for 
currently has with the amount of token estimated for execu- execution from the data customer with access key thereto . 
tion and controlling to allow or terminate execution of the The deployed smart contract also estimates amount of token 
code for the selected data sets based on result of comparison . required for execution based on data type of each data set 

The step of controlling includes monitoring whether the and code type of each computational operation to be 
balance amount of token which the data customer currently 45 executed . The deployed smart contract estimates amount of 
has is enough for executing each computational operation token required for execution by looking up a token estima 
and controlling whether to continue execution of each tion table . The deployed smart contract compares balance 
computational operation or not . The step of controlling amount of token which the data customer currently has with 
further comprises managing a total balance amount of token the amount of token estimated for execution and controls the 
and reporting the total balance amount to the deployed smart 50 data processing system to allow or terminate execution of 
contract after execution of each computational operation by the code for the selected data sets based on result of 
a token manger in a master node and after execution of each comparison . 
computational operation , reducing each balance amount of The token control system monitors whether the balance 
token by each amount of token used in parallel by one or amount of token which the data customer currently has is 
more token updaters in each slave node and reporting the 55 enough for executing each computational operation and 
each balance amount reduced to the token manager . The step controls whether to continue execution of each computa 
of controlling further comprises reporting lack of amount of tional operation or not . The token control system comprises 
token to the data customer in case that the balance amount a token manager configured to manage total balance amount 
of token which the data customer currently has is not enough of token and report the total balance amount to the deployed 
for executing each computational operation . The step of 60 smart contract after execution of each computational opera 
controlling further comprises reporting a result of execution tion in a master node , and one or more token updaters 
to the data customer in case full execution of the code configured to reduce each balance amount of token by each 
requested is completed . amount of token used in parallel in each slave node after 

In a second aspect of the proposed technology , the objects execution of each computational operation ; and reporting 
are achieved by a data provider using a blockchain which 65 the each balance amount reduced to the token manager . The 
comprises a data storage system configured to store a token manager reports lack of amount of token to the data 
plurality of data sets in a distributed manner using a cluster customer in case that the balance amount of token which the 
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data customer currently has is not enough for executing each 410 blockchain application of data provider 
computational operation . The token manager also reports a 450 data processing system 
result of execution to the data customer in case full execu- 470 data storage system 
tion of the code requested is completed . 500 token control system 

In a third aspect of the proposed technology , the objects 5 510 token manager 
are achieved by a data customer using a blockchain com- 520 , 540 , 560 token updaters 
prising a blockchain application configured to request for 600 token estimation table 

published metadata of available data sets among a plurality 
of data sets in a data storage system to the blockchain , and DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

a token application configured to select certain data sets 10 
using the metadata of available data sets and request for A generalized embodiment is described below . It provides 
executing code for the selected data sets with amount of a solution for an improved method for analyzing data using 
token which the data customer currently has a smart a blockchain , a data provider and a data customer therefore 
contract . The token application receives an access key from with improved protection of the security and the privacy of 
the smart contract and writes the code for the selected data 15 data . 
sets . The code includes a set of computational operations . An aspect of our proposed approach is to move compu 
The metadata includes information of identifying each data tational code to the data sets in a large scale of data storage , 
set in the data storage system . without transferring the data sets themselves to an external 

The data customer views only metadata of available data network . Conventional methods for analyzing data demands 
set , the available data sets which are stored in a data provider 20 the data should be moved across networks for analysis . 
and sends the code to be executed to the data provider which Along with it being highly network intensive , data owners 
has available data sets . for the data provider are also reluctant to provide their data 

Technical Advantage due to security and privacy breaches . 
By the proposed technology , an effective framework Another aspect of our proposed approach is to utilize one 

which integrates the advantages of blockchain and big data , 25 of frameworks for big data which allows computation on 
is provided for analyzing data in a large scale of data storage . large data sets through parallel computing in a distributed 
A more efficient way for handling large data with parallel manner using a cluster of nodes . 
computing is provided . The security and the privacy of data The third aspect of our proposed approach is to adapt the 
is improved for the data provider which owns the data blockchain to guarantees each transaction secured and tam 
without sending the data itself to an external network rather 30 perproof . Since conventional blockchain is limited to han 
receiving codes to be executed from the data customer . A dling large data and parallel computation . Our proposed 
controlled computation based on the computational com approach integrates blockchain into big data system in 
plexity is provided for the data provider to prevent infinite distributed way and complements them each other . There 
loop , large delays to the network , or mal functions such DOS fore , it provides new way of computing upon large data sets 
attacks . 35 without the moving the data sets themselves across the 

network . By the proposed approach provides a solution to 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS allow a safer way for improved protection of the security and 

the privacy of data and a more efficient way for handling 
A more complete understanding of the above mentioned large data and parallel computations . 

and other features and advantages of the present invention 40 The fourth aspect of our proposed approach is to provide 
will be apparent from the following detailed description of a concept of a token for controlled computation , which 
the drawings , wherein : prevents the execution of malicious functions in codes given 

FIG . 1 schematically illustrates an example of data ana- by the data customer , by putting constraints of computa 
lyzing system using blockchain . tional operation . Pre - defined token is assigned to the autho 
FIG . 2 illustrates a diagram of a data provider using 45 rized data customer based on its needs for computation . 

blockchain . Smart contract performs pre - checks on the code submitted 
FIG . 3 shows an example embodiment of a data provider by the data customer and an amount of token which the data 

which is implemented in a distributed manner . customer currently has . The smart contract also estimates the 
FIG . 4 illustrates a diagram of a data customer using amount of token required for executing the given code by the 

blockchain . 50 data customer . A token manager and token updaters are 
FIG . 5 shows an example embodiment of interaction introduced to coordinate token value usage during compu 

between smart contract , data customer and data provider . tation of user code until it exits gracefully with normal result 
FIG . 6 shows an example embodiment of workflow of of full execution of the user code , or the assigned amount of 

data provider , data customer , smart contract and blockchain . token gets exhausted . 
FIG . 7 illustrates the workflow for analyzing data using a 55 FIG . 1 schematically illustrates an example of data ana 

blockchain . lyzing system using blockchain . The data analyzing system 
FIG . 8 shows an example embodiments of workflow for using block chain includes a data customer ( 100 ) and a data 

a token control system of the data provider in a distributed provider ( 400 ) in blockchain ( 200 ) . A smart contract ( 300 ) 
is deployed by the data provider to the blockchain ( 200 ) . 

This embodiment has two core components . The first 
ITEM LIST component is a data customer ( 100 ) which can view a 

metadata of available data sets in the data storage which is 
100 data customer provided form the data provider through the smart contract 
110 blockchain application of data customer and request permission for execution code for a set of 
200 blockchain 65 computational operations on a selected data sets in the data 
300 smart contract storage . A metadata of available data sets includes informa 
400 data provider tion of identifying each data set in the data storage . Actual 

manner . 

60 
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data set is not transferred to the data customer ( 100 ) but only sets . The code to be executed includes a set of computational 
the metadata of the actual data set is provided to the data operations such as arithmetic , assignment , relational , or read 
customer ( 100 ) for selecting a set of data sets from the operations . 
available data sets . Instead of transferring actual data set , the The blockchain application ( 410 ) can publish a metadata 
code to be executed can be transferred to the data provider 5 of available data sets among the plurality of data sets stored 
( 400 ) . in the data storage system ( 470 ) to the blockchain ( 200 ) . The 

The token represents an entity which can control compu- metadata includes information of identifying each data set in 
tational complexity of the code requested by the data cus- the data storage without moving actual data set from the data 
tomer . The token can also control malicious functions of the storage system to the data customer ( 100 ) . 
code given by the data customer ( 100 ) . Within a certain The token control system ( 500 ) can control , in a distrib 
amount of token the code requested by the data customer can uted manner using the cluster of nodes , execution of the 
be executed in the data provider . Thereby prevents delays on code for the certain data set based on balance amount of 
the network . An amount of token required for executing token while the balance amount of token is greater than the 
code can be assigned to the data customer separately , which estimated amount of token . The balance amount of token is 
is out of scope of the present invention and not explained updated after execution of each computational operation in 
here in detail . During execution time , depending on the a distributed manner . 
computational complexity of the code given by the data The token control system ( 500 ) can control the data 
customer , a certain amount of token is reduced after each processing system ( 450 ) to execute each computational 
execution of the code . The execution of code will continue 20 operation for the selected data sets in a distributed manner , 
until it exits gracefully with a result of full execution or and update the balance amount of token by reducing amount 
when the amount of token exhausts . The usage of token is of token used depending on the computational complexity of 
monitored continuously by the data provider ( 400 ) . the given code after execution of each computational opera 

The request for executing code can includes code to be tion in a distributed manner . The process of the executing 
executed for the selected data set and the amount of token 25 and the updating of the data processing system ( 450 ) can be 
which the data customer ( 100 ) currently has . An access key repeated as long as the balance amount of token is enough 
may be provided by a data provider ( 400 ) through a smart for further execution of each computational operation based 
contract ( 300 ) according to the request from the data cus- on the estimated amount of token and until getting a result 
tomer ( 100 ) of full execution of the code requested by the data customer . 

The second component is a data provider ( 400 ) which can 30 FIG . 3 shows an example embodiment of a data provider 
deploy a smart contract ( 300 ) . The data provider provides which is implemented in a distributed manner . 
access key for the deployed smart contract ( 300 ) to the data Referring to FIG . 3 , the data provider ( 400 ) is comprised 
cus ner ( 100 ) if the data customer is authorized to a by a cluster of nodes which includes a master node ( MAS 
blockchain ( 200 ) . The data customer ( 100 ) will submit the TER NODE ) and one or more slave nodes ( SLAVE NODE 
computational code that need to be executed on the selected 35 1 , 2 , ... , n ) . The executing and the updating are performed 
dataset . If the data customer has enough amount of token in in the one or more slave nodes in a distributed manner and 
their account , the data provider can control the execution of the repeating is controlled in the master node in a distributed 
the code on the actual data set which is maintained by the manner . The data storage system ( 470 ) , the data processing 
data provider ( 400 ) . system ( 450 ) and the token control system ( 500 ) can have a 

The smart contract ( 200 ) which was deployed by the data 40 master - slave structure which allows the data and the token 
provider ( 400 ) will perform a preliminary check of the code be stored , processed and controlled in a distributed manner . 
to be given from the data customer ( 100 ) . The smart contract Thereby a large scale of data can be handled efficiently . 
also can evaluate whether the amount of token provided by The token control system ( 500 ) can monitor whether the 
the data customer ( 100 ) satisfies the computational needs of balance amount of token which the data customer currently 
the code provide by the data customer . The smart contract 45 has is enough for executing each computational operation 
( 300 ) control for the data provider ( 400 ) to execute the code and control whether to continue execution of each compu 
within the amount of token the data customer currently has . tational operation or not . 
FIG . 2 illustrates a diagram of a data provider using The token control system ( 500 ) comprises a token man 

blockchain . ager ( 510 ) and one or more token updaters ( 520 , 540 , 560 ) . 
Referring to FIG . 2 , the data provider ( 400 ) includes a 50 The token manger ( 510 ) can manage total balance amount of 

data storage system ( 470 ) , a data processing system ( 450 ) , a token and report the total balance amount to the deployed 
token control system ( 500 ) and a blockchain application smart contract ( 300 ) after execution of each computational 
( 410 ) . The token estimation table ( 600 ) can be included in operation in a master node . One or more updaters ( 520 , 540 , 
the data provider ( 400 ) . 560 ) can reduce each balance amount of token by each 

The data storage system ( 470 ) can store a plurality of data 55 amount of token used for computational operation depend 
sets in a distributed manner using a cluster of nodes . The ing on the computational complexity in parallel in each slave 
data processing system ( 450 ) can process the plurality of node after execution of each computational operation and 
data sets in a distributed manner using the cluster of nodes . report the each balance amount reduced to the token man 
The token control system ( 500 ) can control processing of the ager ( 510 ) . The token manager ( 510 ) can report lack of 
data processing system based on an amount of token in a 60 amount of token to the data customer ( 100 ) in case that the 
distributed manner using the cluster of nodes . The block- balance amount of token which the data customer currently 
chain application ( 410 ) can deploy a smart contract ( 300 ) to has is not enough for executing each computational opera 
the blockchain ( 200 ) . In a case that the deployed smart tion . The token manager ( 510 ) can also report a result of 
contract ( 300 ) receives a request for executing code for execution to the data customer ( 100 ) in case full execution 
certain data sets from a data customer ( 100 ) , the deployed 65 of the code requested is completed . 
smart contract of the data provider ( 400 ) estimates amount FIG . 4 illustrates a diagram of a data customer using 
of token required for executing the code for the certain data blockchain . 
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Referring FIG . 4 , a data customer ( 100 ) includes a block- tomer ( 100 ) can acquire certain amount of token from the 
chain application ( 110 ) and a token application ( 130 ) . The blockchain consortium ( 200 ) . The data provider ( 400 ) can 
blockchain application ( 110 ) can request for a published deploy a smart contract ( 300 ) to blockchain . If the request is 
metadata of available data sets among a plurality of data sets valid , the data customer ( 100 ) will get a response ( S404 ) 
in a data storage system to the blockchain ( 200 ) . The token 5 which contains access key to the smart contract ( 300 ) . The 
application ( 130 ) can select certain data sets using the data customer can request for execution of code by provid 
metadata of available data sets and request for executing ing the code to be executed on the selected data set along 
code for the selected data sets with amount of token which with the access key and the amount of token currently has . 
the data customer ( 100 ) currently has to a smart contract The smart contract which was deployed by the data provider 
( 300 ) . The token application ( 130 ) can receive an access key 10 can perform a preliminary check of the code given by the 
from the smart contract ( 300 ) and provide the code to be data customer . The smart contract can estimate ( S406 ) the 
executed for the selected data sets into the smart contract amount of token required for execution of the given code for 
( 300 ) . The code includes a set of computational operations . the selected data set and evaluate ( S408 ) whether the pro 
The metadata includes information of identifying each data vided token satisfies the computational needs of the pro 
set in the data storage system . 15 vided code . The smart contract can use a token estimation 

The data customer ( 100 ) can view only metadata of table to find the amount of token estimated . A detailed 
available data sets which are stored in a data provider ( 400 ) description of the token estimation table ( 600 ) is given in 
instead of receiving actual data set from the data provider FIG . 8. If the amount of token available is greater than the 
( 400 ) . The data customer ( 100 ) can send rather the code to amount of token estimated , the data provider ( 400 ) will 
be executed to the data provider ( 400 ) which has available 20 allow the execution of the provided code on the provided 
data sets through the smart contract ( 300 ) . The data cus- data set . If the preliminary check passes , the actual compu 
tomer can also use a software development kit for the token tation will take place in a customized computational frame 
application to create code for computation for example a work which consists of a token control system ( 500 ) , a data 
MapReduce code and then that code will be evaluated in the storage system ( 470 ) and a data processing system ( 450 ) in 
smart contract for preliminary check of required token . 25 a mater node and one or more slave nodes . The customized 
Thereby the security and the privacy of data can be computational framework of token control system includes 
improved . a token manager ( 510 ) and one or more token updaters ( 520 , 
FIG . 5 shows an example embodiment of interaction 540 , 560 ) . A detailed description of the customized compu 

between smart contract , data customer and data provider . tational framework of token control system is given in FIG . 
Referring FIG . 5 , the deployed smart contract ( 300 ) can 30 8 . 

respond to the request for execution from the data customer For each execution of a set of computational operations , 
( 100 ) with access key thereto . The deployed smart contract the slave node will report the executed computational opera 
( 300 ) also estimates amount of token required for execution tion ( S410 ) to the token updaters ( 520 , 540,560 ) in the slave 
based on data type of each data set such as integer , double , node and in turn the token updaters send a response to the 
date , etc. and code type of each computational operation to 35 token manager in the master node . The token manager ( 510 ) 
be executed such as arithmetic , assignment , relational , or will calculate ( S414 ) the available balance amount of token 
read operations . The deployed smart contract ( 300 ) esti- based on the reports from all the updaters and send the 
mates amount of token required for execution by looking up updated balance amount of token back to all the updaters . 
a token estimation table ( 600 ) . When each token updater gets the response from the token 

The deployed smart contract ( 300 ) compares balance 40 manager and then sends a signal to each slave node for 
amount of token which the data customer ( 100 ) currently has executing next set of computational operations . This process 
with the amount of token estimated for execution and will be repeated until the execution of all the given code for 
controls the data processing system ( 450 ) to allow or ter- computational operations is completed . Once a set of com 
minate execution of the code for the selected data sets based putational operations is executed in each slave node , the 
on result of comparison . 45 token updaters ( 520 , 540 , 560 ) in each slave nodes will 

Furthermore , the deployed smart contract ( 300 ) can update the balance amount of token to the token manager 
receive an updated balance amount of token after execution ( 510 ) . Whenever the balance amount of token is not enough 
of each computational operation from the token manager or less than the amount of token estimated for certain set of 
( 510 ) and controls the data processing system ( 450 ) to allow computational operations , the token manager ( 510 ) can 
or terminate execution of the code . 50 immediately report ( S412 ) an " out of token ” status to the 
The deployed smart contract ( 300 ) which is shown in FIG . data customer through the smart contract and send a signal 

5 is merely an example of an embodiment and can be to the master node to immediately stop the whole execution . 
adapted or modified variously . After the execution of each computational operations , the 
FIG . 6 shows an example embodiment of workflow of token manager ( 510 ) can send the amount of token used for 

data provider , data customer , smart contract and blockchain . 55 that set of computational operations to the smart contract 
Referring FIG . 6 , an authorized data customer ( 100 ) ( 300 ) in a blockchain network as a transaction . Then , the 

which can be an entity , or an organization can perform smart contract ( 300 ) which is already deployed in block 
computation on an available data set using blockchain chain consortium will check whether the data customer 
consortium . The data customer is authorized by registering ( 100 ) still has enough token for further execution of com 
or enrolling to the blockchain consortium . When the data 60 putational operations . If the data customer ( 100 ) has enough 
customer ( 100 ) is authenticated , the data customer ( 100 ) can balance amount of token available , then control goes to the 
view and request ( S101 ) the corresponding metadata of data master node ( 510 ) to execute further computational opera 
sets in a data storage and computational operation facility tions . If the code required for executed on the selected data 
provided by the data providers ( 400 ) . Based on the meta data set finishes normally or the balance amount of token of the 
and the computational requirements of the data customer , 65 data customer is exhausted ( S416 ) , the corresponding result 
the amount of token needs can be estimated later by the data will be reported ( S422 or S424 ) to the data customer ( 100 ) 
provider ( 400 ) . Depending on the network , the data cus- via blockchain . 
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FIG . 7 illustrates the workflow for analyzing data using a each balance amount reduced to the token manager ( 510 ) . 
blockchain . The step of controlling can further comprise reporting 

Referring FIGS . 6 and 7 , the data customer ( 100 ) can ( S418 ) lack of amount of token to the data customer ( 100 ) 
enroll to the blockchain ( 200 ) and be authorized . The data in case that the balance amount of token which the data 
provider ( 400 ) can publish metadata of available data set in 5 customer ( 100 ) currently has is not enough for executing 
the data storage to the blockchain . each computational operation . The step of controlling fur 

The data customer ( 100 ) can request ( S101 ) the published ther comprises reporting ( S424 ) a result of execution to the 
metadata of data sets to the blockchain . The metadata data customer ( 100 ) in case full execution of the code 
includes information of identifying each data set in the data requested is completed . 
storage system ( 470 ) without moving any actual data set 10 FIG . 8 shows an example embodiment of workflow for a from the data storage system ( 470 ) to the data customer 
( 100 ) . token control system ( 500 ) of the data provider in a distrib 

uted manner . The data provider ( 400 ) can deploy ( S402 ) a smart 
contract ( 300 ) to the blockchain . According to the request Referring FIG . 8 , the data provider ( 400 ) provides both a 
for metadata from a data customer ( 100 ) it respond ( S404 ) 15 large scale of data sets by the data storage system ( 470 ) and 
to the request with access key . a platform for computation of the code by the data process 

The data customer ( 100 ) can request ( S103 ) for executing ing system ( 450 ) and the token control system ( 500 ) . The 
code including a set of computational operations by provid platform can be called as “ Customized Computational 
ing the code to be executed into the smart contract ( 300 ) and Framework ( CCF ) " . As shown in FIG . 3 , in addition to the 
a balance amount of token which the data customer currently 20 data storage system ( 470 ) and the data processing system 
has . The data customer can further send selection informa- ( 450 ) implemented in a distribute manner using a master 
tion of data sets . node and a plurality of slave nodes , the token control system 

The data provider ( 400 ) can estimate ( S406 ) an amount of ( 500 ) including a token manager ( 510 ) and a plurality of 
token required for executing the code for the selected data token updaters ( 520 , 540 , 560 ) can be also implemented in 
sets in the data storage . The amount of token can be 25 a distributed manner using a master node and a plurality of 
estimated and based on data type of each data set and code slave nodes . Here the workflow of the token control system 
type of each computational operation to be executed . The ( 500 ) which includes a token manager ( 510 ) and a plurality 
token estimation table ( 600 ) can be looked up by the data of token updaters ( 520 , 540 , 560 ) is described . 
provider for estimation . The detailed process of estimation After the preliminary check for the estimation of token 
will be described later with FIG . 8 . required for the execution of the code , the control goes to the The data provider ( 400 ) can compare ( S408 ) the estimated CCF master node . The master node which is responsible to amount of token with the balance amount of token to control 
the execution of the code for the selected data sets based on assign tasks for the plurality of slave nodes , start to send the 
the balance amount of token while the balance amount of required computational operations and data . As only an 
token is greater than the estimated amount of token . 35 example of computational operations , map / reduce function 

The data provider ( 400 ) can allow the execution of the will be used here for explanation , however , various type of 
code for the selected data sets if the balance amount of token computation operations can be used in a similar way . 
is greater than the estimated amount of token . Otherwise the Step 1.1 

data provider ( 400 ) reports ( S412 ) the status “ out of token " From blockchain an balance amount of token available 
to the data customer ( 100 ) . 40 and the estimated token required for executing the entire 

If the data provider allows the execution of the code , the task will be given to the token manager ( 510 ) . The token 
data provider executes ( S414 ) each computational operation manger ( 510 ) is responsible to calculate the total used 
included in the code in a distributed manner using a master amount of the token after execution of each computational 
node and one or more slave nodes . operations and give instruction to the master node whether 

Then the data provider can update ( 416 ) the balance 45 to continue the execution further or not . 
amount of token by reducing amount of token used after Step 1.2 
executing each computational operation in a distributed Simultaneously the actual computation operation to be 
manner . The data provider can also report the amount of executed on the requested data set will be sent to the master 
token updated to smart contract ( 300 ) . node . In the workflow , the code contains three map functions 

The data provider can control ( S416 ) to repeat the steps of 50 M1 , M2 and M3 and two reduce functions R1 and R2 . These 
executing ( S410 ) and updating ( S414 ) until the balance functions must be in a customized map - reduce format 
amount of token updated is greater than the token required according to the present invention . 
for execution of the code in a distributed manner using a Step 2.1 
cluster of nodes . The cluster of nodes includes a master node The master node will give instruction to all the slave 
and one or more slave nodes . The steps of execution ( S410 ) 55 nodes to execute the first map function Mi. 
and updating ( S414 ) can be performed in the one or more 
slave nodes in said distributed manner and the step of Simultaneously the master node will inform the token 
repeating is controlled in the master node in said distributed manger ( 510 ) that the instruction to execute the first function 
manner as shown in FIGS . 3 and 4 . is given to all slave nodes . 

The step of controlling can further comprises managing a 60 Step 3.1 
total balance amount of token and reporting the total balance The token manager ( 510 ) sends the available token infor 
amount to the deployed smart contract ( 300 ) after execution mation to all the token updaters ( 520 , 540 , 560 ) . 
of each computational operation by a token manger ( 510 ) in Step 3.2 
a master node , and after execution of each computational Each token updater ( 520 , 540 , 560 ) will have the infor 
operation , reducing each balance amount of token by each 65 mation regarding the function to be executed , M1 and the 
amount of token used in parallel by one or more token data type of the requested data set from the respective slave 
updaters ( 520 , 540 , 560 ) in each slave node and reporting the node where each token updater is associated with . 

Step 2.2 
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Step 4 Step 15.1 
Each token updater ( 520 , 540 , 560 ) will estimate an The second is to send a signal to master node to stop the 

amount of token required to execute the function M1 on the entire execution immediately . If a final result from last 
requested data set . If the balance amount of token available reduce function , R2 , is available , the result will be published 
is enough for the estimated amount of token for M1 , then go 5 to the data customer through the blockchain and the con 
to step 5. Otherwise go to step 15 . nection will be closed . 

Step 5 Token Estimation Table 

An instruction is sent to the corresponding slave node to Hereinafter , an example of token estimation table is 
start the execution of the function . disclosed and it is explained how to evaluate the estimated 

Step 6 10 token required for executing the code . 
A function contains a set of computational operations Token is an entity which controls the computational 

which need to be executed . the computational operators can 
complexity of the computational operation given by the data 
customer . There can be some standard token value for each include any type of operations such as arithmetic , logical , type of computational operations to be performed . These 

relational , assignment , bitwise , etc. After executing each 15 values can be the same for all the data providers present in computational operation , the slave node will inform the the blockchain consortium . The table which describes the 
corresponding token updater . token requirement for performing each computational 

Step 7 operation is known as the Token Estimation Table . The 
The updater will calculate the amount of token used for smart contract ( 300 ) , which is executed before the required 

execution of the computational operation on the given data 20 computation , will evaluate an estimated amount of token 
type . according to the requested code by the data customer . For 

Step 8 this estimation , the smart contract can use the information in 
The amount of token used for current computational the token estimation table . The amount of token required can 

operation will be updated to the token manager ( 510 ) . be estimated based on the code type of various computa 
Step 9 25 tional operations in the code and data types of the selected 
In the token manger , the token updaters update the amount data sets . The estimation table can include all the supported 

of token used and calculate the balance amount of token computational operations on the data . For example , the 
currently available . If the balance amount of token currently computational operation of adding two values with “ double 
available is not enough for further operation then the control integer ” data type would require more amount of token 
goes to step 15 , which is to stop the execution immediately . 30 compared to that of “ integer " data type . The data type 

Step 10 eventually shows the bytes required to store the data . 

After the calculating the balance amount of token cur Hence , it can be represented as a function of operator and 

rently available , it will be reported to the token updaters . the number of bytes required . The set of computational 
operations is given as O : { 01 , 02 , 03 , ... 00 ) , which includes Step 11 

If the token updater receives the signal from the token 35 the operation of arithmetic , logical , relational , assignment , 
bitwise , etc. Each operator in O has a weightage , W : { wl , 

manager , which indicates that there is enough amount of w2 , w3 , wo } corresponding to the computational 
token for further execution , these updaters will again send a complexity , which is further used for token estimation . The 
signal to the corresponding slave nodes to continue the set of supported data types is given as D : { di , d2 , d3 , dd } 
execution . It then repeats step 5 to step 11 until the comple- 40 and the corresponding bytes required for each data type as 
tion of that function or termination due to lack of balance B : { 61 , 62 , 63 , ... bd } . 
amount of token . A general formula for estimating token required can be 

Step 12.1 written as : 
The master node signals the token manager that the 

execution of that particular function completed successfully . 45 Estimated amount of token = E : = 1 to n to nw ( oi ) xb ( di ) [ Equation 1 ] 

Step 12.2 where , n represents the number of computational opera 
Simultaneously the token manager updates the blockchain tions in the code , oi E O and di ED . 

with the balance amount of token currently available . Smart Contract : Eval ( Code * ) 
Step 13 Eval ( code * ) on the smart contract performs a preliminary 
While sending the available token as a transaction to the 50 check to find the estimated amount of token required for the 

blockchain , the smart contract will double check if the token given code by the data customer . A sample calculation is 
balance is empty or not . If the token balance is not empty , shown below to demonstrate the actual execution of Eval 
that is enough , the control goes back to token manager and ( code * ) according to the equation defined for estimated 
continues from step 14. Otherwise data customer will get the token . The data set in [ Table 1 ] has three columns which 
information " Out of Token ” and hence the connection is 55 contain the date , the customer id ( C_id ) with int data type 
closed . and the bill amount ( Bill ) with the double data type . 

Step 14 
Otherwise , it will signal the master node to release the TABLE 1 

next function in the code . It can be a map or a reduce 
function , for example M2 map function . Thus , the entire 60 Sample data set 

process will repeat from step 2.1 to step 13 , the same as for 
the M1 function . C_id ( int ) Bill ( double ) 

Step 15.1 
When the available token is empty , the following two 25 Feb. 2019 200 

actions will be taken place simultaneously . The first is to 65 25 Feb. 2019 
send an update to blockchain with the information of " Out 
of Token " . 

Data set 

Date 

25 Feb. 2019 100 01 

02 

03 
02 

150 
100 26 Feb. 2019 
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TABLE 1 - continued TABLE 3 

Sample data set 
Data set 

Sample Token estimation table 
Totem Estimator Table 

Date C_id ( int ) Bill ( double ) 5 Operator Datatype 

03 
02 

2 

1 

int 

double 
date 
# 

# 

483 ## 1 

1 

# 

26 Feb. 2019 50 Operator Weightage Datatype Bytes 
27 Feb. 2019 100 

Arithmetic : + . 
Assignment : # 

The code in [ Table 2 ] contains a map and reduce function . 10 Relational : # 
The reduce function should have the input as a ( key , [ value ] ) Read 

# pair , key represents each unique C_id and value represents 
an array of all Bills corresponding to each C_id . Reduce 
function here is , to sum up , all elements in each array . The estimation determines the required token which is 

TABLE 2 demonstrated in the Eval ( Code * ) table in [ Table 4 ] . Accord 
ing to the example , map function will read each row in the 

Sample pseudo code data set , i.e. , a total of 6 rows . The weightage of the read 
Pseudo code operator and the data types involved in a row determines the 

20 required token for that statement to execute . Then it will Map f ( ) { find ( this.C_id , 
this.Bill ) } have each tuple as ( C_id , Bill ) , that requires only read 

operations per row . 

15 

Function 

TABLE 4 

Sample estimation 
Eval ( Code * ) 

n Operator w ( o :) Data type ( d ; ) b ( d ; ) w ( 0 ; ) * b ( d ; ) 

Map function 

1 Read a row 1 int , double , date 3 + 4 + 8 15 6 rows : Repeat 
( n = 1 , 2 , 3 , ) 
6 times 
n = 1 to 6 
Reduce function 

6 * 15 90 

1 int , double 
1 int , double 

2 , 2 double 

4 + 8 
4 + 3 * 8 

8,8 

12 
28 

32 

7 Read first row 
8 Read second row 

9 , 10 Arithmetic : ' + ' 

( three elements ) 
11 Read third row 
12 Arithmetic : ' + ' 

( two elements ) 

int , double 
double 

4 + 2 * 8 
8 

20 
16 2 

n = 7 to 12 108 

Ei - 1 to n W ( 0 ; ) ~ b ( d ; ) = 90 + 108 = 198 

45 

Reduce 

TABLE 2 - continued The output of the map function will be sorted and shuffled 
in the data storage system ( 470 ) . The input of reducer 
function will be a tuple ( key , [ value ] ) pair . Reading each 

Sample pseudo code input requires same effort as mentioned in the map function . 
50 After each read , the sum of Bills related to each C_id will 

Function Pseudo code be executed . C_id : 1 has only one Bill and thus no ' + ' 
operator required . C_id : 2 has three Bills and thus two ‘ + 
operator are required . Therefore , the required token will be 

f ( key , values ) twice the weightage of addition operation times bytes 
{ array.sum ( values ) } 55 required to store the data type of Bill ( double ) . Finally , C_id : 

3 has only two bills , hence one ' + ' operator . The sum of 
required token for each operator mentioned here will give 
the total token required to execute the entire code * by the 
[ Equation 1 ] . 

In summary , a set of embodiments might provide methods 
for analyzing data using a blockchain ( 200 ) , wherein a 
plurality of data sets is stored and processed in a data storage 

The token estimation table is shown in [ Table 3 ] , which in a distributed manner using a cluster of nodes . In an aspect , 
gives information regarding the weightage of each operator . the method might comprise steps of : deploying ( S402 ) a 
It includes all the valid operators that can be used during 65 smart contract ( 300 ) to the blockchain by the data provider 
execution . It also contains the number of bytes required for ( 400 ) ; receiving ( S404 , S103 ) a request for executing code 
each data type . for data sets selected by a data customer ( 100 ) , wherein the 

60 
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request for executing code includes code to be executed and some methods , the step of controlling further comprises : 
a balance amount of token which the data customer currently reporting ( S418 ) lack of amount of token to the data cus 
has , where the code to be executed includes a set of tomer ( 100 ) in case that the balance amount of token which 
computational operations ; estimating ( S406 ) an amount of the data customer ( 100 ) currently has is not enough for 
token required for executing the code for the selected data 5 executing each computational operation ; and reporting 
sets in the data storage ; and controlling ( S408 ) , in said ( S424 ) a result of execution to the data customer ( 100 ) in 
distributed manner using the cluster of nodes , execution of case full execution of the code requested is completed . 
the code for the selected data sets based on the balance Another set of embodiments provides data providers 
amount of token while the balance amount of token is ( 400 ) using a blockchain ( 200 ) A data provider ( 400 ) might 
greater than the estimated amount of token , wherein the 10 comprise a data storage system ( 470 ) configured to store a 
balance amount of token is updated after execution of each plurality of data sets in a distributed manner using a cluster 
computational operation in said distributed manner , wherein of nodes ; a data processing system ( 450 ) configured to 
the amount of token represents number of units for an entity process the plurality of data sets in a distributed manner 
which controls computational complexity of the code using the cluster of nodes ; a token control system ( 500 ) 
requested by the data customer . 15 configured to control processing of the data processing 

In some methods , the step of controlling ( S408 ) further system ( 450 ) based on a token in a distributed manner using 
comprises steps of executing ( S410 ) each computational the cluster of nodes ; and a blockchain application ( 410 ) 
operation in the code for the selected data sets in said configure to deploy a smart contract ( 300 ) to the blockchain 
distributed manner ; updating ( S414 ) the balance amount of ( 200 ) . 
token by reducing an amount of token used after executing 20 In a case that the deployed smart contract ( 300 ) receives 
each computational operation in said distributed manner ; a request for executing code for certain data sets from a data 
and repeating ( S416 ) the steps of executing ( S410 ) and customer ( 100 ) , the deployed smart contract ( 300 ) estimates 
updating ( S414 ) as long as the balance amount of token is amount of token required for executing the code for the 
enough for further execution of each computational opera- certain data sets where the code to be executed includes a set 
tion based on the estimated amount of token and until getting 25 of computational operations , wherein the token control 
a result of full execution of the code requested by the data system ( 500 ) controls , in a distributed manner using the 
customer . Additionally and / or alternatively , the cluster of cluster of nodes , execution of the code for the certain data 
nodes includes a master node and one or more slave nodes set based on balance amount of token while the balance 
and the steps of execution ( S410 ) and updating ( S414 ) are amount of token is greater than the estimated amount of 
performed in the one or more slave nodes in said distributed 30 token wherein the balance amount of token is updated after 
manner and the step of repeating is controlled in the master execution of each computational operation in a distributed 
node in said distributed manner . 

In some m the method might further comprise , In some data providers ( 400 ) the token control system 
before the step of deploying ( S402 ) , publishing ( S400 ) ( 500 ) controls the data processing system ( 450 ) to execute 
metadata of available data sets among the plurality of data 35 each computational operation for the selected data sets in a 
sets stored in the data storage to the blockchain , wherein the distributed manner , and updates the balance amount of token 
metadata includes information of identifying each data set in by reducing amount of token used after execution of each 
the data storage system ( 470 ) without moving any data set computational operation in a distributed manner , and repeats 
from the data storage system ( 470 ) to the data customer the executing and the updating as long as the balance amount 
( 100 ) . 40 of token is enough for further execution of each computa 

In any of the methods described above , the step of tional operation based on the estimated amount of token and 
estimating ( S406 ) estimates an amount of token required for until getting a result of full execution of the code requested 
execution might be based on data type of each data set and by the data customer . In some data providers , the token 
code type of each computational operation to be executed . control system ( 500 ) might comprise a token manager ( 510 ) 
Alternatively and / or additionally , in any of these methods , 45 configured to manage total balance amount of token and 
the step of estimating ( S406 ) estimates the amount of token report the total balance amount to the deployed smart 
required for execution by looking up a token estimation contract ( 300 ) after execution of each computational opera 
table , and / or the step of estimating ( S406 ) includes compar- tion in a master node ; and 
ing balance amount of token which the data customer ( 100 ) one or more token updaters ( 520 , 540 , 560 ) configured to 
currently has with the amount of token estimated for execu- 50 reduce each balance amount of token by each amount of 
tion ; and controlling to allow or terminate execution of the token used in parallel in each slave node after execution of 
code for the selected data sets based on result of comparison . each computational operation ; and reporting the each bal 

In any of the methods described above , the step of ance amount reduced to the token manager ( 510 ) . 
controlling can include monitoring whether the balance Another set of embodiments provides data customers 
amount of token which the data customer ( 100 ) currently has 55 ( 100 ) . On such data customer ( 100 ) using a blockchain ( 200 ) 
is enough for executing each computational operation ; and might comprise a blockchain application ( 110 ) configured to 
controlling whether to continue execution of each compu- request for published metadata of available data sets among 
tational operation or not . In some methods , the step of a plurality of data sets in a data storage system ( 470 ) to the 
controlling further comprises : managing a total balance blockchain ; and a token application ( 130 ) configured to 
amount of token and reporting the total balance amount to 60 select certain data sets using the metadata of available data 
the deployed smart contract ( 300 ) after execution of each sets and request for executing code for the selected data sets 
computational operation by a token manger ( 510 ) in a with amount of token which the data customer ( 100 ) cur 
master node ; and after execution of each computational rently has to a smart contract ( 300 ) , wherein in case that the 
operation , reducing each balance amount of token by each token application ( 130 ) receives an access key from the 
amount of token used in parallel by one or more token 65 smart contract ( 300 ) , the token application ( 120 ) writes the 
updaters ( 520 , 540 , 560 ) in each slave node and reporting code for the selected data sets into the smart contract ( 300 ) , 
each balance amount reduced to the token manager ( 510 ) . In and wherein the code includes a set of computational 
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operations and the metadata includes information of identi- slave nodes in said distributed manner and repeating is 
fying each data set in the data storage system ( 470 ) . Some controlled in the master node in said distributed manner . 
data customers ( 100 ) might view only metadata of available 4. The method of claim 1 , further comprising , before 
data set , the available data sets which are stored in a data deploying : 
provider ( 400 ) , and sends the code to be executed to the data 5 publishing metadata of available data sets among the 
provider ( 400 ) which has available data sets . plurality of data sets stored in the data storage to the 

The present invention is not limited to the above - de blockchain , 
scribed preferred embodiments . Various alternatives , modi wherein the metadata includes information of identifying 
fications and equivalents may be used . Therefore , the above each data set in the data storage system without moving 
embodiments should not be taken as limiting the scope of the 10 any data set from the data storage system to the data invention , which is defined by the appending claims . customer . The invention claimed is : 

5. The method of any one of claim 1 , wherein estimating 1. A method for analyzing data using a blockchain , 
wherein a plurality of data sets is stored and processed in estimates an amount of token required for execution based 

a data storage in a distributed manner using a cluster of 15 on data type of each data set and code type of each 
nodes , the method comprising : computational operation to be executed . 

deploying a smart contract to the blockchain by a data 6. The method of claim 1 , wherein estimating estimates 
provider , the smart contract associated with an access the amount of token required for execution by looking up a 
key configured to authorize access to the smart con token estimation table . 

tract ; 7. The method of claim 1 , wherein estimating includes 
receiving a request for executing code from a data cus- comparing balance amount of token which the data customer 

tomer for data sets of the data provider selected by the currently has with the amount of token estimated for execu 
data customer , wherein the request for executing code tion ; and controlling to allow or terminate execution of the 
includes the code from the data customer to be code for the selected data sets based on result of comparison . 
executed by the cluster of nodes , the access key , and a 25 8. The method of claim 1 , wherein controlling further 
balance amount of token which the data customer comprises : 
currently has , where the code to be executed includes managing a total balance amount of token and reporting 
a set of computational operations ; the total balance amount to the deployed smart contract 

estimating an amount of token required for executing the after execution of each computational operation by a 
code for selected data sets in the data storage ; and token manger in a master node ; and 

controlling , in said distributed manner using the cluster of after execution of each computational operation , reducing 
nodes , execution of the code for the selected data sets each balance amount of token by each amount of token 
based on the balance amount of token while the balance used in parallel by one or more token updaters in each 
amount of token is greater than an estimated amount of slave node and reporting each balance amount reduced 
token , wherein controlling execution of the code for the 35 to the token manager . 
selected data sets further comprises monitoring 9. The method of claim 1 , wherein controlling further 
whether the balance amount of token which the data comprises : 
customer currently has is enough for executing each reporting lack of amount of token to the data customer in 
computational operation and , based on the monitored case that the balance amount of token which the data 
balance amount of token , controlling whether to con- 40 customer currently has is not enough for executing each 
tinue execution of each computational operation or not ; computational operation ; and 
and reporting a result of execution to the data customer in case 

managing the balance amount of token , wherein the full execution of the code requested is completed . 
balance amount of token is updated in said distributed 10. A data provider system using a blockchain compris 
manner after execution of each computational opera- 45 ing : 
tion at each respective node of the cluster of nodes , a data storage system configured to store a plurality of 
wherein the balance amount of token is reduced by a data sets in a distributed manner using a cluster of 
respective amount of token used in parallel by each nodes ; 
respective node of the cluster of nodes ; a data processing system configured to process the plu 

wherein the amount of token represents number of units 50 rality of data sets in a distributed manner using the 
for an entity which controls computational complexity cluster of nodes ; 
of the code requested by the data customer . a token control system configured to control processing of 

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein controlling further the data processing system based on a token in a 
comprises : distributed manner using the cluster of nodes ; and 

executing each computational operation in the code for 55 a blockchain application configure to deploy a smart 
the selected data sets in said distributed manner ; contract to the blockchain , the smart contract associ 

updating the balance amount of token by reducing an ated with an access key configured to authorize access 
amount of token used after executing each computa to the smart contract , 
tional operation in said distributed manner ; and wherein , the data provider system is configured to receive 

repeating executing and updating as long as the balance 60 a request for executing code from a data customer for 
amount of token is enough for further execution of each data sets of the data provider selected by the data 
computational operation based on the estimated customer , wherein the request for executing code 
amount of token and until getting a result of full includes the code from the data customer to be 
execution of the code requested by the data customer . executed by the cluster of nodes , the access key , and a 

3. The method of claim 2 , wherein the cluster of nodes 65 balance amount of token which the data customer 
includes a master node and one or more slave nodes and , currently has , wherein the code to be executed includes 
executing and updating are performed in the one or more a set of computational operations ; 
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wherein , when the deployed smart contract is configured a data provider system using the blockchain comprising : 
to receive the request for executing code from the data the data storage system configured to store the plurality of 
customer for certain data sets of a data provider , the data sets in a distributed manner using a cluster of 
deployed smart contract estimates amount of token nodes ; 
required for executing the code for the certain data sets , a data processing system configured to process the plu 

wherein the token control system is configured to control , rality of data sets in a distributed manner using the 
cluster of nodes ; in a distributed manner using the cluster of nodes , 

execution of the code for the certain data set based on a token control system configured to control processing of 
balance amount of token while the balance amount of a data processing system based on token in a distributed 
token is greater than the estimated amount of token , 10 manner using a cluster of nodes ; 
wherein controlling execution of the code for selected the blockchain application configured to deploy the smart 

contract to the blockchain ; data sets further comprises monitoring whether the 
balance amount of token which the data customer wherein the smart contract is configured to associate with 
currently has is enough for executing each computa the access key , and the access key is configured to 

authorize access to the smart contract , tional operation and , based on a monitored balance 15 
amount of token , controlling whether to continue wherein in a case that the token application is configured 
execution of each computational operation or not , and to receive the access key from the smart contract , the 
wherein the token control system is configured to token application writes the code for the selected data 

sets into the smart contract , manage the balance amount of token , wherein the wherein the code includes a set of computational opera balance amount of token is updated in a distributed 20 tions and the metadata includes information of identi manner after execution of each computational opera 
tion at each respective node of the cluster of nodes , fying each data set in the data storage system , 
wherein the balance of amount of token is reduced by wherein , the data provider system is configured to receive 
a respective amount of token used in parallel by each a request for executing code from the data customer for 
respective node of the cluster of nodes . data sets of a data provider selected by the data cus 

11. The data provider of claim 10 , wherein the token tomer , wherein the request for executing code includes 
the code from the data customer to be executed by the control system is configured to control the data processing 

system to execute each computational operation for the cluster of nodes , the access key , and the balance amount 
selected data sets in a distributed manner , is configured to of token , 
update the balance amount of token by reducing amount of 30 wherein , when the deployed smart contract is configured 
token used after execution of each computational operation to receive the request for executing code from the data 
in a distributed manner , and is configured to repeat the customer for certain data sets of the data provider , the 
executing and the updating as long as the balance amount of deployed smart contract estimates an amount of token 
token is enough for further execution of each computational required for executing the code for the certain data sets , 

wherein the token control system is configured to control , operation based on the estimated amount of token and until 35 
getting a result of full execution of the code requested by the in a distributed manner using the cluster of nodes , 

execution of the code for the certain data set based on data customer . 
the balance amount of token while the balance amount 12. The data provider of claim 10 , wherein the token 

control system comprises : of token is greater than the estimated amount of token , 
a token manager logic executable by the token control 40 wherein controlling execution of the code for the 

selected data sets further comprises monitoring system configured to manage total balance amount of 
whether the balance amount of token which the data token and report the total balance amount to the 

deployed smart contract after execution of each com customer currently has is enough for executing each 
putational operation in a master node ; and computational operation and , based on a monitored 

one or more token updater logic executable by the token 45 balance amount of token , controlling whether to con 
tinue execution of each computational operation or not , control system to reduce each balance amount of token and by each amount of token used in parallel in each slave 

node after execution of each computational operation ; wherein the token control system is configured to manage 
and reporting each balance amount reduced to the token the balance amount of token , wherein the balance 

amount of token is updated in a distributed manner manager . 
13. A system comprising : after execution of each computational operation at each 
a data customer system using a blockchain comprising : respective node of the cluster of nodes , wherein the 
a blockchain application configured to request for pub balance of amount of token is reduced by a respective 

lished metadata of available data sets among a plurality amount of token used in parallel by each respective 
node of the cluster of nodes . of data sets of a data provider in a data storage system 55 

14. The data customer system of claim 13 , to the blockchain ; and 
a token application configured to select certain data sets wherein the data customer system is configured to view 

using the metadata of available data sets and request for only metadata of available data set , the available data 
executing code for the selected data sets , the request sets which are stored in a data provider , and sends the 
including a balance amount of token which a data 60 code to be executed to the data provider which has 

available data sets . customer currently has , and an access key , to a smart 
contract ; and 
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